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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The use of post-tensioned concrete floors in buildings has
been growing consistently in recent years. The greatest use
of this type of construction has been in the USA, and in Cali-
fornia it is the primary choice for concrete floors. Post-
tensioned floors have also been used in Australia, Hong
Kong, Singapore and Europe. Their use in the UK is now
increasing rapidly.

Typical applications have been:

• Offices
• Car parks

Shopping centres
• Hospitals
• Apartment buildings
• Industrial buildings
• Transfer beams
• Water-resistant roofs

These are illustrated in Figures 1—3.

The Concrete Society has published various Technical
Reports on the design of post-tensioned floors('3. Technical
Report 43, Post-tensioned concrete floors — Design Hand-
boo/c4, which was published in 1994, combined the earlier
reports and expanded some of the recommendations in line
with current practice and the requirements of BS 811
Another important reference is the BCA report on Post-
tensionedfloor construction in inulti-storey buildings(6). The

Figure 1: Bullring indoor market and multi-storey car park.

Figure 3: Buchanan Street.

/

Figure 2: Office complex and car park.
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aim of this present Report is to further update the infor-
mation in the light of developments in current practice and
to align the design procedure with the recommendations of
Eurocode

This report explains the overall concept of post-tensioned
concrete floor construction as well as giving detailed design
recommendations. The intention is to simplify the tasks of
the designer and contractor enabling them to produce effec-
tive and economic structures. Post-tensioned floors are not
complex. The techniques, structural behaviour and design
are simple and very similar to reinforced concrete structures.
The prestressing tendons provide a suspension system within
the slab and the simple arguments of the triangle of forces
apply with the vertical component of the tendon force
canying part of the dead and live loading and the horizontal
component reducing tensile stresses in the concrete.
Examples are given in Appendix A.

The report is intended to be read in conjunction with
Eurocode 2 (EC2), BS EN 1992-I - and the UK National
Annex. [Note: At the time of preparation of this report only
a draft of the National Annex was available. The reader should
confirm numerical values given in Examples, etc. with the
final version of the National Annex.I Those areas not covered
in EC2 are described in detail in the report with references
given as appropriate.

Four other Concrete Society publications give useful back-
ground information to designers of post-tensioned floors:

• Technical Report 2 1, Durability of tendons in prestressed
concrete18

• Technical Report 23, Partial prestressing(9)
• Technical Report 47 (Second Edition), Durable post-

tensioned concrete bridges' 0)
• Technical Report 53, Towards rationalising reinforce-

ment for concrete structures1 u1)

It should be noted that since the integrity of the structure
depends on a relatively small number of prestressing tendons
and anchorages the effect of workmanship and quality of
materials can be critical. All parties involved in both design
and construction should understand this. There is a specific
need for extra distribution reinforcement to carry heavy
point loads.

1.2 ADVANTAGES OF POST-TENSIONED
FLOORS

The primary advantages of post-tensioned floors over
conventional reinforced concrete in-situ floors, may be sum-
marised as follows:

• increased clear spans
• thinner slabs
• lighter structures; reduced floor dead load
• reduced cracking and deflections

2

• reduced storey height
• rapid construction
• large reduction in conventional reinforcement
• better water resistance.

These advantages can result in significant savings in overall
costs. There are also some situations where the height of the
building is limited, in which the reduced storey height has
allowed additional storeys to be constructed within the
building envelope.

1.3 STRUCTURAL TYPES CONSIDERED

The report is primarily concerned with suspended floors.
However, the recommendations apply equally well to foun-
dation slabs except that since the loads are generally upward
rather than downward the tendon profiles and locations of
un-tensioned reinforcement are reversed.

The types of floor that can be used range from flat plates to
one-way beam and slab structures. An important distinction
between structural types is whether they span one-way or
two-ways. This is discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.

1.4 AMOUNT OF PRESTRESS

The amount of prestress provided is not usually sufficient to
prevent tensile stresses occurring in the slab under design
load conditions. The structure should therefore be considered
to be partially prestressed.

The amount of prestress selected affects the un-tensioned
reinforcement requirements. The greater the level of pre-
stress, the less reinforcement is likely to be required. Unlike
reinforced concrete structures, a range of acceptable designs
is possible for a given geometry and loading. The optimum
solution depends on the relative costs of prestressing and un-
tensioned reinforcement and on the ratio of live load to dead
load.

Average prestress levels usually vary from O.7MPa to 3MPa
for solid slabs and occasionally up to 6MPa for ribbed or
waffle slabs. The benefits gained from prestressing reduce
markedly below O.5MPa. When the prestress exceeds
2.5MPa or the floor is very long (over 60m), the effects of
restraint to slab shortening by supports may become impor-
tant. If the supports are stiff a significant proportion of the
prestress force goes into the supports so that the effective
prestressing of the slab is reduced (see Chapter 3).

1.5 BONDED OR UNBONDED TENDON
SYSTEMS

Post-tensioned floors can be constructed using either bonded
or unbonded tendons. The relative merits of the two tech-
niques are subject to debate. The following points may be
made in favour of each.



1.5.1 Bonded system

For a bonded system the post-tensioned strands are installed
in galvanised steel or plastic ducts that are cast into the
concrete section at the required profile and form a voided
path through which the strands can be installed. The ducts
can be either circular- or oval-shaped and can vary in size to
acconmodate a varying number of steel strands within each
duct. At the ends a combined anchorage casting is provided
which anchors all of the strands within the duct. The
anchorage transfers the force from the stressing jack into the
concrete. Once the strands have been stressed the void
around the strands is filled with a cementitious grout, which
fully bonds the strands to the concrete. The duct and the
strands contained within are collectively called a tendon.

The main features of a bonded system are summarised below.

• There is less reliance on the anchorages once the duct has
been grouted.

• The full strength of the strand can be utilised at the
ultimate limit state (due to strain compatibility with the
concrete) and hence there is generally a lower require-
ment for the use of unstressed reinforcement.

• The prestressing tendons can contribute to the concrete
shear capacity.

• Due to the concentrated arrangement of the strands with-
in the ducts a high force can be applied to a small con-
crete section.

• Accidental damage to a tendon results in a local loss of
the prestress force only and does not affect the full length
of the tendon.

1.5.2 Unbonded system

In an unbonded system the individual steel strands are
encapsulated in a polyurethane sheath and the voids between
the sheath and the strand are filled with a rust-inhibiting
grease. The sheath and grease are applied under factory
conditions and the completed tendon is electronically tested
to ensure that the process has been carried out successfully.
The individual tendons are anchored at each end with anchor-
age castings. The tendons are cast into the concrete section
and are jacked to apply the required prestress force once the
concrete has achieved the required strength.

The main features of an unbonded system are summarised
below.

• The tendon can be prefabricated off site.
• The installation process on site can be quicker due to

prefabrication and the reduced site operations.
• The smaller tendon diameter and reduced cover require-

ments allow the eccentricity from the neutral axis to be
increased thus resulting in a lower force requirement.

• The tendons are flexible and can be curved easily in the
horizontal direction to accommodate curved buildings or
divert around openings in the slab.

• The force loss due to friction is lower than for bonded
tendons due to the action of the grease.

• The force in an unbonded tendon does not increase
significantly above that of the prestressing load.

• The ultimate flexural capacity of sections with unbonded
tendons is less than that with bonded tendons but much
greater deflections will take place before yielding of the
steel.

• Tendons can be replaced (usually with a smaller dia-
meter).

• A broken tendon causes prestress to be lost for the full
length of that tendon.

• Careful attention is required in design to ensure against
progressive collapse.

1.6 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

The design process is described in Chapter 5. The main
analytical techniques used for prestressed floors include the
'equivalent frame', grillage and finite element methods. In
addition to standard plane frame programs, there are avail-
able a number of programs, specifically written for the design
of prestressed structures. These programs reduce the design
time but are not essential for the design of post-tensioned
floors. Recently more use has been made of proprietary
grillage and finite element analysis and design packages.

Introduction
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2 STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR

2.1 EFFECTS OF PRESTRESS

The primary effects of prestress are axial pre-compression of
the floor and an upward load within the span that balances
part of the downward dead and live loads. This transverse
effect carries the load directly to the supports. For the re-
maining load the structure will have an enhanced resistance
to shear, punching and torsion due to the compressive
stresses from the axial effect. In a reinforced concrete floor,
tensile cracking of the concrete is a necessary accompani-
ment to the generation of economic stress levels in the rein-
forcement. In post-tensioned floors both the pre-compression
and the upward load in the span act to reduce the tensile
stresses in the concrete. This reduces deflection and cracking
under service conditions.

However, the level of prestress is not usually enough to
prevent all tensile cracking under full design live loading at
Serviceability Limit State. Under reduced live load much of
the cracking will not be visible.

Flexural cracking is initiated on the top surface of the slab at
column faces and can occur at load levels in the service-
ability range. While these and early radial cracks remain
small, they are unlikely to affect the performance of the slab.
Compression due to prestress delays the formation of cracks,
but it is less efficient in controlling cracking, once it has
occurred, than un-tensioned reinforcement placed in the top
of floors, immediately adjacent to, and above the column.

The act of prestressing causes the floor to bend, shorten,
deflect and rotate. If any of these effects are restrained,
secondary effects of prestress are set up. These effects should
always be considered. It should be noted that if there are stiff
restraints in the layout of the building (e.g. two core struc-
tures at each end of the building) much of the P/A from the
applied prestress will be lost (see Section 3.1).

Secondary effects are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6
and the calculation of these effects is described in Appendix D.

2.2 ONE-WAY AND TWO-WAY SPANNING
FLOORS

There are several different types of post-tensioned floor.
Some of the more common layouts are given in Figures 4—7.
An important distinction between types of floors is whether
they are one-way or two-way spanning structures. In this
design handbook the term 'flat slab' means two-way span-
ning slabs supported on discrete columns.

One-way floors carry the applied loading primarily in one
direction and are treated as beams or plane frames. On the
other hand, two-way spanning floors have the ability to
sustain the applied loading in two directions. However, for a
structure to be considered to be two-way spanning it must
meet several criteria. These criteria are discussed in Section
2.4.

Solid flat slab with drop panel Broad beam flat slab

Coffered flat slab

w

Figure 4: Typical flat slabs. See Section 2.4 for limiting criteria of two-way action.

Banded coffered flat slab
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Figure 6: Post-tensioned ribbed slab.

Figure 7: Bullring multi-storey car park.

2.3 FLEXURE IN ONE-WAY SPANNING
FLOORS

Prestressed one-way spanning floors are usually designed
assuming some cracking occurs. Although cracking is per-
mitted, it is assumed in analysis that the concrete section is
uncracked and the tensile stress is limited to 'Itf1 (see
Eurocode 2, Clause 7.1 (2)) at Serviceability Limit State. In
such situations the deflection may be predicted using gross
(concrete and reinforcement) section properties.

6

In other cases, where the tensile stress is not limited tO/ie,
calculation of deflections should be based on the
moment—curvature relationship for cracked sections.

2.4 FLEXURE IN FLAT SLABS

2.4.1 FIat slab criteria

For a prestressed floor, without primary reinforcement, to be
considered as a flat slab the following criteria apply:

• Pre-compression is normally applied in two orthogonal
directions:
Such a floor with no, or moderate, crack formation
performs as a homogeneous elastic plate with its inherent
two-way behaviour. The actual tendon location at a given
point in a floor system is not critical to the floor's two-
way behaviour since axial compression, which is the
main component of prestressing, is commonly applied to
the floor at its perimeter.

The pre-compression at the edges of the slab is con-
centrated behind the anchorages, and spreads into the floor
with increasing distance from the edge. This is true for
floors of uniform thickness as well as floors with beams
in the direction of pre-compression. Floors with banded
post-tensioning and floors with wide shallow beams also
qualif' for two-way action at regions away from the free
edges where pre-compression is attained in both directions.

Past experience shows that for the pre-compression to be
effective it should be at least 0.7MPa in each direction.

Flat slab behaviour is, of course, possible with pre-com-
pression applied in one direction only. However in that
situation it must be fully reinforced in the direction not
prestressed. Particular care should be taken to avoid over-

stressing during construction (e.g. striking of formwork).

• Aspect ratio (length to width) of any panel should not be
greater than 2.0:
This applies to solid flat slabs, supported on orthogonal
rows of columns. For aspect ratios greater than 2.0 the mid-
dle section will tend to act as a one-way spanning slab.

• Stiffness ratios in two directions:
The ratio of the stiffness of the slab in two orthogonal
directions should not be disproportionate. This is more
likely to occur with non-uniform cross-sections such as
ribs. For square panels this ratio should not exceed 4.0,
otherwise the slab is more likely to behave as one-way
spanning.

• Number of panels:
Where the number of panels is less than three in either
direction the use of the empirical coefficient method, for
obtaining moments and forces, is not applicable. In such
situations a more rigorous analysis should be carried out
(see Section 5.7).

Figure 5: Typical one-way spanning floors.
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c) 50% banded plus 50% evenly distributed tendons

Figure 8: Bending moment surfaces for different arrangements of tendons.

Structural behaviour

7

a) Fully banded tendons (reinforced between bands)

b) Uniformly distributed tendons
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2.4.2 Post-tensioned flat slab behaviour

Tests and applications have demonstrated that a post-
tensioned flat slab behaves as a flat plate almost regardless
of tendon arrangement (see Figure 8). The effects of the
tendons are, of course, critical to the behaviour as they exert
loads on the slab as well as provide reinforcement. The
tendons exert vertical loads on the slab known as equivalent
loads (see Section 5.4), and these loads may be considered
like any other dead or live load. The objective is to apply
prestress to reduce or reverse the effects of gravity in a
uniform manner. Although the shape of the equivalent
bending moment diagram from prestress is not the same as
that from uniformly distributed loading such as self-weight,
it is possible, with careful placing of the prestressing
tendons, to achieve a reasonable match as shown in Figure 8.
It should be noted that this will cause the peaks of resulting
moments to appear in odd places.

Figure 9: Applied load bending moments in a solid flat slab.

The balanced load provided by the tendons in each direction
is equal to the dead load. Figure 8c gives the most uniform
distribution of moments. However this does not provide a
practical layout of tendons as it requires knitting them over
the column.

The distribution of moments for a flat plate, shown in
Figures 9 and 10, reveals that hogging moments across a
panel are sharply peaked in the immediate vicinity of the
column and that the moment at the column face is several
times the moment midway between columns. It should be
noted that the permissible stresses given in Table 4 of
Section 5.8.1 are average stresses for the full panel assuming
an equivalent frame analysis. They are lower than those for
one-way floors to allow for this non-uniform distribution of
moments across the panel. The permissible stresses given in
Table 2b assume a grillage or finite element (FE) analysis.

Equivalent frame analysis

Experimental results /

*1
C
a,
E0

0
+

Equivalent
frame
analysis Experimental results

a) Moments on column line b) Moments halfway between
column lines

Figure 10: Distribution of applied load bending moments across the width of a panel in a solid flat slab.
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Structural behaviour

In contrast the sagging moments across the slab in mid-span
regions are almost uniformly distributed across the panel
width as shown in Figure lOb.

It is helpful to the understanding of post-tensioned flat slabs
to forget the arbitrary column strip, middle strip and moment
percentage tables which have long been familiar to the
designer of reinforced concrete floors. Instead, the mechanics
of the action of the tendons will be examined first.

The 'load balancing' approach is an even more powerful tool
for examining the behaviour of two-way spanning systems
than it is for one-way spanning members. By the balanced
load approach, attention is focused on the loads exerted on
the floor by the tendons, perpendicular to the plane of the
floor. As for one-way floors, this typically means a uniform
load exerted upward along the major portion of the central
length of a tendon span, and statically equivalent downward
load exerted over the short length of reverse curvature. In
order to apply an essentially uniform upward load over the
entire floor panel these tendons should be uniformly
distributed, and the downward loads from the tendons should
react against another structural element. The additional ele-
ment could be a beam or wall in the case of one-way floors,
or columns in a two-way system. However, a look at a plan
view of a flat slab (see Figure II) reveals that columns
provide an upward reaction for only a very small area. Thus,
to maintain static rationality a second set of tendons per-
pendicular to the above tendons must provide an upward load
to resist the downward load from the first set. Remembering
that the downward load of the uniformly distributed tendons
occurs over a relatively narrow width under the reverse
curvatures and that the only available exterior reaction, the
column, is also relatively narrow, it indicates that the second
set of tendons should be in narrow strips or bands passing
over the columns.

Methods of accomplishing this two-part tendon system to
obtain a nearly uniform upward load may be obtained by a
combination of spreading the tendons uniformly across the
width of the slab and/or banding them over the column lines.
Figures 12 and 13 show two examples. The choice of the
detailed distribution is not critical, as can be seen from
Figure 8, provided that sufficient tendons pass through the
column zone to give adequate protection against punching
shear and progressive collapse.

—
ev

i
enly spaced ten

U
dons in

——
span

—. .- — — —---—— — -I I—
even ly spaced tendons for sho\ it spar

bande tend ns ov\. r colu inst long pan

Barrded tendons over column lines exert upward forces in
the span and downward forces over the columns

Uniformly spaced tendons
exert upward forces in the
span and downward forces on
the column lines

Figure 11: Load balancing with prestress tendons for regular
column layouts.

Figure 13: Tendons fully banded in one direction and
uniformly distributed in the other direction.

The use of finite element or grillage methods shows that the
distribution of bending moments is characterised by hogging
moments which are sharply peaked in the immediate vicinity
of the columns. The magnitude of the hogging moments
locally to the column face can be several times that of the
sagging moments in the mid-span zones.

II

banded tel dc

N
ns ov r colu tns

Figure 12: Tendons geometrically banded in each direction.
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The combined effect of of the prestressing tendons is to
provide a uniform upward load over the majority of the floor
and an equal downward load over the columns

F
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A typical distribution of bending stresses for a uniformly
loaded regular layout is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Typical distribution of bending stress for a uniformly loaded regular layout.

2.5 SHEAR

The method for calculating shear is given in EC2, Clause 6.2
and for punching shear in Clause 6.4. Further advice for the
design of punching shear reinforcement in post-tensioned
flat slabs is given in Section 5.9 of this Report.

10
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3 STRUCTURAL FORM

3.1 PLAN LAYOUT

Current experience in many countries indicates a minimum
span of approximately 7m to make prestressing viable in a
floor. However, examples are known in which prestressed
floors have been competitive where shorter spans have been
used for architectural reasons, but prestressing was then only
made viable by choosing the right slab form. In general the
ideal situation is, of course, to 'think prestressing' from the
initial concept of the building and to choose suitably longer
spans.

In choosing column and wall layouts and spans for a
prestressed floor, several possibilities may be considered to
optimise the design, which include:

a) Reduce the length of the end spans or, if the architectural
considerations permit, inset the columns from the
building perimeter to provide small cantilevers (see
Figure 15). Consequently, end span bending moments
will be reduced and a more equable bending moment
configuration obtained.

•

U _•---.--—---l

a a a:

a
_______

.

a U U

Figure 15: Typical floor layout to maximise prestressing
effects.

b) Reduce, if necessary, the stiffness of the columns or
walls in the direction of the prestressing to minimise the
prestress lost and resulting cracking in overcoming the
restraint offered to floor shortening (see Section 3.3).
Figure 16 shows some typical floor layouts. Favourable
layouts (see Figure 16a) allow the floors to shorten
towards the stiff walls. Unfavourable layouts (see Figure
1 6b) restrain the floors from shortening.

c) Where span lengths vary, adjust the tendon profiles and
the number of tendons to provide the uplift required for
each span. Generally this will be a similar percentage of
the dead load for each span.

a) Favourable layout of restraining walls.

I

a a a i a aLJ I U I

a a

b) Unfavourable layout of restraining walls.

Figure 16: Layout of shear walls to reduce loss of prestress and cracking effects.
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Once the layout of columns and walls has been determined,
the next consideration is the type of floor to be used. This
again is determined by a number of factors such as span
lengths, magnitude of loading, architectural form and use of
the building, special requirements such as services, location
of building and the cost of materials available.

3.2 FLOOR THICKNESS AND TYPES

The slab thickness must meet two primary functional require-
ments — structural strength and deflection. Vibration should
also be considered where there are only a few panels. The
selection of thickness or type (e.g. plate without drops, plate
with drops, coffered or waffle, ribbed or even beam and slab)
is also influenced by concrete strength and loading. There are
likely to be several alteruative solutions to the same problem
and a preliminary costing exercise may be necessary in order
to choose the most economical.

The information given in Figures 17—19 will assist the
designer to make a preliminary choice of floor section.
Figure 17 (derived from Table I) gives typical imposed load
capacities for a variety of flat slabs and one-way floors over
a range of spanldepth ratios. These figures are based on past
experience. Figure 17 is appropriate for all types of pre-
stressed floor. Figures I 8 and 1 9 are only appropriate for flat
slabs but Figure I 8 is not appropriate for coffered slabs that
do not have a solid section over the column.

At this stage it should be noted that the superimposed load
used in Figures 17—19 consists of all loading (dead and live)
bar the self-weight of the section. The calculation methods
used for obtaining the graphs in Figures 19 and 20 are
described in Appendix F.

Slab thickness (mm)
adjacent to columns

Area (m2)

a) Column size including head = 300 mm

Total
Imposed
load
(kN/m2)

Area (m2)

b) Column size including head = 500 mm

Span/depth ratio

Figure 17: Preliminary selection of floor thickness for multi-
span floors.
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c) Column size including head = 700 mm

Figure 18: Preliminary shear check for slab thickness at
internal column.
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Figure 19: Ultimate shear check for flat slab at face of internal column.

StrticturalJbrrn

Notes to Figure 19:
1. The graph has been derived for slabs with 300 x 300mm

supporting columns. For column sizes larger than 300mm the
area may be multiplied by the factor (column perimeter / 1200).

2. For concrete strengths other than/k = 35MPa the area should

be multiplied by the factor [(°l7fk — 0.00068/Ck2) / 5.12].
3. The value /7 — d is assumed to be 35mm.
4. The equivalent overall load factor assumed is 1.42 (Charac-

teristic Dead Load + Characteristic Total Imposed Load). This
factor is dependent on the dead/live load ratio.

5. The value of Veff/ Vis assumed to be 1.15.

6. These curves do not take account of elastic distribution effects
(see Section 5).

Flat slabs tend to exceed punching shear limits around
columns, and often need additional shear reinforcement at
these locations. The graphs in Figure 18 provide a pre-
liminary assessment as to whether shear reinforcement is
needed for the section types 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 (all flat slabs) in
Table 1. As the shear capacity of a slab is dependent on the
dimensions of the supporting columns or column heads, each
graph has been derived using different column dimensions.

In addition, the shear capacity at the face of the column
should be checked. This can be done using the graph in
Figure 19.

The following procedure should be followed when using
Table I and Figures 17—19 to obtain a slab section.

a) Knowing the span and imposed loading requirements,
Figure 17 or Table I can be used to choose a suitable
span/depth ratio for the section type being considered.
Table 1 also provides a simple check for vibration effects
for normal uses.

b) If section type 1, 2, 3, 5 or 6 has been chosen, check the
shear capacity of the section, using one of the graphs in
Figure 18 (depending on what size of column has been
decided upon). Obtain the imposed load capacity for the
chosen slab section. If this exceeds the imposed load,
then shear reinforcement is unlikely to be necessary. If it
does not, then reinforcement will be required. If the
difference is very large, then an increase in section depth
or column size should be considered.

c) Check the shear capacity at the face of the column using
the graph in Figure 1 9. If the imposed load capacity is
exceeded, increase the slab depth and check again.

It should be noted that Table 1 and Figure 17 are applicable
for multi-span floors only. For single-span floors the depth
should be increased by approximately 15%. Figures 18 and
19 are applicable for both floor types and have been derived
using an average load factor of 1.5 (see Appendix F).

Figures 18 and 19 are set for internal columns. They may be
used for external columns provided that the loaded area is
multiplied by 2 x 1.4/1.15 = 2.45 for edge and 4 x 1.5/1.15
= 5.25 (applying the simplified values of b from Eurocode 2,
Clause 6.4.3 (5)) for the corner columns. This assumes that
the edge of the slab extends to at least the centre line of the
co I umn.

/3

250 350 450 550
200 300 400 500

Slab thickness (mm)
adlacent to columns

Total
Imposed
load

(kN/m2)

f5k = 35 MPa

Column (inc. head)
= 300 mm

DL. Factor = 1.35
L.L. factor = 1.5

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
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Table I: Typical span/depth ratios for a variety 0/section types Jbr multi-span floors.

Section type Total imposed
load
(kN/m)

Span/depth
ratios
6 m � L 13 m
(kN/m)

Additional
requirements
for vibration

1. Solid flat slab

U

2.5

5.0

10.0

40

36

30

2. Solid flat slabwith drop panel

h.
A 3/4h

I
I r-1 I
I I
I I

-j
,-

span/3

2.5

5.0

10.0

44

40

36

A4

3. Banded flat slab
.III

I

I

ILJ I
I I

span!5

2.5

5.0

10.0

Slab Beam
45 25

40 22

35 18

jAl

4. Coffered flat slab

J L_J L....J L..
1II IIII I It

— — — — —

IiI' I IIL_JL..ri rII

2.5

5.0

10.0

25

23

20

B

5. Coffered flat slabwith solid panels
;

• - J L — - J L — — J L -.r
I

I
L....
C--

I
I L.

2.5

5.0

10.0

28

26

23

B

14

See notes on following page.



Table I: Typical span/depth ratios for a variety of section types for multi-span Jloors (continued).

Structural form

Section type Total imposed
load
(kN/m)

Span/depth
ratios
6 m � L 13 m
(kN/m)

Additional
requirements
for vibration

6. Coffered slab with band beam::: :
'I ,L__ L_JL

rir
I I I II

.JL__J L__JL
> span/6

2.5

5.0

io.o

28

26

23

B

7. Ribbed slab

ii 1

I ii
J L_.

1
ii

I I
I I

2.5

5.0

10.0

30

27

24

B

8. One-way slab with narrow beam

r
s6anYl5

I

2.5

5.0

10.0

Slab Beam
42 18

38 16

34 13

Ii

Notes:

1. Vibration. The following additional check should be made for normal office conditions if no further vibration checks are carried out
(otherwise refer to Appendix G):
A Either the floor has at least four panels and is at least 250mm thick or the floor has at least eight panels and is at least 200mm thick.
B Either the floor has at least four panels and is at least 400mm thick or the floor has at least eight panels and is at least 300mm thick.

2. All panels assumed to be square.
3. Span/depth ratios not affected by column head.
4. tlt may be possible that prestressed tendons will not be required in the banded sections and that un-tensioned reinforcement will suffice

in the ribs, or vice versa.
ttThe values of span/depth ratio can vary according to the width of the beam.

15
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3.3 EFFECT OF RESTRAINT TO FLOOR
SHORTENING

A post-tensioned floor must be allowed to shorten to enable
the prestress to be applied to the floor. Shortening occurs
because of:

a) Shrinkage from early thermal effects (see Appendix H)
b) Elastic shortening due to the prestress force
c) Creep (including shortening due to the prestress force)
d) Drying shrinkage of concrete.

Shrinkage from early thermal effects occurs in the first four
days of casting and although common to both reinforced and
prestressed concrete it is of a similar order to elastic shor-
tening from prestressing. Elastic shortening occurs during
stressing of the tendons, but the creep and drying shrinkage
are long-term effects.

The floor is supported on columns or a combination of
columns and core walls. These supports offer a restraint to
the shortening of the floor. There are no firm rules that may
be used to determine when such restraint is significant. As a
guide, if the prestress is less than 2MPa, the floor is not very
long (say less than 50m) and there is not more than one stiff
restraint (e.g. a lift shaft), then the effects of restraint are
usually ignored.

A simple method of ascertaining the restraint offered by the
supports is to calculate the early thermal shrinkage, elastic,
creep and drying shrinkage strains expected in the slab and
then to calculate the forces required to deflect the supports.
Figure 20 shows two simple frames in which the floors have
shortened and the columns have been forced to deflect. The
force in each column may be calculated from the amount it
has been forced to deflect and its stiffness. The stiffness may
be calculated on the assumption that the column is built-in at
both ends.

The calculation of elastic, creep and shrinkage Strains may
be based on the values given in BS 8110. The elastic strain
should be based on the modulus of elasticity at the time the
tendons are stressed. If this is at seven days after casting the
modulus is approximately 80% of the modulus at 28 days.
The creep strain depends on the age of the concrete when the
tendons are stressed, the humidity and the effective thick-
ness. The creep strain would be typically 2.5 times the elastic
strain. The shrinkage strain will generally be in the range
100—300 x 10 but in some circumstances it can increase to
400x l0.

hcoi

h0i

L2

a) Symmetrical floor supported on columns

'I

h) floor supported by columns and lift shaft at one end

Figure 20: Restraint to floor shortening.
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Typical strains for a 300mm internal floor with a prestress of
2MPa would be:

Early thermal shrinkage strain
Elastic strain
Creep strain 250 x l0
Drying shrinkage strain 300 x 10-6

Total long-term strain (ELT) 750 x l0

The following analysis is approximate but conservative and
ignores any displacement of the foot of the columns or rota-
tion of the ends of the colunms. A more accurate analysis
may be made using a plane frame with imposed member
strains.

The force required to deflect each column, as shown in
Figure 20, may be assumed to be calculated as follows:

8 = ELTxLI

H = l2E I 8 / (h01)3

For the purposes of calculating H1, the value of E I for the
column may be reduced by creep in the column and in some
cases cracking. A reduction of at least 50% from the short-
term elastic properties is normally justifiable.

The total tension in the floor due to the restraint to
shortening is the sum of all the column forces to one side of
the stationary point. In Figure 20a, the tension is H1 + H2; in

Figure 20b, the tension is H1 + H2 + H3. This tension acts as

a reduction in the pre-compression of the floor by the pre-
stress. If the tension is small in comparison with the pre-
stress, it may be ignored. If the tension force is significant, it
may be necessary to subtract it from the prestress to obtain
the effective pre-compression of the floor.

It should be noted that if the restraint is so severe that flexing
of the vertical members to accommodate the shortening is
not possible, other measures must be provided. These may
include freeing the offending stiff elements during a tempo-
rary condition. However, it should also be remembered that
creep and shrinkage will continue to occur for up to 30 years.

3.4 DURABILITY AND FIRE RESISTANCE

The durability and fire requirements may affect the choice of
layout and form of the floor.

BS EN l992-l-l>, Table 4.1 provides exposure classes
related to environmental conditions in accordance with BS
EN 206l(12) and BS 8500 (i3)• Durability is controlled largely
by the cover to reinforcement and prestressing tendons (see
Chapter 6 of this Report).

BS EN 1992-1 provides information concerning the fire
resistance of concrete floors. Fire resistance is controlled
largely by the cover to reinforcement and prestressing
tendons, and the thickness of floor (see Chapter 6 of this
Report).

100 x 10-6
100 x 106

'7
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4 MATERIALS

4.1 CONCRETE

Concrete should be specified in accordance with BS EN
2061(12) and the associated BS 8500' (previously Parts I
and 2 of BS 5328(')). It should be mixed and transported in
accordance with Part 3 of BS 5328 and placed in accordance
with the National Structural Concrete Specification(15). The
choice of concrete type and grade will be influenced by
durability requirements, early strength gain requirements,
material availability and basic economics. At present con-
crete grades of C30/37 and C35/45 are the most commonly
used for post-tensioned floors. Strength at transfer of prestress
is required at typically four to seven days. This normally
means that the 28-day strength needs to be over C30/37.

Where lightweight aggregates are used, references should be
made to the special requirements of Section 11 of BS EN
1992-1-1 (7)

4.2 TENDONS

4.2.1 Strand

The tendon material used for post-tensioning concrete floors
is normally 7-wire strand. Commonly used strand in the UK
is shown in Table 2.

4.2.2 Tendon protection

Unbonded tendons

Unbonded tendons are protected by a layer of grease inside
a plastic sheath. An example is shown in Figure 21.

Table 2: Spec?fication of commonly used strand in the UK.

These materials should comply with the recommendations
given in the draft BS EN 10 138(16).

Under normal conditions, the strand is supplied direct from
the manufacturer already greased and sheathed. In no cir-
cumstances should PVC be used for the plastic sheath, as it
is suspected that chloride ions can be released in certain
conditions.

Bonded tendons

Bonded tendons are placed in metal or plastic ducts, which can
be either circular or oval in form. An example is shown in
Figure 22. The oval duct is used in conjunction with an
anchorage, which ensures that between four and six strands
are retained in the same plane in order to achieve maximum
eccentricity.

Strand
type

Steel
number

Nominal
tensile
strength
(MPa)

Nominal
diameter
(mm)

Cross-
sectional
area
(mm2)

Nominal
mass
(kg/rn)

Characteristic
value of
maximum
force (kN)

Maximum
value of
maximum
force (kN)

Characteristic
value of
0.1% proof
force (kN)

12.9

'Super'
Y186057
1.1373 1860 12.9 100 0,781 186 213 160

15.7

'Super'

Y1770S7
1.1375 1770 15.7 150 1.17 265 302 228

15.7

'Euro'

Y1860S7

1.1373 1860 15.7 150 1.17 279 319 240

15.2

'Drawn'

Y182057G
1.1371 1820 15.2 165 1.290 300 342 258

Note: The table is based on information from BS EN l01383(16)

19

Figure 21: Layout of unbonded tendons.
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Metal ducts arc made from either spirally wound or seam-
folded galvanised metal strip. On completion of stressing,
the ducts are pumped full of cement grout which effectively
bonds the strand to the structure as wcll as ensuring corro-
sion protection. This procedure should be carried out in
accordance with the National Structural Concrete Specifica-
tion (NSCS)'5). Grouting should be in accordance with BS
EN 445, 446 and 447(17-19)

While metal ducts are acceptable for internal environments,
plastic ducts should be considered for external environ-
ments, especially where de-icing salts are present. When
considering the use of plastic ducts the following should be
taken into account:

• Exposure — Will a waterproofing layer be used, will this
be maintained, what is the distance from the source of de-
icing salts etc?

• Criticality — How sensitive is the structure to corrosion
occurring within a duct? Bridges have relatively few ducts
and so corrosion in one duct is likely to be more signi-
ficant than in a slab with a number of ducts. Nonetheless
loss of a duct's worth of tendons would be significant for
a post-tensioned slab and, with steel ducts, inspection of
ducts by non-intrusive methods is difficult.

• System requirements —How far do you adopt the bridge
type approaches described in Concrete Society Technical
Report 47(10)? This recommends that plastic ducts are used
in addition to pressure testing of each duct and plastic
caps to the anchorages. Pressure testing each duct within
a post-tensioned slab would be very time consuming,
however some testing to demonstrate that the system
provided a barrier to chlorides would be appropriate.

• Overall durability — What is the most sensitive detail?
Post-tensioned slabs normally have passive reinforce-
ment in addition to the prestressing tendons. If the tendons
are in a plastic duct then this passive reinforcement may
become the critical element. While problems with rein-
forcement corrosion are more obvious and easier to repair
it would be more appropriate to ensure the whole stnic-
ture had a similar level of reliability.
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• Economics — What cost premium is the client prepared to
pay for the additional reliability? A post-tensioned slab
with tendons in fully tested plastic ducts should provide
a more durable slab than a normal reinforced concrete
slab by minimising the unprotected reinforcement.
Currently the cost of the post-tensioned slab with plastic
ducts would be greater than that of a post-tensioned slab
with traditional steel ducts. Post-tensioned slabs are often
proposed as alternatives for reinforced concrete slabs and
the use of plastic ducts will make them less attractive if
considered on cost grounds alone.

4.2.3 Anchorages

Anchorage components should comply with BS 4447(20)•
Details of these are shown in Figures 23 and 24. In the case
of anchorages for unbonded tendons corrosion protection
should comply with Class A exposure as defined in Recom-
mendations for the acceptance and application oJ post-
tensioning svsIems21. In addition, tests for unbonded
anchorages should include fatigue testing consisting of
cycling the prestressing force between 60% and 65% of the
characteristic strength of the strand for two million cycles.

Figure 24: A typical anchorage for a bonded tendon.

4.3 UN-TENSIONED REINFORCEMENT

Un-tensioned reinforcement should comply with BS 4449(22)
and the draft BS EN 10080(23).

Figure 22: Layout of bonded tendons

Figure 23: A typical anchorage for an unbonded tendon.



5 THE DESIGN PROCESSS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

A typical design flow chart is shown in Figure 25 overleaf.

This chapter considers the various stages of the design
process in more detail. As in most reinforced and prestressed
concrete design work, the customary design process is of an
iterative nature following the cycle:

1. Carry out preliminary design.
2. Check design with analysis.
3. Revise design as required.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 if necessary.

It should be clearly stated in writing for each contract who is
responsible for the design, the specification, the detailed
calculations and the working drawings for the prestressed
elements. In addition it should be made clear who is
responsible for co-ordinating the interfaces between the
elements and how this relates to the overall responsibility for
the design of the structure.

The analysis may be based on semi-empirical procedures
such as the 'equivalent frame' method or more rigorous
analysis such as grillage or finite element methods. The use
of yield line analysis does not take account of the advantages
of prestressing for the Serviceability Limit State.

The design is assumed to be in accordance with BS EN 1992
-l-l (Eurocode 2) and is based on concrete cylinder
strength,J. Additional guidance is given in this Report. For
flat slabs the depth of slab is often controlled by its shear
capacity. Otherwise, in this design guide, the flexural design
at Serviceability Limit State (SLS) is considered first,
followed by checks on flexural and shear capacity at
Ultimate Limit State (ULS).

5.2 STRUCTURAL LAYOUT

The choice of layout and member sizing has been discussed
in Chapter 3, and is probably the most important decision in
the design process. Unless previous experience or overriding
factors dictate the exact form and section, several possi-
bilities should be studied, although the designer should be
able to limit the possible solutions by considering the various
constraints and by rough design and costing exercises. With
regard to slab thickness and concrete strengths, the relation-
ship of structural layout, slab thickness and loading has been
referred to in Chapter 3. Typical spanldepth ratios are given

in Table 1. A determination of a trial member depth should
be made at an early stage in the calculation process. A
general guide is to assume a depth of about 70% of the
equivalent non-prestressed member.

5.3 LOADING

For Serviceability Limit State the dead load and post-
tensioning effects, including the effect of losses due to creep,
long-term shrinkage and relaxation of the prestressing steel,
should be considered as acting with those combinations of
live loads which result in the maximum stresses. Unless
there are specific abnormal loads present, it will generally be
sufficient to consider the post-tensioning effects in
combination with the live loads as given in Eurocode 2,
Clause 5.1.2 (see UK National Annex). For flat slabs it is
normally satisfactory to apply the combinations of loading to
alternate full width strips of the slab in each direction (not
'chequer-board'). However it will normally be satisfactory
to obtain the moments and forces under the single load case
using the frequent load values, provided that the limitations
set out in the UK National Annex are satisfied.

Where the analysis is used to determine deflections,
spanISOO is normally an appropriate limit for quasi-permanent
loads (see Eurocode 2, Clause 7.4.1). It may be necessary to
consider other limits and loads depending on the require-
ments for the slab (see also Section 5.8.4).

Where the analysis is used to determine crack widths the
frequent load combination should be used (for bonded or
unbonded tendons). This is in accordance with the UK
National Annex to Eurocode 2 and is checked against a
maximum permitted crack width of 0.3mm. This limit is
given to ensure an acceptable appearance. Other crack width
limits may be specified by the client.

The use of the characteristic combination should be subject
to client's requirements and engineering judgement. It should
only be used when there are parts of the building that would
suffer from an irreversible change (e.g. brittle floor finishes,
brittle partitions, brittle facades etc).

At transfer of prestress the dead loads present during stressing,
together with the post-tensioning effects and the effects of early
thermal shrinkage, should be considered in obtaining stresses.

Where the applied loads change significantly during construc-
tion or phased stressing is employed, the various stages should
each be checked for transfer stress limits.
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Choose:
Strucural layout
Concrete grade
Floor thickness

Section 3 & 5.2
4.1
3.2

Check flexural adequacy at SLS:
After all losses
At transfer of prestress

Check Serviceability:
Cracking
Deflections
Vibration

5.8.1
5.8.2

Determine:

Loading 5.3

Tendon profiles 5.4
Force per tendon
Load to be balanced

Required prestress
Number of tendons
Prestress losses 5.5

Structural analysis:
Method 5.7
Applied loads 5.3 & 5.4
Moments and shear forces 5.8 & 5.9
Secondary effects of prestress 5.6

5.8.3
5.8.4
5.13

+

Check Ultimate capacity:
Flexure 5.9.5
Shear 5.10

Revise design:
Number and profile of tendons
Amount of reinforcment
Floor thickness
Concrete grade
Layout

If satisfactory, detail structure

Figure 25: Design flow chart.
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At the ULS the load combinations shown in Eurocode 2,
Clause 5.1.2 should be used to arrive at the maximum
moments and shears at any section. When checking flexural
stresses, secondary effects of prestressing may be included
in the applied loads with a load factor of 1.0 (see Section
5.8). However for the shear resistance check of members
other values should be used (see Section 5.9).

5.4 TENDON PROFILE AND
EQUIVALENT LOAD

Ideally the tendon profile is one that will produce a bending
moment diagram of similar shape, but opposite sign, to the
moments from the applied loads. This is not always possible
because of varying loading conditions and geometric
limitations.

It should be noted that for bonded systems the centroid of the
strands will not coincide with the centroid of the duct. This is
particularly true in the case of circular ducts. Further informa-
tion may be available from the manufacturer's literature.

In the simplest case, for a uniformly loaded simply-supported
beam, the bending moment is parabolic, as is the ideal tendon
profile as shown in Figure 26.

The total 'sag' in the parabola is referred to as the tendon
'drape', and is limited by the section depth and minimum
cover to the tendon. At the supports the tendon has no
eccentricity and hence there is no bending moment due to the
tendon forces.

Tendon profiles are not always symmetric. However, the
point of maximum drape is still at the centre of the points of
inflection, but may not correspond to the point of maximum

sag (see Figure 27).

The upward forces applied to the concrete by a parabolic
profiled tendon, as shown in Figure 26, are uniformly distri-
buted along the tendon. At the ends of the tendon downward
forces are applied to the concrete by the anchorages. The
upward and downward forces are in equilibrium so that no
external forces occur. The set of forces applied to the member
by the tendon are known as the 'equivalent' or 'balanced'
loads, in that the upward forces counterbalance a proportion
of the downward forces due to dead and live loads.

w/unit lengthcW
-t

drape = a

HF

ft
Figure 26: Idealised tendon profile.

Bending moment

wi/rn w2/m wilmrvmc
Figure 27: Idealised tendon profile for two spans with single cantilever
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For a parabolic profile the upward uniformly distributed
load, w, can be calculated as follows:

ws2/8 = 'av a

or

14' = SCiPa, / 2

where
s = distance between points of inflection
a = drape of tendon measured at centre of profile between

points of inflection. Note that this may not be position
of maximum sag

av= average prestressing force in tendon.

Usually, in continuous members, the most effective use of a
tendon in producing 'balanced loads' is achieved by having
the tendon at its lowest possible point in positive moment
locations, and at its highest possible point in negative moment
locations (see Figure 27). In this way the drape, and conse-
quently the 'balanced loads', is increased to a maximum.

The 'equivalent' or 'balanced' loads may be applied to the
structural frame in order to obtain the effects of prestressing.
Some typical 'equivalent' loads are given in Figure 28.

The effects of equivalent loads include primary and secon-
dary effects as described in Section 5.6.

In post-tensioned design it is common to roughly 'balance'
equal proportions of the dead and applied loads in each span.
Some designers set out with a preconceived idea of what load
they wish to balance as a proportion of the dead or total load.
Others balance the minimum amount which will result in the
final stresses due to the out-of-balance loads being as close
as possible to the maximum allowable stresses.

This latter approach is usually the most economical overall
but may not always be the most suitable for deflection or
congestion of un-tensioned reinforcement.

Figure 27 illustrates an idealised tendon profile for a two-
span member with a cantilever. The parabolic profiles result
in the balanced loads w1, w2 and w3 as shown, calculated
from the tendon profile and hence the 'drapes'.

Figure 29 illustrates a two-span member with an idealised
tendon profile to provide a uniform uplift over span 1 and a
concentrated uplift in span 2. The concentrated effect is useful
in members transferring column or similar point loads.

Cerit,oiclfsliaoidofshaIIow

section

Centroid of deeP section -*.. p

Figure 28: Typical prestressing tendon equivalent loads.

Centroid of section

P

P sin()

Anchorage

P

Parabolic drape

8P
t2

Change in centroid position
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Figure 29: Idealised tendon profile for two spans with point load.

The design process

P

Note to Figure 29: The centroid of the concrete arid the centroid
of the tendon coincide at the end of the member to ensure that no
equivalent moments are applied at thc cnd.

Span 1: Span 2:

The ratio L'iL should generally be kept as small as possible
(e.g. 0.05 for Lid= 40). Unless the specialist literature states
otherwise for multi-strand circular ducts the radius should
not be less than 70 x the duct diameter and for flat ducts the
radius should not be less than 2.5m.

Total drape = e1
+ e2 / 2

Equivalent UDL =
P x total drape x 81L1

where

Total drape = e3 + e7 / 2

Equivalent point load =
P x total drape x 4iL

Appendix C provides information from which the parabolic
tendon geometry can be calculated.

The resultant balancing forces are therefore as shown in
Figure 32.

P = prestressing force at the section under consideration.

While the bending moments 'peak' over the supports, it is
clear that in practice a tendon cannot do this and some
approximation must be made. Remember that the peak is
where the tendon is 'dumping' the load it has picked up by
its parabolic shape (see Figure 30). In practice, tendon profiles
are of the form shown in Figure 31.

Figure 30: Local 'dumping' at 'peaks'.

w,= 8a,Pfs (kN/m) __________

U1U
¶ t t ? ¶ ¶ f ¶ t

w, = 8a,P/s/ (kN/m)

Figure 32: Resultant balancing forces.

For the reverse parabola at the support the total force down-
wards:

= 2 = 8Pa2 / S2

and for the span parabola the total load upwards:

= w1s18Pa1/s1

Figure 31: Practical representation of idealised tendon profile.
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If L'/L is made equal to 0.1, as suggested above,

then s =

Since the upward and downward loads must be equal, it
follows that:

a1 / = a7 / S2

and hence:

a1
=

4ct2

The equivalent loads upwards and downwards due to the
tendons can thus be calculated.

5.5 PRESTRESS FORCES AND LOSSES

From the time that a post-tensioning tendon is stressed, to its
final state many years after stressing, various losses take place
which reduce the tension in the tendon. These losses are
grouped into two categories, namely short-term and long-
term losses.

5.5.1 Short-term losses

The short-term losses include:

a) Friction losses in the tendon
b) Wedge set or 'draw-in'
c) Elastic shortening of the structure.

These losses take place during stressing and anchoring of the
tendon.

5.5.2 Long-term losses

The long-term losses include:

a) Shrinkage of the concrete
b) Creep of the concrete including the effect of the prestress
c) Relaxation of the steel tendon.

Although these losses occur over a period of up to ten or
more years, the bulk occurs in the first two years following
stressing. The loss in prestress force following stressing can
be significant (between 10% and 50% of the initial jacking
force at transfer and between 20% and 60% after all losses)
and therefore the losses should, in all instances, be calcu-
lated in detail using the methods given in Appendix B.

5.6 SECONDARY EFFECTS

The secondary effects of prestressing are sometimes called
'parasitic effects' but that implies that the effects are
unwanted and harmful. This is not in fact the case. For most
structures the secondary moment will be a sagging moment
and will increase the moments due to applied loads at mid-
span but reduce the moments at the support. In some
structures it is possible to 'tune' the secondary effects by
adjusting the shape of the tendon profile to obtain the
optimum solution. This is more likely to be of use in the
design of beams rather than slabs.

Primary prestressing forces and moments are the direct
result of the prestress force acting at an eccentricity from the
section centroid. The primary moment at a section is simply
the sum of the products of each tendon force with its
eccentricity; the primary shear is the sum of transverse
components of the tendon forces and the primary axial load
is the sum of the axial components of the tendon forces.

When an element of a structure is prestressed, this causes its
shape to change. It will always shorten, and will bend if the
centroid of the prestress force does not coincide at all posi-
tions with the section centroid. (It is possible, however, to
select a tendon profile which results in no rotation of the
element ends.)

If the element is part of a statically determinate structure then
these changes in shape will not affect the distribution of
forces and moments (see Figure 33).

But when the element forms part of an indeterminate struc-
ture, the changes in shape resulting from prestressing will
modify the support reactions. Additional reactions are re-
quired to make the prestressed member pass through support
points and have suitable orientation where appropriate (see
Figure 34).

These secondary reactions result in secondary forces and
moments in the members. These are typically constant axial
and shear forces throughout a span and uniformly varying
moments. The calculation of these secondary effects can be
difficult, when staged construction, creep and shrinkage are
considered. (Note that secondary effects cannot develop in
cantilevers as they are statically determinate.) Methods of
calculating secondary effects are given in Appendix D.

Unstressed element on supports

ii
Unstressed isolated element

sedisolatedeleme,t

Stressed element still compatible
with supports

Figure 33: Prestressed element as a part of a statically determinate structure.
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iI rr
Li

Unstressed element
in structure

Unstressed isolated
element

Reactions applied to
make beam pass
through support
positions

Reactions applied
to make beam have
compatible rotations

Stressed isolated
element

Total secondary
forces and moments
for element

Figure 34: Reactions on a prestressed element due to secondary effects.

Equivalent loads will automatically generate the primary and
secondary effects when applied to the structure.

Serviceability calculations do not require any separation of
the primary and secondary effects, and analysis using the
equivalent loads is straightforward. However, at ULS the two
effects must be separated because the secondary effects are
treated as applied loads. The primary prestressing effects are
taken into account by including the tendon force in the calcu-
lation of the ultimate section capacity. The primary pre-
stressing forces and moments must therefore be subtracted
from the equivalent load analysis to give the secondary effects.

To calculate the ultimate loading on an element, the secon-
dary forces and moments are combined with the ultimate
forces and moments from dead and live loads. It will nor-
mally be satisfactory to use a partial load factor of 1.0 for
secondary effects when calculating the flexural stresses
where linear analysis with uncracked sections is applied.
However for calculating the shear resistance other partial
factors should be used (see Section 5.9).

5.7 ANALYSIS OF FLAT SLABS

5.7.1 General

The analysis of post-tensioned flat slabs differs from a
reinforced concrete design approach owing to the positive
effect that the tendons have on the structure. In reinforced
concrete the reinforcement is initially unstressed; the stress
in the reinforcement results from the deformation and
cracking of the structure under applied load. In this way the
reinforcement may be considered to act passively. On the
other hand, the tendons in a post-tensioned floor are actively
stressed by the jacks so that they are loaded before the
application of other loads with the exception of early thermal
shrinkage. The force in the tendon is chosen by the designer
(e.g. to balance the unfactored dead load). At ULS the force
in unbonded tendons does not increase significantly from
that of the initial prestressing force, in contrast to the force
in bonded tendons, which reaches the yield strength at
critical design sections.

The 'equivalent frame' method of analysis may be under-
taken by hand, using moment distribution or flexibility
methods. It is common to analyse structures using plane
frame computer programs. However, when longhand
moment—distribution calculations are employed, stiffness,
carly-over factors and fixed end moment coefficients must
be calculated. These can be quite complicated for varying
sections, column heads and drop-panels and, although often
ignored in hand calculations, the effect on stiffness of the
complete beam second moment of area over the column
width can be most significant, particularly for wide columns.

There are also available on the market several computer
programs and spreadsheets specially written for post-ten-
sioned flooring systems. These programs not only undertake
the analysis of the frame under applied loading and loading
from the tendons, but also calculate the flexural stresses.

Grillage and finite element programs are now available which
are more suitable for complex flat slabs and slabs with irre-
gular column layouts.

Whichever technique is used for the structural analysis it
must take into account not only the dead and live loads but
also the loads that the tendons apply to the structure (see
Section 5.6).

It is considered reasonable that, for flat slabs, hogging
moments greater than those at a distance h/2 from the centre-

line of the colunm may be ignored provided that the sum of
the maximum positive design moment and the average of the
negative design moments in any span of the slab for the
whole panel width is not less than:

fl!2 (l — 2h /3)2 / 8

where
n = design ultimate load on the full width of panel

between adjacent bay centre-lines
= panel length parallel to span, measured from centres

of columns

'2 = panel width, measured from centres of colunms
= effective diameter of a column or column head.
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a) Equivalent frame widths for frames spanning in the transverse direction

Lines of zero shear in transverse direction

End Frame

Internal Frame

End Frame

b) Equivalent frame widths for frames spanning in the longitudinal direction

Figure 35: Elastic load distribution effects.

5.7.2 Equivalent frame analysis

It is common to divide the structure into sub-frame elements
in each direction. Each frame usually comprises one line of
columns together with beam/slab elements of one bay width.
The frames chosen for analysis should cover all the element
types of the complete structure.

The ends of the columns remote from the sub-frame may
generally be assumed to be fixed unless the assumption of a
pinned end is clearly more reasonable (e.g. pad footings).
Equivalent frame analysis for flat slabs does not take account
the extra flexibility at the junction of the slab and edge
columns. In order to simulate this it may be appropriate to
use an equivalent length, kIact of column larger than the actual

length, 1, where k = O.5(Column spacing) / (Column width
+ 6 x depth of slab).

The use of the equivalent frame method does not take
account of the two-dimensional elastic load distribution
effects automatically. It will give different support reactions
from the analyses in the two orthogonal directions unless the
width of slab chosen coincides with the points of zero shear
in the other direction. Normally for internal bays the width
of slab will be the full panel width. However for a regular
layout, the penultimate frame will pick up more than half the
width on the side of the end bay (see Figure 35).
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Provided the reaction on each column is taken as the larger
value from the two analyses, little accuracy will be lost.
However where the size and arrangement of edge columns is
different from the internal columns, the width of slab should
be estimated more accurately. This will ensure the correct
selection of the number of prestress tendons with the profile
appropriate for the frame being analysed.

It should be noted that these elastic effects are automatically
taken into account when the floor is analysed using grillage
or finite element methods.

Irrespective of which analytical technique is used, care should
be taken to ensure that the assumptions made are appropriate
to the structure under consideration. In particular the pre-
stress applied to two adjacent frames should not be very
dissimilar otherwise the prestress from the more highly
stressed frame will dissipate into the adjacent frames.

Eurocode 2, Annex I, describes how the applied bending
moments (excluding prestressing effects) are distributed
between 'column' and 'middle' strips within a flat slab with
a simple orthogonal layout of columns. It also suggests a
simple method of applying load combinations to a slab with
irregularly placed columns. Other methods may also be used
provided that they simulate the actual behaviour reasonably
well.

LE1J.Penu1timate4. Internal
Frame Frame Frame



lines of zero shear
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F of sagging design

I width of hogging design strip

column centre-lines I

A
Figure 36: Typical distribution of bending moments about the x-axis along column line A—A for uniformly distributed loading and
a regular column layout.

Note to Figure 36: The nominal widths of the hogging design strips should be calculated as shown above for the two design directions at a
column and the lesser value should be used for the design in both directions at that column.

5.7.3 Finite element or grillage analysis

The use of finite element or grillage programs for analysis of
flat slabs is normally based on the elastic properties of the
concrete section and the guidance given here assumes an
elastic distribution of moments and stresses.

The design of flexural reinforcement may be based on
moment contours about two orthogonal directions. Typical
moment contours for moments about the x-axis along the
column line A—A for uniformly distributed loading (exclu-
ding prestressing effects) are illustrated in Figure 36. 'Design
strips' can be set up for the critical sagging and hogging
areas of the slab to determine the required reinforcement.
The following rules apply for regular layouts of columns. For
irregular layouts of columns similar rules, using engineering
judgement, may be followed. It should be noted that where
moments with opposite sign occur within a single strip these
should not generally be averaged.

First, lines of 'zero shear' for flexure in the 'x-direction' (i.e.
about the y-axis) are located. The 'design strips' are based on
these and the colunm centre lines. The 'zero shear' lines
should be determined using the ULS load combination.

Sagging areas

The moments across a sagging area do not vary sharply and
for the purposes of design the moments and reinforcement
(if required) may normally be considered to be distributed

evenly across the full width. Thewidth of the design strip for
sagging moments may be taken as the distance between lines
ofzero shear (see Figure 37, 'design strip' No. I). Where the
reinforcement and bonded tendons are not evenly spaced
across this width, the sagging design strip should be divided

into separate strips for crack control design. This applies
both for checks based on gross section properties using
Tables 3—5 in Section 5.8.1, which are dependent on the
presence of bonded reinforcement near the tension face, and
for cracked section checks, which are dependent on the area
of bonded reinforcement in the vicinity of the crack.

Where the slab is designed without bonded tendons or rein-
forcement, the stress limits given in Table 5 should be used.
Where the slab is designed using bonded tendons and/or
reinforcement, the limit given in Table 5 for 'with bonded
reinforcement' may be used provided that the spacing of the
tendons or bars does not exceed 500mm. Otherwise the stress
limit for 'without bonded reinforcement' should be used.
Where the designer chooses to calculate the crack width, this
should be in accordance with Eurocode 2, Clause 7.3.4.
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lines of column

h centrelinezero s ear1.
W2

design

r.
Figure 37: Design strips' for moments about the x-axis of
typical flat slabs.

Hogging areas

The moments across hogging regions are sharply peaked
over the column. There are typically four 'design strips' in
the hogging areas at each column as shown in Figure 37
Nos 2—5). The two primary hogging 'design strips' occur at
each of the opposite faces of the column (Figure 37, line Nos
2 and 3) and the width of these may be taken as O.4(w1 + w7)

where w1 and w7 are the distances between the column centre

line and the line of zero shear on each side of the column as
shown in Figure 38, but not greater than the sum of the widths
of the primary hogging design strips in the transverse direc-
tion at that column. For the purposes of design the moments
and reinforcement may be taken as the mean across this
width. Where the values of w1 and w7 differ, the mean values

of moment may be different on each side of the column. The

remaining 'hogging' region may, in fact, not be hogging
across the full width of this part of the slab and the two
secondary 'design strips' (Figure 37, line Nos 4 and 5) are

placed in line with the centre line of the column with a width
which extends either side of the line of 'zero shear'. Care
should be taken to ensure that the maximum sagging and
hogging moments (rather than the average values) can be
adequately resisted by the slab in this area.

These assumptions are generally applicable for slabs designed
to SLS and checked against the permissible stresses given in
Section 5.8. Where the stresses are exceeded a calculation
may show that the crack width is within the required limit.
Otherwise changes in the design are required (e.g. the
addition of reinforcement to limit crack widths). At ULS it is
accepted that cracking will occur together with redistribution
of the peaked moments.

5.7.4 Analysis for the load case at transfer of prestress

For post-tensioned slabs it is also necessary to cany out stress
checks for the load case at transfer of prestress. It is generally
acceptable to use similar design sections to those established
for the SLS. However it should be noted that additional
design sections may be required at locations to correspond
with the particular stresses induced by the transfer loads.

5.7.5 Analysis for non-uniform loads

The above recommendations can also be applied to non-
uniform loads. However the designer should be aware that
additional design sections may be required to cater for peak
bending stresses which occur at unusual locations, for
example beneath any heavy point load. Additional design
strips may also be required at the face of any changes in slab
cross-section, for example if column head drops or beams
are present. Design strips should also be added adjacent to
any significant openings in the slab. The position and length
of the design strip should be selected using engineering
judgement based on the guidelines outlined above.

Figure 38: Section through moment diagram at column position.
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5.8 FLEXURAL SECTION DESIGN

5.8.1 Serviceability Limit State: stresses after all losses

The bending moments calculated from the critical loading
conditions given in Section 5.4, including the tendon effects,
provide the serviceability stresses at each section using:

top fibre stress: = P / A + M/ z

bottom fibre stress: = P /A — MIzb

where
= top section modulus

zb = bottom section modulus
M = total out-of-balance moment

= MA-Pe+M
e = eccentricity of tendons, taken as positive below the

neutral axis
MA= applied moment due to dead and live loads

M = moment from prestress secondary effects.

Beams, one and two-way (not flat slabs) spanning floors

The maximum allowable concrete compressive stresses for
floors with bonded tendons are given in Eurocode 2, Clause
7.2. Most buildings will perform satisfactorily provided that
the crack width is limited to 0.2mm but the nature of the
loading should be considered when deciding this (e.g. fre-
quency and duration).

Bonded tendons
Although cracking is permitted for Exposure Classes X0,
XC1, XC2, XC3 and XC4 it may be assumed that the design
hypothetical tensile stresses exist at the limiting crack widths
given in Eurocode 2, Table 7. 1N. Table 3 gives limits to the
design hypothetical tensile stresses under the frequent load
combination. These limits are appropriate where steel relaxa-

tion losses, shrinkage (including early thermal shrinkage)
and creep effects are not taken into account in the frame
analysis. Where these effects are taken into account tctm may

be replaced bYfCtmfl.

Table 3: Design hypothetical tensile stress limits for crocked
sections.

Group Limiting crack
width (mm)

Design stress

Bonded tendons

Unbonded tendons

0.1

0.2

— l.35Jrn

Where additional reinforcement is contained within the
tension zone, and is positioned close to the tension faces of
the concrete, these design hypothetical tensile stresses may
be increased by an amount that is in proportion to the cross-
sectional area of the additional reinforcement (expressed as
a percentage of the cross-sectional area of the concrete in the
tension zone). For 1% of additional reinforcement, the stresses
may be increased by 4MPa. For other percentages of addi-
tional reinforcement, the stresses may be increased in propor-
tion up to a limit of °3.'ck

Unbonded tendons
The maximum design hypothetical tensile stresses should be
limited to those given in Table 3. If the stresses are enhanced
by increasing the un-tensioned reinforcement, crack widths
and deflections should be rigorously checked in accordance
with Eurocode 2, Clauses 7.3 and 7.4 and all concrete tension
should be carried by un-tensioned reinforcement (see
Section 5.8.7).

In the final design a cracked section analysis should be under-
taken to ensure crack width limits are not exceeded. Crack
width analysis may be carried out using the procedure for
flat slabs (see below).

Flat slabs (two-way spanning on discrete column supports,)

The distribution of moments for a flat plate (see Figure 10)
shows that hogging moments across a panel are sharply
peaked in the immediate vicinity of the column and that the
moment at the column face is several times the moment mid-
way between columns.

Flat slabs may be analysed using 'equivalent frames' in each
direction or by grillage/finite element methods. It should be
noted that the permissible stresses given in Table 4 apply
where the stresses have been averaged over the full panel
(e.g. using an 'equivalent frame' method). They are lower
than those for one-way floors to allow for this non-uniform
distribution of moments across the panel. The permissible
stresses given in Table 5 assume a grillage or finite element
(FE) analysis.

Additional designed un-tensioned reinforcement is required
in the support zone of all flat slabs, and in the span zone of
slabs using unbonded tendons where the tensile stress exceeds

°3Jtn The design of this reinforcement should be in accor-

dance with Section 5.8.7.

Where the stresses have been averaged over the whole panel
(e.g. using the 'equivalent frame' method) account should be
taken of the peaking of the moments at the columns, des-
cribed in Section 2.4. The analysis results in moments and
stresses averaged across the width of the panel. These stresses
should be limited to those given in Table 4. In this table the
support zone is considered to be any part of the span under
consideration within 0.2 x L of the support, where L is the
effective span. Outside of this zone is considered to be the
span zone. The tension limits are appropriate where steel

3'
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Table 4: Allowable average stresses in /kzt slabs J/r /zill panel width.

Location In Compression tn Tension
With bonded reinforcement2 Without bonded reinforcement

Support 0.3JCk'

0.3Jrs

Span 0.4/k'

Note: Bonded reinforcement may be either bonded tendons or un-tensioned reinforcement.
'If ductility cheek is carried out this limit may be exceeded
2 The spacing of bars or tendons should be 500mm, otherwise the stress for 'without bonded reinforcement' should be used.

Table 5: Allowable stresses in/fat slabs using design st//p approach.

Location In Compression In Tension
With bonded reinforcement2 Without bonded reinforcement

Support
O.4/k'

Span

If ductility check is carried out this limit may be exceeded
2 The spacing of bars or tendons should be 500mm, otherwise the stress for 'without bonded reinforcement' should be used.

relaxation losses, shrinkage (including early thermal shrink-
age) and creep effects are not taken into account in the frame
analysis. Where these effects are taken into account may

be replaced byj1fl.

Where grillage or finite element methods are used particular
care should be taken in modelling the column/floor inter-
section and in the interpolation of the results obtained. For
each 'design strip' the stresses should be determined based
on the concrete section properties. The tensile and compres-
sive stresses should be compared with the allowable average
stresses given in Table 5. The tension limits are appropriate
where steel relaxation losses, shrinkage (including early
thermal shrinkage) and creep effects have been specifically
calculated. Where these affects are taken into account

may be replaced byj,11.

Where the stresses in a 'design strip' do not exceed those in
Table 5 the design may be considered adequate. Where the
tensile stresses are exceeded the designer should undertake
further checks to determine design crack widths as detailed
in Section 5.8.3.

5.8.2 Serviceability Limit State: stresses at transfer

Transfer stresses should be checked for all floors. These are
likely to be more onerous for floors with high imposed loads.

Unless un-tensioned reinforcement has been added, the stress
limits will normally be the 'without bonded reinforcement'
values, as any bonded tendons will normally be at the com-
pression face at transfer.

Un-tensioned reinforcement should be calculated in a similar
manner to the reinforcement for the Serviceability Limit
State (see Section 5.8.7).
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Beams, one and two-way (not flat slabs) spanning floors

The concrete compressive stresses at transfer should not
exceed O.5J at the extreme fibre (or 0.4J for near uniform
stress distribution) whereJ, is the concrete cube strength at
transfer. The tensile stresses should not exceed

Flat slabs (two-way spanning on discrete column supports)

The design strips defined in Section 5.7.3 are considered
appropriate for the checks at transfer. However, as noted, it
may be necessary to add design strips specifically for the
transfer condition.

The allowable stresses given in Table 5 are appropriate for
the transfer condition. However 'k should be replaced with

/. The stresses should be based on the concrete section.

Generally it is not recommended that the tensile stresses be
allowed to exceed the maximum value in Table 5. However
in extreme cases, for example heavily loaded transfer beams
ete, a cracked section analysis, as detailed in Section 5.8.3
may be undertaken.

5.8.3 Crack width control

At locations where the tensile stresses in the design strip
exceed the limits in Table 5 the designer has the option to
either vary the design (slab thickness, prestress levels etc) or
undertake an assessment of the crack widths. lf following
this assessment, the crack widths are within the allowable
limits given in Eurocode 2 then the design will be deemed
satisfactory. The following method assumes no tensile
stiffening in the concrete.
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Note: The figure is drawn at a column location where the bending moments are negative and tension is in the top.

Figure 39: Assumed stress and strain distribution before and after cracking.

The design process

The stress block before cracking is shown in Figure 39a.

It is noted that for this situation the applied tensile stress,/,
exceeds the allowable value from Table 5, namely l.2fcinc An

equivalent cracked section is therefore established to
maintain equilibrium with the forces and bending moments
acting on the design strip (see Figure 39b).

The notation for Figure 39 is as follows:
= compressive stress in the cracked section (� °4tCk for

linear stress distribution)
c/s = effective depth of the ordinary bonded reinforcement

c4, = effective depth of the prestressing tendons
h = depth of the section
F5 = force in the ordinary bonded reinforcement

F= force in the prestressing tendons
= strain in concrete at extreme fibre =J / E

E = Young's Modulus of the concrete (long-term value)

Es = strain in ordinary bonded reinforcement
= x (d —x) / x
= strain in prestressing strands = x (N —x) / x

As the strains in the ordinary bonded reinforcement and the
prestressing tendon can be derived from the strain in the
concrete and the depth of the compression zone the expres-
sions for the axial and bending equilibrium contain two
unknowns: x andJ. These can be solved either numerically
or by iterative processes and once known the stresses in the
ordinary reinforcement and in any bonded prestressing
tendons can be calculated. These values are then used to
calculate the predicted crack width using the procedure
detailed in Eurocode 2, Clause 7.3.4.

The permitted crack width should be taken as 0.2mm unless
a more (or less) onerous value is specified by the client.
Where the predicted crack width is less than the permitted
value the serviceability stress/cracking checks will be
deemed to be satisfied.

If the predicted crack width exceeds the permitted value the
designer should either revise the design parameters (slab
depth, prestress levels etc) or add additional bonded rein-
forcement and recalculate the cracked section, steel stresses
and the resultant crack width, until compliance is achieved.

Crack width checks should be undertaken for the all 'design
strips' where the allowable stresses are exceeded.

5.8.4 Deflection control

This is a Serviceability Limit State relating to the complete
structure. The deflections of a structure, or of any parts of a
structure, should not adversely affect appearance or perfor-
mance.

Deflections that could damage adjacent parts of the structure
(e.g. finishes) should be limited. The calculated deflection
after construction (including the effects of creep and shrink-
age, and camber) for the quasi-permanent loads should not
normally exceed span/500 (see Eurocode 2, Clause 7.4.1).

The prediction of serviceability deflections is complex and
requires a detailed knowledge of the likely loading regime
and the age of the concrete at the time of loading. In addition
the properties of the concrete and the stress levels within it
have a major influence on the long-term deflections.

As a guide for a prestressed solid slab, continuous over two
or more spans in each direction, the spanldepth ratio should
not generally exceed 42 for floors and 48 for roofs. These
limits may be increased to 48 and 52, respectively, if detailed
calculations show acceptable behaviour with regard to short-
and long-term deflections, camber and vibration. Lower span!
depth ratios will often apply to slabs with high live/dead load
ratios. The spanldepth ratios for waffle slabs should not gene-
rally exceed 35.

Where deflections are not considered to be critical to the
performance of the structure it will be generally acceptable to
factor the elastic deflection from a grillage or finite element
analysis to take account of the long-term effects. For regular
structural grids with uniform loadings where the equivalent
load effects of the initial prestress are less than the dead load,
the factors in Table 6 are considered to be acceptable.
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Value given in
> Table 3 or 4

F5

a) before cracking b) after cracking c) strain after cracking
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Table 6: Factor taking account of long-term e/Jcts.

Loading Factor related to short-term elastic
deflection value

Dead 3.0
Post-tensioning
(after losses) 3.0
Live 1.5

Note: The factor should be applied to the deflections obtained
from an elastic analysis of the structure using the quasi-permanent
load combination.

At design strips where the tensile stresses have exceeded the
value in Table 5 the effects of cracking should be taken into
account by modifying the El properties of the concrete. For
much proprietary software this may be done by modifying
either the I or E value. It should be noted that the modification
of the E value also effects the axial stress distribution and the
axial deflections, although this is usually not significant.

The modification to I or E should be applied to all slab
elements in the zone of the relevant Design Section and should
encompass all slab elements within the line defining the point
of contraflexure in the bending moment diagram. The modifi-
cation factor to the El value will vary depending on the extent
of the cracking but will usually be in the range of 0.7—0.9.

A single iteration of the El modification is considered
acceptable and it should be undertaken, where required, prior
to the application of factors for the long-term deflection
prediction.

For structures where the deflections are considered to be more
critical to the performance of the structure a detailed deflec-
tion analysis will be required. In such cases the following
factors should be considered:

• age of concrete at time of loading
• concrete creep effects
• loading patterns and regime
• shrinkage curvature
• restraining effect of bonded reinforcement
• cracking in the concrete section.

5.8.5 Ultimate Limit State

An Ultimate Limit State (ULS) check in accordance with
Eurocode 2, Section 6, is necessary on all floors in addition
to the Serviceability Limit State analysis and design pre-
viously covered. In this condition, the factored dead and
applied loads are considered together with the secondary
effects of prcstressing (see Section 5.6). The primary pre-
stress effects are normally considered as part of the section
strength. Additional un-tensioned reinforcement may be
required in order to generate an adequate moment capacity.

The design tensile stress in unbonded tendons, 'b' may be
obtained from the equations given below. These have been
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developed from the results of tests in which the stress in the
tendons and the length of the zone of inelasticity in the
concrete were both determined.

f = f + 7000d(l — 1.36J,A / (tck bcl))/lpb pe

where
= design effective prestressing the tendons after all losses

d = effective depth to the centroid of the steel area

= area of the prestressing tendons in the tension zone
b = width or effective width of the section or flange in the

compression zone/ = length of the inelastic zone = 10 x the neutral axis
depth, x. (The floor is considered to develop both
elastic and inelastic zones.)

x = I .98d (fl:)U A PS)1kbcI)}(fb /•f)

The extension of the concrete at the level of the tendons is
assumed to be negligible in the elastic zones and the exten-
sion in the inelastic zone is assumed to be taken up uni-
formly over the length, 1, of the tendon. This is discussed
further in The ultimate moment of resistance of unbonded

prestressed concrete heams124 and The ultimate moment of
resistance of an bonded partially prestressed reinjbrced
concrete beams (25)

Hence, for a simply supported floor there is only one in-
elastic zone associated with the failure, but with a con-
tinuous floor the number of inelastic zones required for failure

is more complex (see Figure 40).

Without Colurnotplts hirsqo

Figure 40: Zones of inelasticity required for failure of a
continuous member.

a) Ductile failure

With Columns

b) Brittle failure

With Colunsrts
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The length of tendon, I, can be modified, bearing in mind
that if the tendon does not continue the full length of the
continuous floor it may not include all the inelastic zones
necessary for failure. It is therefore prudent to assume no
more than one inelastic zone per span, and no more than two
inelastic zones for the full length.

Flat slabs (two-way spanning on discrete column supports)

The Design Sections defined in Section 2 may be used for
the checks at ULS. It should however be noted that at ULS, due
to cracking an averaging of the bending moments across the
full panel would normally produce an acceptable solution.

Where an evenly distributed tendon layout is used, some
redistribution of moments away from the column strips is
required. Experience shows that for normal slabs under
normal loads and with normal levels of prestress, sufficient
ductility exists for this to take place. However, where slabs
carry heavy or abnormal loads, where higher than normal
levels of prestress are used, or where tendons are prestressed
to lower than normal levels, careful consideration of the
ability for the moments to redistribute is required. This
consideration should note the following features particular to
post-tensioned flat slabs:

• The large strain required to yield bonded tendons, which
is offset by the prestress

• The nature of redistribution across the slab rather than
from support to mid-span

• The different mechanisms for redistribution in slabs
made with bonded and unbonded tendons.

5.8.6 Progressive collapse

Where progressive collapse involves the use of unbonded
tendons in key elements, the maximum stress in the unbonded
tendon should not exceed O.85f1. This ensures that the
anchorages are not overstressed, and protects against failure
of catenary action.

In unbonded members there is also the risk that if tendons
are severed accidentally there will be a 'progression' of
failure for the full length of the tendons. This is particularly
relevant for one-way spanning members such as beams, ribs
and slabs spanning onto beams or walls. In such cases where
horizontal progressive collapse is of concern, it is necessary
to add reinforcement. This should be provided to satisfy the
accidental load (see EN 1990(26), Clause 6.4.3.3 and UK
National Annex Table Al .3 (UK)), and reduced material factor
in accordance with Eurocode 2, Clause 2.4.2.4 for 'effects of
exceptional loads or localised damage'. Reinforcement should
be provided in accordance with Eurocode 2, Clause 9.10.

Experimental and practical evidence in the USA has
established that this problem does not occur in the internal
bays of flat slabs due to the overall 'plate' or membrane
action. The possibility of horizontal progressive collapse of
edge and corner panels of flat slabs must be considered.

These panels should be supported for the situation where the
tendons parallel to the edge have been severed. This support
can typically be provided by bonded reinforcement in the
panel or an edge beam.

5.8.7 Designed flexural un-tensioned reinforcement

Additional un-tensioned reinforcement should be designed
to cater for the full tension force generated by the assumed
flexural tensile stresses in the concrete (see Figure 41) for
the following situations:

• all locations in one-way spanning floors using unbonded
tendons

• all locations in one-way spanning floors using unbonded
tendons where transfer tensile stress exceeds O.75fctm

(where replaces Jk) and using bonded tendons where
the transfer tensile stress exceeds 1 2Jtfl

• support zones in all flat slabs (less area of unbonded
tendons)

• span zones in flat slabs using unbonded tendons where the
tensile stress exceeds O.4f and using bonded tendons
where the tensile stress exceeds I .2f.

Figure 41: Section stresses used for the calculation of
untensioned reinforcement.

The reinforcement should be designed to act at a stress of

(5I8)f as follows:

h—x =

The value off is negative in tension

= F/(5fI8)

whereF = —fb(h—x)/2
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The reinforcement should be designed for the stresses at
Serviceability Limit State, both after all prestress losses and
at transfer conditions. It should be placed in the tensile zone,
as near as practicable to the outer fibre. At transfer any
designed reinforcement is likely to be on the opposite face to
that required after all losses.

At ULS additional un-tensioned reinforcement may also be
required (see Section 5.8.5). Any reinforcement provided for
the SLS may also be used in the calculation of the moment
capacity at ULS.

The designed reinforcement should be checked against the
minimum requirements given in Section 5.8.8.

5.8.8 Minimum un-tensioned reinforcement

Where fire ratings of greater than 2 hours are required, it is
recommended that anti-spalling reinforcement be placed in
the soffit when no other reinforcement is provided.

One-way spanning floors

Bonded tendons:
There are no minimum un-tensioned reinforcement require-
ments for one-way spanning floors with bonded tendons. It
is considered that these floors have sufficient tendon-to-
concrete bond to distribute flexural cracking. Care should be
taken to ensure sufficient reinforcement is provided to guard
against cracking before stressing, if early phased stressing is
not employed.

Un bonded tendons:
One-way spanning floors with unbonded tendons should
have minimum reinforcement in accordance with Eurocode 2,
Section 9. This reinforcement should be spread evenly across
the full width of the slab in accordance with the spacing rules
given in Eurocode 2, Sections 8 and 9.

Flat slabs (two-way .spanning on discrete column supports)

All flat slabs should have minimum un-tensioned reinforce-
ment at column positions to distribute cracking. The cross-
sectional area of such reinforcement should be at least
0.075% of the gross concrete cross-section (0.00075A), and

should be concentrated between lines that are 1.5 times the
slab depth either side of the width of the column. The
reinforcement should be placed as near as practicable to the
top of the floor, with due regard for cover and tendon location,
and should extend at least 0.2 x L into the span or as far as
necessary by calculation (see Sections 5.8.1 and 5.8.2). The
maximum pitch of the reinforcement should be 300mm.

In the span zone, there are no minimum requirements. How-
ever, when unbonded tendons are used it would normally be
necessary to provide designed un-tensioned reinforcement in
the bottom of the slab (see Section 5.8.1). This reinforce-
ment should extend at least to within a distance of 0.2 x L
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(plus an anchorage length), measured from the centre of the
support. It should be placed at a spacing of 3 x slab thickness
or 500mm, whichever is the lesser.

Minimum reinforcement (or bonded tendons) of 0.1% should
be provided in the hogging regions of a slab. The spacing of
this should not exceed 500mm.

Slab edges

Un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed along edges of
all slabs. This should include U-bars laced with at least two
longitudinal bars top and bottom, as shown in Figure 42 (See
also Section 5.11). Reinforcement should be provided in the
triangular unstressed area between anchorages (See Section
5.12).

5.9 SHEAR STRENGTH

5.9.1 General

The shear capacity of prestressed elements is made up from
three components.

1. The concrete shear component (or in the case of a shear
reinforced flat slab the concrete and shear steel compo-
nent): VRdC or

2. The part of the shear that is carried by arch (vault for flat
slabs) action not dependent on bonded reinforcement.

3. The part of the load which does not act on the failure
surface as it is carried to the columns by the vertical com-
ponent of the tendons: V.

When calculating the contribution of the prestressing force
at ULS, both the direct stress, o, and the beneficial effects
due to the vertical component of the prestress force, the mean
value of prestress calculated, should be multiplied by an
appropriate safety factor y. The value of , given in UK
National Annex, is 0.9 when the prestress effect is favour-
able, and 1.1 when it is unfavourable.

Transverse bar

Figure 42: Reinforcement layout at the edge of a slab.
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5.9.2 Beams and one-way spanning slabs

Beams and one-way spanning slabs should generally be
analysed in accordance with Eurocode 2, Clause 6.2. The
following additional notes are intended to guide the user in
the application of the rules.

In the case of linear elements requiring shear reinforcement
the contribution of the concrete to the shear strength is
ignored and calculation is based on the variable strut method.
The effect of levels of prestress up to 25% of the design
compressive strength is to increase the value of VRdmax (t
maximum strut force) that can be used. This allows higher
values of CotO (the strut angle) to be used which in turn
reduces the number of links required to take a given shear
force. The result of this approach is that to obtain benefits
from the axial compression the designer will need to maxi-
mise the value of CotO. The contribution of the tendon inclina-
tion can be included with the term Vd, which is the design
value of the shear component in an inclined tensile chord.

For one-way slabs that do not include shear reinforcement,
the contribution of the concrete is calculated including a

term that allows for the beneficial effects of axial prestress.
Eurocode 2 is unclear as to whether the vertical component
of the tendon force can be included in this situation. How-
ever it is recommended here that VEd (the design shear force)

is reduced by the vertical component of the prestress.

5.9.3 Flat slabs (punching shear)

The approach taken to checking punching shear in Eurocode
2 is to check the shear at the colunm face and at a perimeter
of 2d (where d is the effective depth of the tension steel)
from the column face. If shear reinforcement is required a
further check to ascertain its extent is made. The basic equa-
tions for shear capacity at 2d from the colunm are discussed
below.

Concrete component:

0.18
VRd,C

= k (1QQ f 1f3 +
I ck)

1c

where:

fck is in MPa

k1+ din mm

i,jp1 p1 �0.02

p1,,,
relate to the bonded tension steel in y- and z-

directions respectively.

The values and should be calculated as mean values
taking into account a slab width equal to the column width
plus 3d each side or the actual dimension if less. Such rein-
forcement should anchored beyond the control perimeter
being considered.

When bonded tendons are present they may be included in
the calculation of p1. If the calculation of Rclc includes the

contribution of the bonded tendons in the section then VRdC

should be based on the weighted average d. Thus VRdC =VRdC

ii d' where d' = the weighted (based on steel area) average
effective depth of the reinforcing and bonded prestressing
steel. This approach is consistent with the approach to beams
with more than one level of steel. The calculation of d for
each tendon as it crosses the shear perimeter is time consu-
ming and where the prestressing tendon is below a certain
level its contribution to the concrete strength is negligible.
For this reason it is simpler to ignore the contribution of
bonded tendons for normal design but where they are included
a rigorous calculation of d' is essential.

= (o +

concrete stresses in the critical section in y- and

z-directions (MPa, positive if compression):

NEd N
a =—-- and a =—--

CY A CZ A
CY cz

represents the axial stress in the concrete and has the
effect of increasing the concrete shear capacity VRdC. As the

VR(c term is then multiplied by the shear perimeter and the
effective depth to give a total resistance, its contribution
increases for outer shear perimeters. This implies that at
outer perimeters the effect of the axial stress carries a larger
part of the load. The contribution of the axial stress can be
considered as enabling a set of vaults to occur that carry part
of the shear load back to the column. It is difficult to imagine
these vaults carrying greater amounts of shear further away
from the column where they are flatter than closer to the
column where they are steeper. As most of the calibration of
the Eurocode 2 formula was carried out on the first control
perimeter it is probable that the 0.10 factor should be reduced
for perimeters further out. However for ease of calculation it
is recommended that the 0.1 tid term should remain
constant for subsequent perimeters, i.e. for subsequent peri-
meters the effect of on Rdc is ignored and the applied
shear force is reduced by 0.1 u1d where u is the length of
the control perimeter 2d from the column. In all cases the
calculation of should include the appropriate y value as
discussed in Section 5.9.1.

where
=
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The value of a is calculated as an average of the two
orthogonal directions whereas the length of the shear peri-
meter in the two directions and the magnitude of prestress
could be significantly different. Where this is the case it is
more appropriate to consider:

o•CPU1 = (a u + a a )cy zz cz yy

where
= total length of perimeter in a direction generally

parallel to the Z axis
= total length of perimeter in a direction generally

parallel to the Y axis (See Figure 43)

NEdY, NFd/= longitudinal forces across the full bay for
internal columns and the longitudinal force
across the control section for edge columns.
The force may be from a load or prestressing
action

= area of concrete according to the definition of

NEd

IllliuIllflllMHllMll1

Figure 43: Perimeter lengths.

I
When calculating the longitudinal forces it is important, for
edge columns, that the locations of anchorages are taken into
account. A 45° spread may be assumed but in certain cases
this may lead to parts of a shear perimeter edge being
unstressed, and/or parts of the perimeter being subject to
significantly higher than average stresses. It is reasonable to
average that part of the prestress force crossing part of the
perimeter edge over the whole perimeter edge.

When reinforcement is present the shear resistance is:

VRdCS =O.7SVRdC + 1.5 (d/Sr) ASW.tWdCf(l/(l1I) sina

where
= area of shear reinforcement in each perimeter

around the column

Sr
= radial spacing of layers of shear reinforcement

a = angle between the shear reinforcement and the
plane of the slab
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= effective design strength of the punching shear
reinforcement

= 250 + 0.2Sd .!ywd (MPa)
d = mean effective depth of the slab reinforcement in

the two directions (mm)

The vertical components of the tendons should also be
allowed for by reducing or increasing the applied shear load
by the vertical component of the tendon force, again factored
by the appropriate value of y. At columns where the effects

are usually beneficial it is important to consider the anchor-
age of the tendon within the critical shear perimeter. Figure
44 shows the effect of the outer tendons pulling out of the
column shear cone and these cannot take vertical load back
to the column. For this reason only tendons passing within
0.5h of the column face should be considered and the angle
of the tendon considered should be that at 0.5h from the
column face. Simplistically this means that if a load
balancing approach has been used, the total shear applied to
the column can be reduced by the load applied by the
tendons within 0.5h of the column. This value should remain
constant for outer perimeters.

*

S. — — . S
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' — —
5, — — . S

Figure 44: Catenary action of tendons at column head.

As the contribution of prestress au1 and the contribution of
the vertical component of the prestressing strand are not
dependent on the perimeter, it is more convenient from a
design point of view to consider them on the resistance side
when calculating the capacity of perimeters beyond "i and in

particular for calculating the perimeter (the control
perimeter at which shear reinforcement is not required). Thus
Expression 6.54 of Eurocode 2 becomes:

ttout,ei = (/3 1/Ed
— 0. I au1d the balancing load from

tendons within 0.5h of column face)/(vrdc

where the calculation vRIC does not include the 0. I alI1 term.

*

Tendon pulls out
of shear cone



The design process

5.9.4 Structural steel shearheads

There are two typical types of structural steel shearhead.

The first type form a full perimeter larger than the column
and the structural sections carry the entire load back to the
column. This type of shearhead can be too deep for typical
post-tensioned slab applications and can also interfere with
the tendon profile. For these reasons this type is not com-
monly used.

The second type is a cruciform layout. The load is trans-
ferred to the column by a combination of the structural steel
section and shear in the remaining concrete (Figure 45). This
requires compatibility between the stiffness of the shearhead
and the concrete. The effect is not adequately covered in
either British or European codes and so design of these ele-
ments should be based on ACI 318(27). It should be noted that
the ACT approach uses different load factors to those of Euro-
code 2 and strength reduction factors instead of material
factors. For this reason it is recommended that, for the punch-
ing shear design, a separate load rundown is carried out and
that the design follows the strength reduction approach
consistently. It should also be noted that ACT 318 contains no
reduction for concrete shear capacity with increasing mem-
ber depth, and the tests that formed the basis of this approach
were on 146mm deep specimens. For these reasons the
method is not recommended for slabs deeper than 300mm.

Figure 45: Structural steel shearhead.

.5d

Control perimeter

In order to ensure compatibility with Eurocode 2 a control
perimeter outside the ends of the shearhead as shown in
Figure 45 should be checked. For this check the full peri-
meter may be used.

5.10 OPENINGS IN SLABS

Tendons should be continuous and displaced horizontally to
avoid small openings. If tendons are terminated at the edges
of large openings, such as at stairwells, an analysis should be
made to ensure sufficient strength and proper behaviour.
Edges around openings may be reinforced similarly to con-
ventionally reinforced slabs; in the case of large openings,
supplementary post-tensioning tendons may be used to
strengthen the edges around openings.

5.11 ANCHORAGE BURSTING
REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement is usually required to resist the tensile
stresses caused by the concentration of the forces applied at
the anchors. At some distance from the edge of the floor (or
the anchorages) it can be assumed that the distribution of
stresses is the classic linear distribution and depends only on
the magnitude and position of the resultant of the forces
applied to the edge of the floor.

Between the edge and the above plane the lines of force are
curved and give rise to transverse tensile stresses in both
directions perpendicular to the applied force direction.

Where groups of anchorages exist, as is often the case for
'banded' slab tendons, the bursting stress zones for both the
individual and collective anchorages should be considered,
and reinforcement placed accordingly.

Care should also be taken to ensure that the phasing of the
application of prestress to anchorage groups does not create
a bursting condition that may be critical. If this condition is
unavoidable, reinforcement should be added accordingly.

Eurocode 2, Clause 6.5.3 provides a method of designing the
required transverse reinforcement.

Two examples showing the calculation and detailing of burst-
ing reinforcement are given in Appendix E.

5.11.1 Serviceability Limit State (SLS)

At the SLS the design bursting tensile force, FbSI (given as
'T' in Expressions 6.58 and 6.59 of Eurocode 2) in an indi-
vidual square end block loaded by a symmetrically placed
square bearing plate, may be calculated based on the tendon
jacking force, P0 (given as 'F' in Expressions 6.58 and 6.59
of Eurocode 2). With rectangular anchorages and/or
rectangular end blocks, the bursting tensile forces in the two
principal directions should be assessed in each direction.
When considering the horizontal plane of the slab, b should
be taken as the spacing of anchorages and h = b. When
considering the vertical plane of the slab, b should be taken
as the depth of slab.

The force FbSt is distributed in a region extending h from the

loaded face, and should be resisted by reinforcement in the
form of spirals or closed links, uniformly distributed through-
out this region, and acting at a stress of 200MPa.

When a large block contains several anchorages it should be
divided into a series of symmetrically-loaded prisms and
each prism treated in the above manner. However, additional
reinforcement will be required around the general cross-
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section of the beam. Also when anchorages occur within the
plan area of the floor rather than at the perimeter, it may be
necessary to include 'following' reinforcement. This reinforce-
ment runs parallel to the tendon past the anchorage to limit
cracking adjacent to the anchorage. These effects are dis-
cussed in CIRIA Guide No. 1(25).

5.11.2 Ultimate Limit State (ULS)

For members with unbonded tendons the design bursting
tensile force, FbSt, should be assessed on the basis of the
characteristic tendon force; the reinforcement provided to
sustain this force may be assumed to be acting at its design

strength (0.87f). No such check is necessary in the case of
members with bonded tendons.

Post-tensioning system suppliers often test their anchorage
systems in concrete prisms, reinforced in a similar manner to
that encountered in practice and using a prism size similar to
the common on-site member thickness etc. Such tests may
be deemed to satisfactorily model the on-site conditions and
the reinforcement may be considered adequate provided
suitable safety factors are employed.

5.12 REINFORCEMENT BETWEEN
TENDON ANCHORAGES

Figure 46 shows an area of slab between tendon anchorages
that requires reinforcement to span the unstressed zones.
Any prestressed tendons that pass through this zone, parallel
to the slab edge, may be included with the relevant rein-
forcement, provided it is in the local tension zone.

The area of tension reinforcement (and/or prestressed
tendons) provided parallel to the slab edge should resist
bending moments from the ultimate vertical loads calculated
for a continuous slab spanning 'a This reinforcement should

be evenly distributed across a width equal to 0.7/,, and
should be continuous along the edge.

The area of reinforcement placed perpendicular to the slab
edge should be the greater of 0.13% bh, or a quarter of the
reinforcement provided parallel to the edge. It should be placed
evenly between anchorages, and extend the greater of 1. or
0.71, plus a full anchorage length into the slab.

5.13 VIBRATION

Prestressed floors are usually thinner or span further than
reinforced floors. They therefore tend to have lower natural
frequencies and greater consideration must be given to their
dynamic performance.

The values given in Table I have been shown to give floors
whose vibration performance is generally acceptable. For
floors not satisfying the requirements of Table 1 or where
there is a specific requirement for vibration performance due
to building use (e.g. laboratories) or due to client specifica-
tion, reference should be made to Appendix G.

5.14 LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE
CONCRETE

Additional considerations on the use of lightweight aggregate
concrete are given in Eurocode 2, Section 11, and the Guide
to the structural use of lightweight aggregate concrete29.

Ia

Ia

Figure 46: Unstressed areas of slab edges between tendons requiring reinforcement.
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6 DETAILING

Reference should be made to Standard method of detailing
structural concrete 30)

6.1 COVER TO REINFORCEMENT

Cover is dependent on durability requirements and fire resis-
tance, whichever condition is the more onerous. Consideration
should be given to the layout of both tendons and un-tensioned
reinforcement when deciding the critical cover requirements.

6.1.1 Bonded tendons

The cover to the tendons should be in accordance with the
requirements for prestressed concrete in Eurocode 2 Part 1. 1,
Clause 4.4.1.2. The cover is measured to the outside of the
duct. It should be noted that the cover to the centre of the
tendon will be more than that to the centre of the duct, since
the tendon will press against the wall of the duct. Typically for
a flat slab, the minimum required cover to the oval duct (with
four No. 15.2mm diameter strands) is 35mm. The nominal
cover, is thus 35 + (allowance in design for deviation,

AcdCV). Unless special measures are taken to ensure reliable
quality (see Eurocode2 Part 1.1, Clause 4.4.1.3) the value of
Acdev should be taken as 10mm. Hence cnom =45mm.

The fire requirements for cover and member size should be
in accordance with Eurocode 2 Part 1.2. Clause 5.2 (5) notes
that the cover for prestressing strand should be 1 5mm more
than that given in the tables for reinforced and prestressed
concrete. Typically for a flat slab with a 1 '/2 hour fire rating
the required axis distance (distance from the centre of strand
to the concrete surface) is 25 + 15 = 40mm.

6.1.2 Unbonded tendons

Eurocode 2 Part 1.1 requires that the cover should be in
accordance with a European Tecimical specification. The ten-
don is normally specified as a nominal diameter (e.g. 12.9 or
15.7mm for 7-wire super strand): 3mm should be added to
the diameter to allow for the thickness of sheathing. Typi-
cally for a flat slab, the minimum required cover to the sheath
is 20 for buildings and 35 for car parks. The nominal cover,
cnom, is thus 30mm and 45mm, respectively.

The fire requirements for cover and member size should be
in accordance with EC2 Part I .2 and are similar to those for
bonded tendons.

6.1.3 Un-tensioned reinforcement

The cover to the reinforcement should be in accordance with
the requirements for prestressed concrete in Eurocode 2 Part
1.1, Clause 4.4.1.2. Typically for a flat slab, the minimum
required cover is 20 for buildings and 35 for car parks. The
nominal cover, is thus 30mm and 45mm, respectively.

The fire requirements for cover and member size should be in
accordance with Eurocode 2 Part 1.2. Typically for a flat slab
with a 1 V2 hour fire rating the required axis distance (distance
from the centre of bar to the concrete surface) is 25mm.

6.1.4 Anchorages

Eurocode 2 Part I .I requires that the cover to anchorages
should be in accordance with a European Technical specifica-
tion.

6.2 TENDON DISTRIBUTION

Various methods for distributing the tendons can be used.
These are discussed in Section 2.4. From a construction
aspect it is normal to lay the tendons banded in one direction
and evenly distributed in the other, which minimises the
amount of weaving and hence simplifies the laying pro-
cedure.

At the column/floor intersection, where there is no shear
reinforcement, it is recommended that a minimum of two
tendons should pass within 0.Sh of the column face for
internal columns and a minimum of one tendon for external
columns parallel to the slab edge. Only tendons within this
distance are permitted to contribute towards the shear resis-
tance (see Section 5.9.3). Where shear reinforcement is present
the 0.Sh limit may be increased to h.

For ribbed slabs or beams, the distributing of tendons is
dictated by the spacing of members but generally one should
endeavour to have a tendon passing within 0.5h of the
column face (see Figure 47).

For situations where it is not practically possible to place the
prestressing tendons within 0.5h from the column, rein-
forcement should be placed to bridge the vertical force from
the adjacent tendon to the columns as shown in Figure 48.
The reinforcement should:
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• be placed under the prestressing tendon
• have sufficient area to transmit the vertical component of

prestressing for that tendon to the column
• extend a full anchorage length beyond the tendon
• lie within 0.5h of the column and at least one bar should

pass over the column.

columns

�O.5 h

tendons

-<

I i•

Figure 47: Position of tendons relative to columns.

4A

Plan

6.3 TENDON SPACING

For suspended post-tensioned slabs the maximum spacing of
uniformly distributing tendons should not exceed 6 x the
slab depth for unbonded tendons or 8 x the slab depth for
bonded tendons. Where the banded option is used both ways
then the maximum spacing between tendons should be
restricted to 10 x the slab depth for bonded tendons. Greater
spacing may be used where it can be shown that the slab is
capable of spanning between the tendons and supporting the

applied design loads.

Unbonded tendons may be placed in groups if required. It is
recommended that grouped tendons are laid side by side and
do not exceed four tendons per group.

The minimum horizontal distance between ducts or groups
of tendons should be the greater of 75mm or the group/duct
width.

Should it be necessary to arrange the tendons in vertical
layers in beams or ribs, then it is recommended that the gap
between the layers should be at least the vertical dimension
of the tendon or duct. In the case of bonded tendons where
oval metal ducts are used, it is recommended that their posi-
tions are staggered to ease the placing of concrete.

Section A - A

Reinforcing bars should be positioned below prestressing tendon

Figure 48: Additional reinforcement required where tendons are not within 0.5h from the column.
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Slab thickness Tolerances
Vertically Horizontally

h � 200mm ± h/40 ± 100mm
h>200mm ±5mm ± 100mm

6.4 TENDON NOTATION

Typical notation of tendons on drawings is shown in Figure
49. It is recommended that this legend figure is included on
all tendon layout drawings.

TENDON LEGEND

1—Na. StRAND TO STOP OFF AND 3—No.

TO CONTHUE THROUGH, REFER

TO PlAN FOR LOCATiON

14

White 43
E

20 no.

— -
Sloe 9°
2 no.
Black 260 A

0 z = = =

I ? ::; :; =

a) Typical notation for usc on tendon layout drawings

TENDON QUANIT1Y. COLOUR CODE
INTERMEDLATE STRESSING ANCHOR
INTERMEDIATE ANCHOR
PLACING SEQUENCE
DIMENSION BETWEEN
TENDON GROUP CENTRES.

ONE TENDON

TWO TENDONS

THREE TENDONS

FOUR TENDONS

FIVE TENDONS

DEAD rpn—
ADD TENDONS
EDGE OF SLAB
TENDON STRESSING
REFERENCE NUMBERS

NOTE
When more than one symbol appears on o tendon group.
the number of tendons will equal the sum af the symbols.

1500

1000

1 00
1 00l

1000
1 00(
1000

1 00(
1000

100
1000

I00
1000
1000

b) Typical tendon profile and support layout for slab

Notes:
1. Height given is from soffit of slab to underside of tendon.
2. Diameter of support bar is 10mm.

Figure 50: FIat slab tendon and support layout detailing.

Figure 50a shows an example using the legend showing
groups of tendons and anchorage types, together with the
tendon sequence, detailed. This figure is taken from Standard
method of detailing structural concrete130.

If tolerances on tendon positions are not stated, the values in
Table 7 should be adopted.

Table 7: Tolerances on tendon positioning.

Detailing

Red 15°'°

0
8 _________

122 no

A
Whde 43°0
18 no.

4-Na. ST1WIDS TOTAl. IN DUCT

l. END

29\ 3-No. SERAN TO CONU[

THROUGH TO DEAD END

\ TENDON IDENBRCAI1ON .
INt END COUPLER

Tendon layout

Placing sequence not shown

Section A.A

a) Flat slab tendon layout

Will be marked with
a number synibol.

b) Typical method frr unhonded tendons

Figure 49: Typical notation for use on tendon layout
drawings.
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Tendon profiles in the longitudinal and transverse directions
are shown using an exaggerated scale for the vertical dimen-
sions. These are usually given from the soffit of the slab to
the centre line of the duct/sheath and are plotted at intervals
of I m. Closer centres may be necessary for sharp vertical
curves. For ease of placement on site, shop drawings are
detailed giving the vertical tendon position from soffit to
underside of tendon.

6.5 TENDON SUPPORTS

The profile of the tendons is critical to the floor perfor-
mance. It is therefore recommended that the support centres
do not exceed im. For ribbed slabs or beams, support bars
can be adequately held by firm wire ties. Welding is not
recommended and should be only used with extreme care.

Figure 50b shows a typical support bar layout. The actual
layout may be modified by the contractor depending on the
support system adopted, so that the specified tendon profiles
are attained and adequate support is provided.

6.6 LAYOUT OF UN-TENSIONED
REINFORCEMENT

Figure 5 1 shows an example of the reinforcement that is
always required at edges and in the top of flat slabs at
columns. It also shows the reinforcement needed in the
bottom of the slab at mid-span for some design applications.
See Section 5.8.8 for details.

6.6.1 At columns

Reinforcement should be placed in the top of the slab over
columns. The design of such reinforcement is described in
Section 5.8.7 with minimum requirements given in Section
5.8.8. Figure 22 shows a typical arrangement of tendons and
un-tensioned reinforcement around a column.

6.6.2 Shear reinforcement

Shear reinforcement in flat slabs, if required, is usually in the
form of links or hairpins, although prefabricated shear rein-
forcement is available. Fabricated steel shearheads may also
be used (see Figure 52 and Section 5.9.4 for details).

Fab,c

-1

Figure 51: FIat slab reinforcement layout.
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6.6.3 At and between anchorages

An adequate amount of reinforcement should be placed at
anchorage end blocks to avoid splitting of the concrete. A
sample calculation to determine the amount of this rein-
forcement is given in Appendix F.

Reinforcement should be provided in the 45° wedge area
between the anchorages (see Figure 46).

6.7 PENETRATIONS AND OPENINGS IN
FLOORS

Unbonded tendons may be diverted around the openings as
they are relatively flexible (see Figure 53). The change of
direction of the tendon should occur away from the opening,
and trimmer bars should be provided to avoid possible
cracking at the corners.

The oval sheathing used in bonded tendons is rigid in the
transverse direction, and only limited deviations can be made
around openings. Openings ideally should be located between
tendons, however tendons can be terminated either side of
larger openings.

ffi't"-___ Tzir
Figure 53: Unbonded tendons diverted around an opening.

Any penetrations made to a floor after it has been cast must
be documented, included in the design and co-ordinated with
the tendon layout.

The cutting of penetrations in finished slabs is not a problem
in ribbed slabs where the tendon positions are, in effect,
defined. Grouted tendons, providing the grout is effective,
can be cut and with the loss of prestress over a transmission
length from the cut.

Where unbonded tendons have been used, care must be
taken to locate the tendons before any concrete is removed.
Tendons can be cut and reinstated but it is recommended that
this work be carried out by a specialist.

—

Detailing

Figure 52: Prefabricated shear reinforcement.
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7 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

7.1 SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF
POST-TENSIONING SYSTEMS

It is assumed within the context of this design handbook that
the supply and installation of post-tensioning systems is
carried out in accordance with the National Structural Concrete
Specification (NSCS)'5) and the UK Certification Authority
for Reinforcing Steel (CARES) Certification Scheme or
similar approved. The installation of such systems is
assumed to be in accordance with CARES Appendix PT 2(a)ii
or equivalent.

7.2 EXTENT OF POURS

The size of pour is limited by:

• the amount of early thermal shrinkage that will take
place. This is linked with the amount of un-tensioned
reinforcement provided.

• the ability to complete the pouring and finishing of the
surface of the concrete.

• friction losses. With bonded tendons, these usually restrict
the length of single-end stressed tendons to 35m, and
double-end stressed to 65m for a slab and 25m and 50m,
respectively, for a beam. The lower friction values for
unbonded tendons extend these values to 45m and lOOm,
respectively, for slabs. Longer lengths are achievable but
the friction losses should be carefully considered.

Prestressing tendons may be continuous through construc-
tion joints allowing larger areas without any permanent joints.
Allowances should be made in accordance with good practice
to accommodate temperature variations by the provision of
expansion joints on larger slabs.

7.3 CONSTRUCTION JOINTS

Generally construction joints should be made in the vicinity
of quarter and third points of the span from supports.

Shear provision in accordance with good practice should be
made by the introduction of expanded mesh, by roughening
the previously poured surface or by the introduction of a
shear key.

There are generally two types of construction joints. The
first is a coupled construction joint, where the post-
tensioning tendons are 'coupled' together using a coupler. A
coupled joint maintains the prestress in the concrete from the
post-tensioning across the joint and post-tensioning is
considered continuous through the joint.

In long slabs, intermediate anchorages may be introduced
which allow the stressing to be continuous through the con-
struction joint or the joints can be traditionally reinforced.

The second type of construction joint is reinforced and not
prestressed. Continuity is achieved through the lapped rein-
forcing bars. The quantity of reinforcement should be suffi-
cient for strength and to prevent large cracks forming at the
joint under the effects of temperature, creep and shrinkage.

For long slabs or slabs with stiff vertical elements permanent
or temporary movement joints should be used to reduce the
restraint to the post-tensioning force, creep and shrinkage.
Figures 55 and 56 show examples of temporary closure
strips. These strips are cast after stressing of the adjacent
sections is complete. This operation should be delayed for as
long a period as is reasonable to reduce the effects of creep
and shrinkage.

In assessing the movement of slabs at expansion or
contraction joints from the time of pouring concrete, a strain
of 650 x 10-6 should be considered as normal. The drying
out effect of air conditioning can increase this to 1000 x
l06.
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flexural and

restraining
reinforcement

F

flexural and

restraining
reinforcement

prestressing tendon

lab
a) Closure strip in slab

Figure 55: Typical release joints.

b) closure strip at junction of wall and
slab

Figure 56: Infill strip.

The use of dowels perpendicular to the direction of stressing
should be avoided as this could prevent the stress being
transferred to the slab. Generally dowels should be avoided
in slabs stressed in two directions. Where there is restraint in
the direction of prestressing (e.g. a shear wall) reinforcement
should be placed parallel to the restraint to reduce and
distribute any cracking as shown in Figure 57.
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edge of slab
of depth h

wall length
L

Figure 57: Distribution reinforcement close to restraining
wall.

In areas where edge access is limited then the introduction of
pans can be utilised. This requires a depression to be formed
in the top of slab, which allows stressing of the live end from
the surface of the slab see Figure 58.

restraining reinforcement

prestressing tendor

I il///.////J \

restraining reinforcement

+ /////•///fl/
N .' / / /./ / / / ,1

'/ / / /•/ / / / I

wall

" reinforcement
= 0.35% x L/2 x h



Construction details

Tendons are normally anchored within the middle third of
the slab to ensure adequate edge cover to the anchorage.
Pocket formers at anchorages should be large enough to
allow adequate trimming of the tendons after stressing, thus
ensuring good end cover to the strand. Trimming should be
carried out using a disc cutter or hydraulic shears (see
Figures 59 and 60). In no circumstances should the tendon
be trimmed by flame cutting. Pocket formers are normally
proprietary plastic or polystyrene units that make up part of
the anchorage fixings. Anchorages fixed to form work are
shown in Figures 61 and 62. It is recommended for un-
bonded tendons that, after trimming the strands, the wedges
and the strand end are coated with grease of similar speci-
fication to that used in the tendon and that a watertight cap
be applied over the coated area. The minimum end cover to
this cap should be 25mm. Figure 61: Anchorages for unbonded tendons: fixed to

formwork.

Figure 62: Anchorages for bonded tendons: fixed to
formwork.

Figure 58: Intermediate anchorage.

7.4 PROTECTION OF ANCHORAGES
Figure 60:
shears.

Stand trimming using purpose-made hydraulic

Figure 59: Stand trimming using a disc cutter.
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For bonded tendons after the strand has been trimmed then
the anchor is treated with a resin sealer. The pockets for the
anchorages are generally sealed with a sand cement dry
pack. This has two functions. First it covers and protects the
anchor and second it allows the air to be expelled during
grouting. Where pockets are exposed to the elements or for
aesthetic purposes then the dry pack is left low and a suitable
non-shrink mortar is post-applied after grouting operations
are complete (see Figure 63). In no circumstances should
this mortar contain chlorides or other materials that could be
harmful to the prestressing steel.

:\
Figure 63: Anchorage blocks sealed with mortar.

Back-propping may be required to ensure that the construc-
tion loads can be safely carried by the earlier construction
stages, and this must be considered by the designer in a
similar manner to normal reinforced concrete construction.
Stressing sequencing should also be considered as this may
induce greater loads. When using propping to resist the uplift
forces from carrying cantilever decks check that decks are
not overstressed due to load balancing action acting with the
upward load from the props.

7.6 STRESSING PROCEDURE

The stressing forces and sequence of stressing should be
specified on the drawings. This has to be planned in such a
way that the prestress is applied as uniformly as possible,
and that no overloading of the formwork occurs. For systems
with banded and uniformly distributed tendons, the banded
tendons should normally be stressed first to ensure this is the
case (see Figure 64). Wherever possible the use of different
forces for tendons of the same size should be avoided.

It should be noted that after stressing a bonded system and
before grouting has taken place, it should be considered as
an unbonded system.

In members where early stressing is desired to reduce the
risk of early shrinkage cracking, it is common to stress the
tendons in two stages. The first stage is usually about 25% of
the final prestress force, and is carried out as soon as the
concrete has obtained adequate strength for the anchorage

being used. This concrete strength is typically between 10
and 1 5MPa. It is important that sufficient site-cured cubes or
cylinders are provided to determine the transfer strength
(this is especially important in periods of cold weather).

Where a slab or system of secondary beams is stressed across
primary beams attention must be given to the sequence of
stressing in order to avoid damage to the formwork of the
primary beams.

7.7 GROUTING

Grouting of the ducts for bonded tendons should carried out
in accordance with the CARES specification for bonded and
unbonded post-tensioned flat slabs131 or equivalent.

7.8 SOFFIT MARKING

Tendon positions in flat slabs are not always apparent on
completion of concreting. Recent practice has been to intro-
duce soffit marking, where the cover to the tendon is less
than the penetration of ceiling and service fittings. An illus-
tration of typical marking is shown in Figure 65. Unpainted
zones indicate no tendons. Dark zones indicate tendons near
the soffit and white zones indicate tendons near the top of the

Figure 64: Stressing banded tendons at slab edges.

PT
7.5 BACK-PROPPING

slab.
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Figure 65: Soffit marking used to indicate tendon position.



8 DEMOLITION

8.1 GENERAL

Special precautions are required for the demolition of pre-
stressed concrete structures, and it is recommended that the
advice of a prestressing specialist is obtained before plan-
fling the demolition.

Two references giving useful information are the FIP guide
to good practice32) and the PTI publication on the demolition
of a post-tensioned slab33).

8.2 STRUCTURES WITH BONDED
TENDONS

These can normally be demolished using recognised methods
of demolition. However, it is of fundamental importance that
during the initial stages it is ascertained that the grouting is
effective.

8.3 STRUCTURES WITH UNBONDED
TENDONS

The energy introduced into the tendons in this instance is
only secured by the anchorages. Release of this energy will
occur over the complete length of the tendon no matter
where it is cut. 1he sequence of releasing the tendons must
be planned in detail to take into account the structure's
ability to carry dead loads without prestressing and the
introduction of temporary supports where necessary. Safety
precautions should be taken near the anchorages although
recent experimental work has shown that most of the energy
is dissipated by friction, dislodging the wedges and breaking
the concrete cover.

5/
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9 SPECIAL USES OF POST-
TENSIONING IN BUILDING
STRUCTURES

9.1 GENERAL

The following uses of post-tensioning fall outside the scope
of the general design rules of this report. The basic require-
ments for strength and serviceability still apply and adherence
to the codes with respect to crack control, deflection and stress
limitation will ensure satisfactory structural performance.

9.2 TRANSFER STRUCTURES

Transfer structures are usually beams, but transfer slabs can
also be effective. They are employed when concentrated loads
from columns or walls do not coincide with the supporting
structure and hence, the loads must be 'transferred'. Post-
tensioned transfer structures are a powerful tool in reducing
depth requirements and controlling deflections.

Since much of the load which is applied to transfer structures
is dead load, there is advantage in balancing this with post-
tensioning and hence reduce or eliminate creep deflections.
The upper structure is vulnerable to relative vertical move-
ment of its supports, so the ability to control the deflection is
of great benefit.

Since the actual dead load is applied in stages the transfer
structure must either be propped until the dead loads are
present, or stressed in stages as the dead load accrues. The
number of stages will depend on the amount of deflection
control required and the sensitivity of the transfer structure
to the loading and amount of post-tensioning applied. It is
common when using bonded tendons in a transfer structure,
to fully stress and grout individual tendons at each stage so
that partially stressed tendons are not left in an unprotected
state for prolonged periods.

One major concern for transfer structures is the ability to
demolish them at some later time. The situation where a beam
or slab is in an unstable condition, due to its prestressed state
after the applied dead loads have been removed must be
avoided. This may be achieved by choosing a member size
that can be reinforced against the effect of the post-
tensioning with a modest safety factor (say 1.05). Another
alternative is to provide some means of restraining the
member against the effects of the post-tensioning during
demolition (e.g. using ground anchors or ballast).

If neither of the above solutions is practical, the tendons
must be systematically de-stressed or demolished. This is

much easier, but possibly more dangerous, with unbonded
tendons, since bonded tendons will require severing at various
locations to eliminate their effect on the structure.

9.3 FOUNDATION STRUCTURES

Post-tensioned slabs can also be used for the construction of
foundation slabs (rafts). The balancing loads induced by the
prestress can induce a more even distribution of soil pressure
across the slab and this can lead to rafts significantly thinner
than an un-tensioned equivalent. The aim is to produce addi-
tional downwards pressure at the mid-span between columns
and corresponding upward pressure at column locations.
This leads to a tendon profile which is the reverse of that
normally seen in suspended slabs. At the time of raft con-
struction there is only the dead weight of the slab to be
distributed and so only limited stressing is possible. For this
reason stressing is normally staged with additional prestress
being applied as the weight of the building increases.

When designing post-tensioned ground beams and rafts, the
effect of ground friction must be taken into account when
calculating the effective pre-compression in the member
(P/A). A long beam or slab may lose a considerable amount
(or all) of its pre-compression in its middle zone. This may
not be crucial if crack distribution steel is provided, since the
vertical effect of the tendon profile is still present, and hence
the benefit in spreading the column load is achieved.

The use of post-tensioning in foundations has not been
exploited as much as it might be as the benefits in reduction
in foundation depths, settlement control and reduction in
ground pressure are worthwhile.

9.4 GROUND SLABS

The use of post-tensioning to provide joint-free ground slabs
has been well applied for many years, but due to the efficient
alternatives (e.g. use of steel fibres) it remains limited in its
take up.

Like most ground slabs, the concrete in a post-tensioned slab
relies on its tensile strength to resist the bending moments.
The post-tensioning increases the effective tensile strength
by means of the pre-compression and also keeps any con-
stniction joints closed. In the same way as for foundation
structures described above this pre-compression may be lost
in long structures by the effect of ground friction.
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It is normal to keep the tendons straight (non-profiled) in
ground slabs, with the tendon being as close as practicable to
the concrete centroid.

The post-tensioning must be applied when the concrete is
young, before early thermal and shrinkage cracking occurs.
This usually means stressing within 24 hours of the concrete
being cast, and special anchorages may be required to avoid
bursting failure.
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Both bonded or unbonded tendons can be used, although
unbonded are usually the more practical for this application.

In the USA there is a large market in post-tensioning of
ground slabs for house foundations, particularly those on
active soils. The use in the UK has been mostly in high bay
warehouses where the avoidance ofjoints is desirable. These
have performed well (for over 20 years in some cases).
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APPENDIX A ____
EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS

A.1 SOLID FLAT SLAB WITH
UNBONDED TENDONS

A.1.1 Description, properties and loads

Equivalent frames are used to model the slab in each direc-
tion. Maximum design moments are obtained by a combina-
tion of live and dead load, with the equivalent prestress load
from the tendons. Where tendon anchorages are away from
the neutral axis, or are inclined to the neutral axis of the slab
(either at the ends of the slab or within the span where
tendons are 'stopped off'), their effect can be included in this
method of analysis by the introduction of equivalent
moments and/or point loads.

A floor plan of the building is shown in Figure Al together
with a typical transverse sub-frame. This example analyses
sub-frames on gridlines 5 and B. Calculations are carried out
for full bay width.

The structure is checked both at Serviceability and Ultimate
Limit States. These checks are carried out at transfer, during
construction (where typically, when two weeks old, the slab
may be required to cany its own weight, plus the weight of
the floor above at concreting, plus associated construction
loads), and under working load conditions.

Properties

Concrete.
'ck = 35MPa

= 25MPa
= 28GPa

E= 21.7GPa

Bonded reinforcement:

f = 46OMPa

Floor plan

::j
10 No. 3. m = 35 m

Typical bay

7m

4.5 m

of slab (lower floor) - - -

Section A-A: Design subframe (transverse)

3.6 m

3.6 m

&of slab (upper floor) - - -

4.5m . 7m

Figure Al: Floor plan and sub-frame for Example 1.
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(cylinder strength at 28 days)

(strength at transfer)
(elastic modulus at 28 days)

J

External columns 300 x 300 : : :

Internal columns 500 x 500 : :

I I I I

--. ...-_.- .. .-. . .
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Prestressing steel.
12.9mm diameter superstrand with high-density polythene
or polypropylene sheath and with lubrication/corrosion pro-
tection as detailed in Section 4.2.2.

= 86kN (characteristic strength of tendon)
= 100mm2 (area of tendon)

fk= Pk/APS
= 1 86OMPa (characteristic strength of prestressing steel)
=

1 95GPa (elastic modulus)

Loading

Imposed loading:
finishes: partitions l.OkN/m2

screed
services in floor zone

ceiling

3 .2kN/m

live load: typical office building 4.OkN/m2

Total imposed loading 7.2kN/m2

From Figure 18, for a flat slab (Section type 1) a spanldepth
ratio of 33 is required giving a slab depth of2l0mm. How-
ever, to reduce shear reinforcement requirements (see Figure
19), a depth of 225mm is chosen.

Self-weight 5.4kN/m2

(using a density of 24kN/m3)

Total dead load 8.6kN/m2

Total live load 4.OkN/m2

Total construction load per floor 8.85kN/m2

Worst loading = dead load + live load situation 12.6kN/m2

Balanced load

At this stage in the calculation, it is recommended that the
amount of load to be balanced is considered. The designer's
experience can simplif' this operation. In this example a
balanced load consisting of all the dead load is chosen.
(Balanced loads are discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.)

Tendon profiles

Nominal cover requirement in accordance with Eurocode 2:
for adequate cover to reinforcing and
prestressing steel against corrosion
XC1(15+5mm) 20mm
for ihour fire resistance, axis distance (15+5-8) 22mm

Take nominal cover to be (see Figure A2) 25mm

2Snim cover

T16 p

longitudinal
tendon

T16

16 mm 0
tendon and sheath

I

(129+3)

Figure A2: Tendon and reinforcing steel
positioning for cover requirements.
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Check at temporary construction stage

construction load — self-weight of slab
under construction above
additional construction load

5 .4kN/m
l.5kN/m2

6.9kN/m2

Share this load between two lower floors by propping

load per floor
self-weight of floor under design

3.45kN/m2
5 .4OkN/m2

I .2kN/m2

0.5kN/m2
0.5kN/m2

(a) Transverse direction



Appendix A: Examples 0/ calculations

The dimensions from the top surface of the slab to the
tendons and reinforcing steel are shown in Figure A2. The
positioning of the reinforcement must be considered at this
stage, so as to obtain a practical arrangement of the steel at
internal supports.

Preliminary shear check

Taking a slab depth of 225mm, check the punching shear
capacity, and the shear capacity at the face of the column, for
both internal and external columns.

Internal columns (500 x 500)
The load from the slab on to the internal columns will be
greater than that due to half the span because of elastic dis-
tribution (see Section 5.6). For this example, a reasonable
estimate for the increase in equivalent floor area is a factor
of 1.2.

Equivalent floor area = 1.2 (3.5 + 2.25) x 7 = 48.3m2

From Figure 19 (b) for a total imposed load of 7.2kN/m2 and
equivalent floor area of 48.3m2, some shear reinforcement
will be required for a slab of depth 225mm.

From Figure 20 the check for maximum shear stress is OK.

Edge columns (300 x 300)
Figures 19 and 20 are set up for internal columns. In order to
use the figures for an edge column, the equivalent loaded area
is doubled.

Equivalent floor area = 2 x 3.5 x 3.5 = 24.5m2

From Figure 19 (a) for a total imposed load of 7.2kNIm2 and
equivalent floor area of 24.5m2, no shear reinforcement is
required for a slab of depth 225mm.

From Figure 20 the check for maximum shear stress is OK.

A.1.2 Serviceability Limit State — Transverse direction

After deciding the limiting tendon eccentricities (Figure A3)
and the positions of the points of inflection (0. 1 times the
span, from the centre of supports) the tendon profile can be
calculated; see Appendix C.

Calculation of maximum drape

Assume that the maximum drape occurs at mid-span. Using
the equation of a parabola:

y = /cx(s—x)

from the tendon profile calculation (Appendix C), we know
that:

k = 2.69x l0

when x = 800mm y= 87.16mm

At this stage losses are assumed as follows:

At transfer 10% of the jacking load

At service 20% of the jacking load.

A thorough check will be carried out after the stress calcu-
lations to check that these initial assumptions of 10% and
20% are within reason. If they are not, another estimate should
be made and the procedure repeated.

initial prestress

The initial prestress force, i.e. the jacking force, has been
taken to be 70% of the characteristic strength (see National
Annex to Eurocode 2 Part 1.1).

For the transverse direction, the tendons will be stressed
along gridline A only.

Calculation of
Jacking force = 0.7 x 186 = l30.2OkN/tendon
Prestress force at transfer (10% losses) = 117. 1 8kN/tendon
Prestress force at service (20% losses) = 104.1 6kN/tendon

Next the value of prestress force required in each span is
calculated. This is done using the chosen balanced load of
8.6kNIm2 (the dead load), the distance between points of
inflection, s, and the drape, a, as shown in Figure A4.

Figure A4: Drape for load balancing.

6/

Figure A3: Transverse tendon profile.

also s = 3600mm
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The prestress force is obtained from the following equation,
which assumes a parabolic profile.

'3rqd
= ws2 / 8a

For span CB,

1'rqd
= 8.6 x 7 x 36002 / (8 x 87.16 x 1000) = lll9kN

Therefore number of tendons = 1119/104.16 = 10.7.

Try 11 tendons per panel.

For span BA,

'rqd =8.6x7x56002/(8x87.l6x 1000)=27079kN

Therefore number of tendons = 2707/104.16 = 25.99.

Try 26 tendons per panel.

As the longer span requires more tendons than the shorter
span, 15 of the tendons will be stopped off at the point of
inflection in span CB, next to support B. When accurate
losses are calculated, the different force profile of these
shorter tendons must be taken into account.

The effect of the tendons on the slab is modelled by means
of equivalent loads, as shown below. Equivalent loads are
discussed in more detail in Section 5.4 and Appendix D. It

should be noted that the portions of the cable from the edges
of the slab to gridlines A and C are horizontal and so do not
contribute to the equivalent loads.

The equivalent load, w, between any two points of inflection
for the chosen number of tendons is given by:

w = 8anP,1 / 2

where
n = number of tendons
a = drape at the point considered
s = as shown in Figure A.4
av = average force provided by each tendon.

w

Figure A5: Calculation of equivalent loads due to tendon
forces.

Table Al: Calculations of equivalent loads due to transverse tendons, at transfer and after all losses.

Equivalent loads at transfer
Full length tendons
(n=11) C Span B B Span A
n x av (kN)
a (mm)
s(mm)
w (kN/m)
Short length tendons (n =15)

1289.0 1289.0 1289.0 1289.0 1289.0 1289.0

18.3 —87.2 25.3 25.3 —87.2 18.3

900 3600 900 1400 5600 1400
233.0 —69.4 322.1 133.1 —28.7 96.3

n x av (kN)
a (mm)
s(mm)
w(kN/m)
Total w (kN/m)

— — 1757.7 1757.7 1757.7 1757.7
— — 25.3 25.3 —87.2 18.3
— — 900 1400 5600 1400

0 439.2 181.5
233.0 —69.4 761.3 314.6 —67.8 227.6

Equivalent loads after all losses
Full length tendons
(n=11) C Span B B Span A
nxPav(kN)
a (mm)
s (mm)
w (kN/m)
Short length tendons (n =15)

1145.8 1145.8 1145.8 1145.8 1145.8 1145.8

18.3 —87.2 25.3 25.3 —87.2 18.3
900 3600 900 1400 5600 1400
207.1 —61.7 286.3 118.3 —25.5 85.6

nxPay(kN)
a (mm)
s (mm)
w(kN/m)
Total w (kN/m)

— — 1562.4 1562.4 1562.4 1562.4
— — 25.3 25.3 —87.2 18.3
— — 900 1400 5600 1400
0 0 39PA 1613 1167
207.1 -61.7 676.7 279.7 -60.2 202.3
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When tendons are anchored within the span, as in this
example, additional equivalent loads may be generated by
the end condition. These must be included in the frame
analysis when obtaining the bending moments and shear force
diagrams. The forces consist of a vertical and horizontal
component of the tendon force applied at the anchor.

Vertical force = P sin a

Eccentric moment at the point of inflection = P cos a x e

For a parabolic tendon dy/dx = 2ax/s2

and so sin a = 2aIs
Figure A6 shows the effect of an anchorage in terms of
additional equivalent loads on the slab.

The vertical component of the tendon force is easily calcu-
lated, and should be applied to the slab as a vertical point
load at the point where the tendon is anchored. The horizon-
tal component forms a positive moment about the centroid,
owing to its eccentricity from the centroid of the section, and
should be applied in this form to the slab.

it should be noted that the position of the tendon at the
anchorage can be arranged so that the tendon is both hori-
zontal (no vertical force) and at the centroid of the section
(no eccentric moment). In this example the anchorages at the
ends of the full-length tendons fulfil this requirement and no
additional loads are generated.

Summary ofprestress equivalent loads

Therefore sina = 2x25.32 = 0.1125
= 0.9937

Eccentricity of tendon, e, = —112.5 + 25(cover) +
1 6(diameter of un-tensioned
reinforcement) + 8(half the
tendon diameter) +
25.32(drape)

= —38.18mm

At transfer:

After all losses:

P = 1757.7OkN
Psin a = 197.82kN
Pe cos a = —66.68kNm

P = 1562.4kN
Psina = 175.84kN
Pc cos a = —59.276kNm

The equivalent loads from the tendons, the anchors and the
superimposed loads are then used to calculate design moments
and shears by any convenient method of structural analysis.
This is normally done using an appropriate computer program.

At Serviceability Limit State, an elastic method of analysis
should be used for analysing post-tensioned flat slabs, and
patterned loading should be used in multi-span situations.

Table A2: Summary of uniformly distrihuied equivalent loads from transverse tendons.

Equivalent loads at transfer (kN/m)
C
233.0

Span
—69.4

B
761.3

B
314.6

Span
—67.8

A
227.6

Equivalent loads after all losses (kNIm) 207.1 —61.7 676.7 279.7 —60.2 202.3

Table A3: Swnmary of additional equiva

At transfer

lent loads due to internal anchorages.

Vertical force
197.8kN

Eccentric moment
66.7kNm

After all losses l75.8kN 59.3kNm
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centroid —

cos a

Figure A6: Equivalent loads at anchorages.
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Check that prestress loads total to zero

Upward loads
= (61.7 x 3.6) + (60.2 >< 5.6) + 175.8
= 735.8kN

Downward loads
= (207.1 + 676.7) x 0.45 + (279.7 + 202.3) x 0.7
= 735.llkN

The small difference between these values is due to earlier

approximations. The equivalent loads were altered to total
zero at this point to enable consistent calculation of
secondary moments.

Calculation of stresses

= PIA — PeIz + MA/zt +

fb = P/Ar + Pe/zb — MAIzb
—

MS/zb

= 7 x 0.225 x 106 = 1.575 x 106mm2

As the section being considered is rectangular and sym-
metrical about the centroid, z and zb are equal.

= zb_z=bhI6=5.91 x 107mm3

As this example is a flat slab, analysed by the equivalent
frame method, the allowable stresses are as detailed in Table
4 (Section 5.8.1). To increase ease of construction, un-ten-
sioned reinforcement has been deliberately omitted from spans
by keeping the tensile stresses below °3Jtnfl (transfer —
where Jk is replaced by the initial concrete strength) and

°3fctm,fl (service).

Figure A7: Applied bending moment diagrams.
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(d) Total Applied Load

N28.7

93.8

1015
30.8

1 68
K

Summary of applied bending moments

178.5

112.0
73.5

9.1 A15.8
I'..

37.1

101. 1

(a) Self-weight Only

165.2

77,7

(b) Service Load Envelope

32.2

238.1

68.6

141.0

182.7

At Service

/
12.1

03.7

At Transfer
(c) Due to equivalent prestress loads

59.5

15.4

\J
84.0

89.6

301
105.093.8 82.6

At Transfer

33.6 31.5

At Service



Table A4: Stresses at trans/er for the transverse direction.

Appendix A.' Examples of calculations

Zone Stress due to
prestress*

(MPa)

Stress due to
self-weight

(MPa)

Total stress
(MPa)

Allowable
stress
(MPa)

top 1.364 —0.280 1.084 7.5
C

bottom 0.272 0.280 0.552 —2.65

top —0.492 0.534 0.043 —1.06

CB (hogging)
bottom 2.128 —0.534 1.594 10

top 5.406 —1.891 3.515 7.5
B

bottom —1.538 1.891 0.355 —2.65

top 4.755 —1.429 3.326 7.5
B

bottom —0.887 1.429 0.542 —2.65

top 2.509 —0.154 2.355 10

BA (sagging)
bottom 1.359 0.154 1.513 —1.06

top —0.862 1.790 0.928 —1.06

BA (hogging)
bottom 4.730 —1.790 2.940 10

top 2.504 —0.006 2.498 7.5
A

bottom 1.364 0.006 1.370 —2.65

* These values include prestress secondary effects

Table A5: Stresses after all losses for the transverse direction.

Zone Stress due to Stress due to Total stress Allowable
prestress* self-weight (MPa) stress

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
top 1.27 —0.77 0.50 —3.31

C
bottom 0.18 0.77 0.95 10.5

top —0.23 1.49 1.26 14

CB (sagging)
bottom 1.68 —1.49 0.19 —1.32

top 0.83 —1.31 —0.48 —1.32

CB (hogging)
bottom 0.62 1.31 1.93 14

top 2.67 —2.67 0.00 —3.31

B
bottom 0.77 2.67 3.44 10.5

top 5.31 —7.04 —1.73 —3.31

B
bottom —1.88 7.04 5.16 10.5

top —0.77 4.27 3.50 14

BA (sagging)
bottom 4.21 —4.27 —0.06 —1.32

top 3.13 —2.93 0.20 —3.32
A

bottom 0.30 2.93 2.23 10.5

Hogging and sagging values are given where they both occur In this example, the construction load is smaller than the
in one zone. Each span is split into three zones, from the end load at service and larger than that at transfer. This means
to 2L110, from 2L/l0 to 8L110 and from 8L110 to L. that the construction case is not likely to be a governing

situation and so the stresses are not calculated.
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A.1.3 Loss calculations b) Losses due to wedge set

At this stage the losses should be calculated accurately to Force loss at anchorage, =
check that the initial assumptions of 10% at transfer and 20%
at service were reasonable. The method for calculating the where
various steps of loss is given in Appendix B. p' = slope of force profile

I' = length of tendon effected by draw-in
Full-length tendons = I[(A x x A)p']

Short-term losses
Take wedge draw-in,
A = 6mm

a) Losses due to friction
E,= l95kNlmm2

P = P x = 100mm2

= A —Pc)l(L1 + L2)
Table Bl gives recommended values for the coefficients j.t = (130.2— 121.07)/(7 + 4.5)
and (15:

Hence
= 0.06 and (15 = 0.O5rads/m I' = uI[(6 X l0 X 195 X 100)70.79]

= 12.14m
Deviated angle per metre, cx' = (16 x total drape)/L2

As 1' is greater than the length of the tendon, at stressing
Total drape = (18.27 + 25.32)/2 + 87.16 = 108.96mm anchorage:

(the same for both spans)
(A x x A)Il + (p'x 1)

Span CB = (6 x 195 x 100)1(11.5 x 1o) + 0.79 x 11.5 = 19.3OkN
a' = (16 x 108.96 x 103)/4.52 = 0.O86rad/m

and at dead end:
Span BA
a' =(16x l08.96x 10-3)/72 =0.O36rad/m P= (AxExA)I/—(p'xl)

= (6 x 195 x 100)/(11.5 x 10) —0.79 x 11.5 = 1.O4kN
Jacking force = 130.2kN

Forces after friction losses and wedge set (see Figure A8):
Forces after friction losses (see Figure A8) are:

= 130.2— 19.30 = I l0.9kN
= 130.2kN

= 125.58 —[(19.30— 1.04) x 4.5/11.5] — 1.04

P3 = 130.2 x e_7x006(O036+O05) = 125.6kN p = 121.07— 1.04 = l20.OkN

P = 12558 x —4.5x0.6(O.086+O.05) = 121 lkNe .
c,) Losses due to earl thermal shrinkage

'etsh = Eetsh x x
©

Stressing force where
130.2

:1211
'125.6 Eti1 = 100 x106 (see Section 3.3)

117.2, 11451033r:.- —_..._________.......__.. lO6l = 100 x106 x 195 x 100 = l.95kN

Force at transfer Force after all losses . Stressing
end d) Elastic losses

= Les x E5 x A
Figure A8: Force profiles for full-length tendons.

where

Ees
= 0.5 xj0 I E
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fc is the stress in the concrete adjacent to the tendon. Since
this is unlikely to be critical, the stress is calculated at a
representative point and will be taken as uniform over the
whole tendon length.

f0 = 1 .984MPa
= 0.5 x 1.984/(21.7 x 10) = 4.57 x 10
= 4.57 x 10 x 195 x 100 = 0.89kN

Prestress at transfer
Prestress force atA = 110.9—1.95—0.89
Prestress force at B = 117.4— 1.95—0.89

Prestress force at C = 120.0— 1.95 —0.89

Long-term losses

a) Relaxation of steel

öP = 1000-hour relaxation value x relaxation factor

x prestress force at transfer

From Table B2 in Appendix B values are taken for an initial
jacking force equal to 70% of the characteristic strength.

loss due to relaxation
relaxation factor

Therefore, 'r = 2.5% x 1.5 x P = 3.75% x

'rA = 0.0375 x 110.01 = 4.l3kN

'rB = 0.0375 x 116.50 = 4.37kN

'rC = 0.0375 x 119.14 = 4.47kN

where

4)
= creep coefficient (see Appendix B) =2.0

f0
= 1.984MPa

Ecr
= (1.984 x 2)! (21.7 x l0) = 1.83 x 10

cr = 1.83 x l0- x 195 x 100 = 3.57kN

Prestress after all losses
Prestress force atA= 108.0—4.13 —5.85—3.57= 94.5kN
Prestress force at B = 114.5 —4.37 — 5.85 — 3.57 = 100.7kN
Prestress force at C = 117.2 — 4.47— 5.85 —3.57 = 103.3kN

Short tendons

Friction, early thermal shrinkage and elastic losses are the
same as for the full-length tendons, as are the long-term
losses. The effect of wedge set is different as the tendon
length is different and must be recalculated.

Force at dead end = l25.58e—°45><°°6°°86°°5) = 125.l4kN

Losses due to wedge set
at dead end = (A x x A)// — (p'x 1)

= 6x 195x 100/7450—(130.2— 125.14) = 10.64kN

at stressing anchorage = (A x x A)/l + (p'x 1)

= 6 x 195 x 100/7450 + (130.2 — 125.14) = 20.77kN

Forces after friction losses and wedge set:

'A 130.2—20.77 =

= 25.58— 45(20.77 — 1064)/745 — 10.64 =

Prestress at transfer
Prestress force at A = 109.4 — 0.89 — 1.95
Prestress force at B 114.3 —0.89 —1.95

Prestress after all losses
Prestress force at A = 106.6 — 4.07 — 5.85 —3.57 = 92.5kN
Prestress force at B = 111.5 —4.25 — 5.85 —3.57 = 97.8kN

Figure A9: Force profiles for short tendons.

Check of the assumed losses against the actual looses

At transfer
Average short-term loss for span CB (full length tendons only)

= [(130.2— 117.2)/l30.2 + (130.2— 1 14.5)/130.2]/2 x 100

= 1.0%

Average short-term loss for span BA (both tendon lengths)

= l00[(11/26)(130.2— 114.5 + 130.2 0150 108.0)+
(15/26)(130.2 —111.5 + 130.2— l06.6)]/(130.2 x 2)

= 15.5%

= 108.OkN
= 114.5kN
= 1l7.2kN

109 .4kN

I 14.3kN

= 2.5%
= 1.5

= 106.6kN
= lll.5kN

b) Shrinkage of concrete

öPsh
=

EshXEPSXAPS

Esh
= 300 x 106 (see Section 3.3)
= 300 x 106 x 195 x 100 = 5.85kN

c) Creep of concrete

öPcr
=

Ecr x x
Ecr

= f0/E x 4)

Stressing force
I

125.3 —

I Force at transfer

111.8 H---
Force after all losses

7450
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Average overall short term loss = (11 + 15.5)12 = 13.2%

After al/losses
Average long-term loss for span CB (full length tendons only)

= [(130.2 — 103.3)/130.2 + (130.2 — 100.7)/130.2]12 x 100
= 21.6%

Average long-term loss for span BA (both tendon lengths)

= 100[(1l/26)(130.2 — 100.7 + 130.2—94.5) +
(15/26)(130.2 —97.8 + 130.2— 92.5)1/(130.2 x 2)

= 26.6%

Average overall long term loss = (21.6 + 26.6)/2=24.1%

Although the assumed losses of 10% and 20%, respectively,
have been exceeded recalculation is not considered neces-
sary, as it will not cause an increase in the number of tendons.
Also the calculation of stresses for the correct losses are
unlikely to exceed the allowable values.

The following design loadings will be used:

Self weight — Calculated on the basis of normal weight
concrete.

Imposed dead — Allow l.8kN/m2 (to include services,
finishes, partitions etc).

Imposed live — Allow 5.OkN/m2 (based on required use).
Edge loading — Allow 7.5kN/m run (Dead) for cladding etc.

It is assumed that the structure is for use as an office.

Other design criteria

For the purpose of this example the following details have
been chosen:

Cover to bonded reinforcement
Cover to prestressing ducts
Size of top reinforcement
Size of bottom reinforcement

For the purposes of this example a 'bonded' system has been
chosen. The system details for use in this example are:

The losses in the prestressing system due to friction, elastic
shortening, creep shortening, shrinkage, wobble, wedge set
and strand relaxation would normally be calculated for each
tendon used in the design based on its length, profile, jacking
force etc as detailed in Appendix B. However for the pur-
poses of this example it is assumed that the force in each
strand, after all losses, is lOOkN (the calculation of the pre-
stress losses is usually included as part of the software
analysis package).

Load combinations
The load combinations used for a post-tensioned concrete
design are similar to those for a reinforced concrete design.
Load cases are included for the serviceability limit state
(SLS) and the ultimate limit state (ULS). It is also necessary
to check the stresses in the slab at the time of initial
prestressing ('at transfer' load case). For this the prestress
loads are applied, before the long-term losses have occurred,
and usually before any imposed dead or live loads are in
place. The load case represents the situation just after the
prestressing tendons are stressed. At this time it is unlikely
that the full imposed dead or live loads are present but it may
be possible that a construction load is applied.

The 'at transfer' load case is important because the prestress
generally applies upward forces to the structure, to resist the
applied gravity loads. When the applied loads are not present
it is possible to induce bending moments and actions in the
opposite sense to those that are generally expected. In certain

= 30mm
= 40mm
= H20
= H12

A.2 FINITE ELEMENT DESIGN EXAMPLE

A.2.l Description, properties and loads

In order to demonstrate the procedures and methods detailed
in Section 5.7.3 the following simple example is provided.
For the purpose of the example a typical structural grid of
8.5m x 8.5m with a slab thickness of 250mm is used,
supported on square column of 400mm x 400mm in size (see

Figure A 10).

System
Duct size
Strand size
Strand area
Strand G.U.T.S

= 5 strand flat oval ducts
= 20mm x 70mmm flat oval
= 12.9mm super strand
= 100mm2
= l86kN

250 thick slab

• • S

all Columns 400 x 400
at 8.5m x 8.Sm centres

• • •

Figure AlO: Slab arrangement.

Design criteria

Slab thickness = 250mm
Colunm size = 400mm x 400mm
Column length = 3600mm above

= 3200mm below
Concrete grade = C35/45 (35MPa cylinder strength

/45MPa cube strength at 28 days).
Initial concrete grade = Cube strength at time of stressing

25MPa (equivalent cylinder strength
is 2OMPa)
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situations this can result in the need to reinforce in the top of
mid-span zones, for example. This is particularly the case
where transfer beams are present.

The load factors used for each load case should be deter-
mined from reference to EN 1990: 2002 (E). For this example
we will use the following load cases. The various loadings to
be applied to the structure are summarised below.

Gkl = Self-weight of structure

Gk2 = Imposed dead loading
Qkl = imposed live loading
Qk2 = Imposed dead loading at transfer (the 'construction

load')
BL = Prestress equivalent ('balance') loads (Loading loading

induced by prestressing tendons). Note: this loading
includes any secondary load effects.

SL = Prestress secondary loads. Note: This is the secondary

loading induced by the application of the prestressing
tendons. It is generally only applied for ultimate limit
states and should not, of course, be applied simul-
taneously with the Equivalent Loads.

The following combinations are obtained from BS EN 1990:
2002 (E) (Eurocode 0)(24), Clause 6.5.3 and Table Al.1:

Serviceability Limit State
(for Category B: office areas = 0.7, = 0.5, i7 = 0.3)

Characteristic Load Combination
(from Expression (6.14 b) of ECO)

(GkI + Gk7)+ BL +

where
a = ratio of the prestress force before and after the long

term losses have occurred.

Ultimate Limit State
The load combination for the ultimate limit state will be
selected with reference to Eurocode 0, Clause 6.4 and Annex
A 1.3 (Table A 1.2 (B)).

The ultimate local combination is taken (from Expression
6.10 of Eurocode 0) as:

l.35(Gkl + Gk2) + °91SL + l.5Qkl

For the purposes of this example external lateral loads have
not been included within any of the load combinations. If
these were required to be included, for example if the slab
formed part of the lateral load carrying system, then the
applied lateral loading would need to be incorporated with
the necessary combinations as required by the relevant codes.

It should be noted that the internal lateral forces (the axial
forces from the prestressing tendons, for example) are included
in the analysis of the slab as part of the prestress loads.

Note: Most software packages will include the elastic shorten-
ing effects of such loads and the more sophisticated pack-
ages can incorporate the creep shortening, concrete shrinkage
and thermal effects. The designer should be aware of these
effects and their implications on the structure and should take
due account depending on the size, construction sequence,
release details of the slab (see Section 3.3).

A.2.2 Analysis

Frequent Load Combination
(from Expression (6.15 b) of ECO)

(GkI + G) + BL + °5QkI

Quasi-Permanent Load Combination
(from Expression (6.16 b) of ECO)

(Gkl + Gk7) + BL + °3QkI

For this example the majority of the variable loads (Qk) is
live and therefore the Frequent load combination will be
used for checking the section stresses etc at SLS. For plant
rooms etc, where the imposed loading is likely to be more
permanent in nature, the characteristic combination should
be used for the stress check at the SLS.

The Quasi-Permanent Load combination is used for checking
the long-term deflections.

As discussed previously it is also necessary to include an
additional load case to represent the 'at transfer' condition.
This will be taken as:

Gkl + a BL + 0.5 (Q)

The analysis of the slab can be undertaken with either a
plane frame or finite element analysis package. The choice
between these is often based on the complexity of the slab
layout. For a more complex layout the finite element pack-
ages generally offer a more convenient method of analysis.

A number of proprietary software packages are available to
undertake such analysis. For the purposes of this example a
finite element analysis will be undertaken.

The slab is analysed as a whole floor including any dropped
areas of slab, downstand beams etc. The analysis also gener-
ally includes the columns and walls above and below the
slab. The designer can generally select the support conditions
at the remote ends of the walls and columns. The selection of
the finite element size and the arrangement of elements can
have a significant effect on the accuracy of the results from
the finite element analysis. Generally a minimum of eight
elements should be provided for each span, although specific
advice should be sought from the software supplier.

For this example the element layout shown in Figure Al 1
will be used.

The perspective view of the floor plate is shown Figure A12.
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Figure All: Finite element mesh for example.

The arrangement of the prestressing tendons within the slab
is obviously a result of the design process. For a plane frame
analysis it is possible to automate the iterative process. This
is not as straightforward for a finite element as any number
of areas in each direction could potentially be critical sections.
In order to progress towards the optimum solution the
designer should first make an initial selection.

For most designs it will be acceptable to select the number
of tendons to give an average axial compression of around
I MPa. The tendons will generally be placed with low points
in the mid-span zones and high points over the columns. The
tendons will generally be set to neutral axis position at all
edges. The high and low points of the tendons are set to suit
the cover and layering requirements. The tendons are profiled
to give smooth parabolic profiles. Such profiles are well
suited to slabs loaded with uniformly distributed loads.
Different profiles may be required where the slab is loaded
by point loads or other non-uniform arrangements.

The layout of the tendons can also be selected by the
designer. A number of arrangements are possible as discus-
sed in Chapter 2. For the purpose of this example a banded
and distributed layout is used as shown in Figure Al 3.

For a finite element analysis the tendons are actually input in
their actual position with their equivalent loads applied to the
slab as line loads, point loads and bending moments, as appro-
priate. The initial layout of the tendons will be amended
throughout the design process by adding or removing tendons
or strands, changing the their profiles and/or moving their
position, as necessary to obtain compliance with the relevant
checks.

'Design strips'
To interpret the result of the finite element analysis it is nec-
essary to identify 'design strips' (defined in Section 5.7.3).
The lines of 'zero shear' are located using the ULS load
combination although the design is normally carried using
the SLS load combinations. The lines of 'zero shear' for this
example are shown in Figure A14. Engineering judgement
may be required to position these lines.

,t 5T" Yr- -

—4r-.-—4r----.—---.-—a---------——a-—-.-—---'-—jr————fl—————c——--———c-—.——.fl-

a) Banded tendons in y-direction

A13: Tendon layout.
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b) Distributed tendons in x-directions

Figure Al 2: Perspective view of slab system.

Tendon layout
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Figure A14: Lines of zero shear.

For designs where the column layout is not regular and/or
the loading is not uniform it is possible that the line of zero
shear will not always run parallel to the column centre lines.
It will however generally be acceptable to adopt a straight
line for any particular span of the structure to define the
'design sections'.

The 'design strips' along a typical line of columns are shown
in Figure A15 (see Section 5.7.3).

For this example the layout all of the 'design strips' for the
whole slab in each direction are shown in Figure A16.

lines of 'zero shear'

.___ --f-—— .TT

Figure A15: 'Design strips' for a typical line of columns.

A.2.3 Results from analysis

With most finite element software packages it is possible to
present the results of the analysis in a number of ways
including contour plots, perspective views, tabulated text etc,

and the sheer amount of data produced can be overwhelming
at first. For the purposes of this example the design checks
required on the 'design strips' shown in Figure Al5 are
investigated in detail. Each of the 'design strips' is uniquely
numbered and the analysis results for each limit state are
summarised in Table A6.

In these tables tensile stresses are shown as positive. The
values given are the extreme fibre stresses in the top and
bottom of the slab based on the elastic analysis and using the
full cross-sectional properties of the concrete. No allowance
has been made, at this stage, for cracking etc. The values
quoted under the heading 'Centroid' are the stresses at the
mid-depth of the slab.

The stresses at each 'design strip' should be compared with
the allowable stresses given in Section 5.8.1, Table 5.

The allowable stresses for each load case are:

Frequent load combination

Tensile stress (with bonded reinforcement)
=

l.2fctm
= 3.84MPa(/ = 3.2MPa Table 3.1 Eurocode 2)

Tensile stress (without bonded reinforcement)
—

O.4fcitm
= I.28MPa

= 3.2MPa Table 3.1 Eurocode 2)

Compressive stress
=

O.4fCk
= l4.OMPa
(!k = 35MPa (cylinder strength))
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simplified zero shear lines

Figure A16: Full set of 'design strips' for example.
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Table A6.' Concrete stresses at Serviceability Limit State.

'At transfrr'condition

Tensile stress (without bonded reinforcement)
=

= 0.66MPa

(fcitm
= 2.2MPa Table 3.1 Eurocode 2)

Compressive stress
= 0.4J
= 8.OMPa

(J = 2OMPa (cylinder strength))

Care should be taken to ensure that the correct values for the
allowable stresses are used where sections are classed either
'with bonded reinforcement' or 'without bonded reinforce-
ment'. For this design example a bonded prestressing system
has been used. This allows the use of the 'with bonded rein-
forcement' value for the majority of locations. It is possible
however, even when using a bonded prestressing system, to
have 'design strips' where tendons are not passing through.
This can occur for example where 'design strips' are located
between tendon bands. In such situations the 'with bonded
reinforcement' allowable stress values should not be used
unless a mat of ordinary reinforcement is provided in the
tensile face. The ordinary reinforcement, in such situations,
would need to have sufficient cross-sectional area to carry the
full moment over the width of the design section and would
be suitably anchored into a zone of lower applied stress.

Serviceability stress checks (Compression.)

For the design example it can be seen, by reference to the
above tables, that the allowable compressive stresses are not
exceeded at any of the 'design strips'.

The maximum value for the frequent load case is —6.93MPa
(compression) in the bottom of 'design strip' No. 14. This is
considerably less than the allowable value of—14.OMPa. For
the 'at transfer' load case the maximum compressive stress
is —4.83MPa in the top of 'design strip' No. 1. This is less
than the allowable value of—8.OMPa.

Serviceability stress checks (Tensile)

As discussed above we must make an assessment at this
point as to whether to use the 'with bonded reinforcement'
or 'without bonded reinforcement' values. By referring to
Figure A15 we can establish the following:

• 'Design strip' numbers 1,4,6,9, 11, 14 and 17 all occur
at column locations where we will always provide a mat
of bonded reinforcement (minimum reinforcement) and
we know that the bonded tendons will be positioned over
the column and therefore through the 'design strip'. We
can therefore use the 'with bonded reinforcement value'
for the top stresses for these 'design strips'.

• For 'design strip' numbers 16 and 18 we would normally
provide an edge cage of reinforcement in the top and
bottom of the slab which will allow us to use the 'with
bonded reinforcement value' for the top and bottom
stresses for these 'design strips'.

• Similarly we know that the bonded tendons will be posi-
tioned to pass through the 'design strip' for numbers 5, 10
and 15. We can therefore use the 'with bonded reinforce-
ment value' for the bottom stresses for these 'design strips'.

• The remaining 'design strips' (numbers 2, 3, 7, 8, 12 and
13) potentially fall between the tendon bands and there-
fore for our initial checks we should use the 'without
bonded reinforcement' values for the allowable stresses.

Frequent combination 'At transfer' condition
'Design
strips'

Concrete stresses (MPa) 'Design
strips'

Concrete stresses (MPa)

No Top Bottom Centroid No Top Bottom Centroid
1 —2.87 —1.32 —2.09 1 —4.83 —0.108 —2.47

2 —1.31 —0.11 —0.709 2 —1.84 0.172 —0.836

3 —1.33 —0.194 —0.764 3 —1.85 0.049 —0.9

4 0.369 —4.03 —1.83 4 —3.4 —0.909 —2.16

5 —3.41 0.951 —1.23 5 —1.63 —1.27 —1.45

6 3.6 —6.07 —1.24 6 —1.35 —1.56 —1.46

7 0.227 —2.65 —1.21 7 —1.52 —1.34 —1.43

8 0.222 —2.56 —1.17 8 —1.54 —1.21 —1.38

9 3.66 —6.08 —1.21 9 —1.05 —1.8 —1.43

10 —2.1 —0.341 —1.22 10 —0.856 —2.01 —1.43

11 3.42 —5.72 —1.15 11 —1.08 —1.63 —1.36

12 0.328 —2.77 —1.22 12 —1.32 —1.54 —1.43

13 0.387 —2.73 —1.17 13 —1.23 —1.52 —1.37

14 4.53 —6.93 —1.2 14 —0.582 —2.24 —1.41

15 —3.65 1.29 —1.18 15 —1.88 —0.888 —1.39

16 —0.189 —0.93 —0.559 16 —0.503 —0.697 —0.6

17 0.82 —5.06 —2.12 17 —2.02 —3.14 —2.58

18 —0.259 —0.95 —0.605 18 —0.588 —0.718 —0.653
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It is noted that if the stresses at these sections were found
to exceed the allowable values the designer would have
the option of providing a suitable mat of bonded reinforce-
ment and rechecking against the higher stress limit.

For the 'at transfer' load case it is assumed that the allowable
tensile stress is the 'without bonded reinforcement' value.
This is a sensible first starting point as frequently the stresses
for this load case are in the opposite sense to the other load
cases and therefore generally the tendons and any bonded
reinforcement are not present in the tensile face. Again the
designer would have the option of providing a suitable mat
of bonded reinforcement and rechecking against the higher
stress limit at specific locations if the lower allowable
stresses were exceeded.

The tensile stresses experienced by the slab can be compared
with the values given in Table 5. The comparison is pre-
sented in Tables A7. Here only the positive (tensile) stresses
have been shown and are compared, for each design section,
with the allowable values.

It can be seen that the allowable stresses are not exceeded for
the 'at transfer' condition and the serviceability stress checks
are therefore satisfied for this load case.

For the frequent load case however, the applied tensile
stresses are exceeded at one location ('design strip' number
14), as highlighted in bold. It is noted that this strip is located
adjacent to the internal columns where the highest stresses in
the top of the slab would be expected. At all other locations
the applied stresses are within the allowable values.

At this point in the design process the designer has a number
of choices. The design parameters (i.e. the concrete grade,
span lengths, slab thickness etc) could be varied or the pre-
stress levels adjusted by adding more tendons or changing
the tendon profiles. In this way the design could be adjusted
such that the allowable concrete stresses are not exceeded.

Alternatively the designer may choose to undertake a more
rigorous assessment of the slab and consider the predicted
crack widths in accordance with Section 5.8.3. In order to
demonstrate this procedure the example will proceed on this
basis.

Crack width assessment

For the purposes of this example 'design strip' No. 14 is
checked.

From Table Al the stresses at Section 14 are:

In addition to the stresses the corresponding forces applied
across this 'design strip' can be obtained from the analysis as
shown in Table A8.

Table A8: Data jrom analysis for design strip 'No. 14.

Axial

(kIN)

Lateral Vertical Bending

(kN) (kN) (kNm)

Strip Strip
width thickness
(m) (mm)

—992 —54 327 —198 3.31 250

Corres onding forces applied across 'design strip' No. 14

Table A 7: Tensile stresses as Serviceability Limit State compared with limiting values.

Frequent combination 'At transfer' condition
'Design
strip'
No
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

Tensile stresses_(MPa) 'Design
strip'
No
1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8

9

Tensile stresses (MPa)
Applied AllowableApplied Allowable

Top

0.369

3.6
0.227
0.222
3.66

Bottom

0.951

Top
3.84
1.28
1.28
3.84
1.28
3.84
1.28
1.28
3.84

Bottom
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
3.84
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

Top Bottom

0.172
0.049

Top
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

Bottom
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

10
II
12
13

14
15
16

17

18

3.42
0.328
0.387
4.53

0.82

1.29

1.28
3.84
1.28
1.28
3.84
1.28
3.84
3.84
3.84

3.84
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28
3.84
3.84
1.28
3.84

10

11

12

13

14
15

16
17

18

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
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Top of slab
Bottom of slab

= 4.53MPa (tension)
= —6.93MPa (compression)
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Using the above information an equivalent cracked section
in accordance with Section 5.8.3 can be analysed. For the
cracked section any tensile stresses in the concrete are
ignored (see Figure 36).

The following values are known:
c/s = 210mm (the effective depth of the ordinary bonded

reinforcement)
= 196mm (the effective depth of the prestressing tendons)

h = 250mm (the depth of the section).

In addition, from the tendon layout plan (see Figure A 13), 20
No. prestressing strands cross design section 14. Since this
design strip is at a column location the requirement for
minimum reinforcement (see Section 5.8.8) is 0.00075A.
The value of A relates to the full width between lines of zero

stress (see Figure 33), which for the column adjacent to
'design strip' No. 14, is:

A = 8275 x 250 x 0.00075 = 155 1mm2

For this example a mat of 10 H20 bars at 200 centres is
provided over the column. This gives a reinforcement area of
3140mm2, which exceeds the minimum requirement. Hence:

= 20 x 100 = 2000mm2

= 3140mm2

The unknown values F and can be expressed in terms

of x and by using the strain compatibility diagram (see

Figure 40c).

The long-term value of the elastic modulus for concrete is:

Eciong =Ecshon/(l+4) = ll.33GPa, where is taken as 2.

For this example the solution gives x = 112.5mm andJ =
8.9MPa

Figure Al 7: Stress distribution in section of design strip'
No. 14.

Once the stress in the bonded reinforcement has been
established the corresponding predicted crack width can be
calculated in accordance with Eurocode 2, Clause 7.3.4. For
this example the crack width is calculated to be 0.09mm,
compared with the allowable crack width of 0.3mm (See UK
National Annex to Eurocode 2, Table 7.1N).

If the allowable crack width exceeds the permitted value the
designer should either revise the design parameters (slab
depth, prestress levels etc) or add additional bonded rein-
forcement and recalculate the cracked section, steel stresses
and the resultant crack width, until compliance is achieved.

Similar crack width checks should be undertaken for all other
'design strips' where the allowable stresses are exceeded.

Ultimate Limit State

All of the forces applied to the 'design strip' can be obtained
from the analysis (see Table A9). These are then processed
using the design formulae given in Eurocode 2 to establish
the requirements for Ultimate Limit State. Depending on the
location it may be necessary to provide additional bonded
reinforcement to supplement the capacity of the prestressing
tendons.

Table A9: Design strip '/brces at Ultimate Limit State.

'Design
strip' No.

Axial
(kN)

Lateral
(kN)

Vertical
(kN)

Torsion
(kN-m)

Bending
(kN-m)

1 0.191 0.971 —210 —1.29 —150

2 3.22 9.3 —0.677 119 —43.2

3 0.222 4.17 30 —98.6 —38.7

4 2.34 3.97 517 25.5 —379

5 12.8 4.55 3.58 —34.4 635

6 —0.145 —2.4 —535 —38.4 —550

7 —0.7 —13.9 —105 —141 —258

8 1.59 0.923 —138 1.24 —259

9 4.33 —0.518 528 115 —525

10 0.279 —3.15 13 —30.7 438

11 11 —0.956 —603 —127 —511

12 —17.5 7.57 39.1 23.8 —254

13 —11.2 —1.86 —44 —189 —250

14 3.26 0.72 679 34.6 —592

15 1.22 —5.54 59.9 —46.6 659

16 —188 —74.3 —159 —16.9 —38.8

17 179 41 —317 —20.1 —243

18 —190 —28.7 —156 —12.2 —36.7

250 210
196

________ 427 kN
234 kN (from flexure)

1 12.[

8.9 MFa

Using these values the stress in the reinforcement and
prestressing tendonsf5 andf is calculated to be 136.1MPa
and 11 7.2MPa, respectively. It should be noted that the stress
in the tendons from prestressing is treated as a load and is not
included on the resistance side.

Hence F 136.1 x3140/l000=427.4kN

and F5 = 117.2 x 2000/1000 = 234.4kN (flexure)

The section stress details are shown in Figure A 17.
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Appendix A: Examples of calculations

For the Ultimate Limit State it is necessary to undertake design
checks for the bending and shear (including punching shear)
capacities.

A.2.4 Reinforcement areas

The ordinary bonded reinforcement required at each location
in the slab is based on the areas calculated from the follow-
ing:

• the ultimate limit state analysis
• the serviceability stress checks
• the reinforcement provided to satisfy the crack width cal-

culation
• the reinforcement (if any) added to enhance the punching

shear resistance at column locations
• the minimum reinforcement requirements (see Section

5.8.8).

For the serviceability stress checks it is noted that bonded
reinforcement is required at all locations where the stress
exceeds 0.4fctm (Table 5). For this example a bonded pre-
stressing system has been used which can be assumed to pro-
vide the necessary bonded reinforcement in most locations.
It is possible however that design strips are located between
tendon bands and that additional ordinary bonded reinforce-
ment is required. For this example the value °•41tm equates

to a stress of 0.4 x 3.2 = 1.28MPa. TableA7 shows that this
stress is exceeded at 'design strip' number 14. This design
strip occurs at a colunm where the bonded tendons are present.

The minimum reinforcement for a flat slab is given in Sec-
tion 5.8.8. At each column location there is a requirement to
provide at least 0.075% of the gross concrete cross-section.
For the purposes of this check the gross concrete cross-
section is based on the full bay width (i.e. between the lines
of zero shear).

For this example the bay width is typically 8.5m. Therefore
the minimum reinforcement area at the supports should be
0.00075 x 8500 x 250 = 1594mm2. This reinforcement is
placed at maximum of 3 00mm centres over the zone 1.5
times the slab depth either side of the width of the column
(i.e. a width of 2 x 1.5 x 250 +400 = 1150mm). A minimum
of six H20 bars at 225mm centres is chosen. This ensures
that there are 6 No. bars in the required zone thus giving a
total area of 1884mm2.

From the crack width checks a mat of 10 H20 bars at 200mm
centres over the supports (this applies at the columns
adjacent to design sections 6, 9, 10 and 14) has already been
chosen. At all other locations six H20 bars at 225mm centres
are provided in order to satisfy the minimum reinforcement
provision.

At all slab edges H10 U-bars at 200mm centres laced with at
least two H10 longitudinal bars top and bottom is provided,

as required by Section 5.8.8. Reinforcement is also provided
in the triangular unstressed area between anchorages as
detailed in Section 5.12.

A.2.5 Deflection checks

For most slabs it will be acceptable to base the assessment of
the slab deflections on the elastic deflections, factored as
detailed in Section 5.8.4 to make a notional allowance for the
effects of creep. The deflection assessment should be made
after the modification in the E value, if appropriate, to allow
for the effects of cracking, if applicable.

For the design example it has already been established that
the allowable stresses are exceeded at two of the columns
where stresses have been checked. At these locations it has
been established that the resultant crack widths are accep-
table. It is therefore only necessary to modify the E value of
the slab elements local to the effected columns. The elements
selected for the modification of the E value are indicated by
shading in Figure A 18.

The above plan shows the element mesh overlaid with
'design strips'. The allowable tensile stresses are exceeded at
two column locations and at these points a cracked section
analysis has been required. Although not specifically checked
in this example, it is assumed that similar stresses will be
experienced on the other similar column lines. This gives a
total of six column locations where the E value is required to
be modified.

The E value of the concrete is revised for the elements
shown highlighted, namely those within the length of the
affected design strips. It is noted that the elements selected
appear somewhat irregular, however this is due to the origi-
nal arrangement of the element mesh. The designer could
choose to refine the element mesh to give a closer fit to the
required areas, however it will generally be acceptable and
conservative to modify an area slightly larger than that
required to suit the length of the design strips.

The value of the reduction in the E value will vary depending
on the extent of the cracking and should be determined based
on the specific project. For this example we will choose to
apply a reduction of 30%.

The modification to the E value will have the effect of
redistributing the support bending moments into the slab and
increasing the slab deflections. Only a single iteration of the
modification of the E value is considered necessary for most
typical structures.

Following the modification of the E value and with the load
factors given in Table 6 of Section 5.8.4 the maximum slab
deflection, for the design example, is 12.1mm. This is
compared to the allowable deflection of span/500. For this
example the allowable deflection is 8500/500 = 17mm,
therefore the actual deflection is within the allowable limits.
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Figure Al 8: Modification of E value.

A.3 PUNCHING SHEAR DESIGN FOR EXAMPLE Al

A.3.1 Properties

The properties and dimensions are as follows:

fCk
column width
slab depth
d transverse direction
d longitudinal direction

dAV

= 35MPa
= 500mm
= 225mm
= 184mm
= 168mm
= 176mm

First control perimeter (at 2d), u1(4 x 500)+(41t x 176) = 4212mm

A.3.2 Applied shear

The reduction in the shear at an internal column from the vertical reaction of the prestressing tendons is calculated as follows:

Transverse direction

Width to consider for reduction (slab depth + column width, from Section 5.9.3)
Number of tendons passing through this width
Prestress force/tendon after all losses
Average value of S = (5600 + 3600)12
Value of a
Shear reduction from prestressing tendons = (8 x 87.2 x 3 x 10 1)/4600

Longitudinal direction

Width to consider for reduction of shear
Number of tendons passing through this width
Prestress force/tendon after all losses
Average value of s
Value of a
Shear reduction from prestressing tendons = 8 x 81.5 x 3 x 101/5600
Total shear reduction from prestressing tendons,
Vpd (kN) = 45.5 + 23.5
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= 725mm
= 3
= lOlkN
= 4600mm
= 87.2mm
= 46.OkN

= 725mm
= 2
= lOlkN
= 5600mm
= 81.5mm
= 23.5kN

= 69kN



Appendix A: Examples of calculations

Applied shear from analysis, VEd

VEd—yPVpd(kN)=898—69

A.3.3 Shear resistance

p

= 0.12

= 0.58%

Side 1 (Side on short span in transverse direction)
Prestressing force/tendon
Number of tendons
Width of slab

yP/A (after all losses) = 0.9 x 100.7 x 11 x 1000/(7000 x 225)

= 898kN
= 829kN

= l52kNm

= 100.7kN
= 11

= 7000mm

= 0.63MPa

0.1 yP/A

vRdC (1) = 0.12 x 2 x (0.58 x 35)/3 + 0.063

Vp/A(l) = 0.063 x (500 + it x 184) x 184/1000

VRdC (1) = 0.72 x (500 + it x 184) x 184/1000

= 0.063

= 0.72MPa
= 12.5kN
= 142.4kN

Side 2 (Side on long span in transverse direction)
Number of long tendons
Prestressing force/tendon
Number of short tendons
Prestressing force/tendon
Width of slab

yP/A (after all losses) = 0.9 x (100.7 x 11 + 97.8 x 15) x l000/(7000 x 225)

0.1yP/A

vRdC (1) = 0.12 x 2 x (0.58 x 35)1/3 + 0.15

Vp/A(l) = 0.15 x (500 + it x 184) x 184/1000

VRdC (1) = 0.8 x (500 + it x 184) x 184/1000

= 11
= l00.7kN
= 15
= 97.8kN
= 7000mm

= l.47MPa
= 0.15
= 0.8OMPa
= 29.l8kN
= 156.53kN

Side 3 & 4 (Side on short span in longitudinal direction)
Prestressing force/tendon
Number of tendons
Width of slab

= 104.7kN
= 22
= 6720mm
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Applied moment in the transverse direction

From Expressions 6.39 and 6.41 of Eurocode 2:

13
= 1 + 0.6 x (152/829) x 1000[4 x 500 + 4it x l841/[5002/2 + 5002

+ (4 x 500 x 184) + (16 x 1842) + (2it x 500 x 184)] = 1.255

Hence VCff= 1.255 x 829 = lO4OkN

Check first control perimeter (2d from column).

VRdC = CRdC k(100pJk)"3 + O.ly3 (Eurocode 2, Expression 6.47)

where
CRdC= 0.18/1.5
k MIN{1+J(200/cT);2} =2
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yP/A (afler all losses) = 0.9 x 104.7 x 22 x 1000/(6720 x 225) = 1.37MPa

0.1y.P/A = 0.14

VRdC (1) = 0.12 x 2 x (0.58 x 35)1/3 + 0.14 = 0.79MPa

Vp/A(l)=O.l4x(SOO+ltx 168)x 168/1000 = 23.7kN

VRdC (1) = 0.71 x (500 + it x 168) x 168/1000 = l36.7kN

Total Vp/A= l2.5+29.18+2x23.7 = 89.lkN

Total VRdC = 142.4 + 159 + (2 x 136.7) = 575kN

VRdC(AV)
= 0.78MPa

Veff> VRd.C Thus shear reinforcement is required.

A.3.4 Shear reinforcement

Check outer perimeter
Effective shear, Veff outer = VCff

—
Vp/A

= 950.6kN

VRdC = CRdC k(lOOpfck)"3
= 0.65MPa

ttout,ef = Veñ•outer (vRdC x day)
= 8249mm

Distance from column = (8249 — 4 x 500)I(2it) = 995mm
Distance of outer link perimeter from column = 995 —(1.5 x 176) = 731mm

Jywd,ef
= 296MPa

AsJSr (from Expression 6.52 of Eurocode 2) = (1.282—0.75 x 0.65) x 4212/(1.5 x 296) = 7.56
= 0.75d = 132mm

AJperimeter = 7.56 x 132 = 998mm2

Maximum distance of links around perimeter = 1.5 x 176 = 264mm

Number of perimeters required= (731/176—0.5) / 0.75 + I = 6

The required number of links on the various perimeters is given in Table AlO.

Table AlO: Required number of links.

Perimeter Distance from column Number of links required for different link diameters
8 (mm) 10 (mm) 12 (mm)

1 0.Sd 20 13 9
2 l.25d 20 13 12

3 2d 20 15 15

4 2.75d 20 18 18
5 3.5d 21 21 21
6
Total number of link

4.25d
s required

24
125

24
104

24
99
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF PRESTRESS LOSSES

8.1 FRICTION LOSSES IN THE TENDON

Friction losses can be calculated in accordance with BS
811 0(i). However, it is the view of the Working Party that the
following calculations are more realistic. The losses are due to
the friction resulting from the change in angle of the tendon
and unintentional 'wobble' in the tendon. Both effects are
considered in the common formula for friction:

JL =

where
= force at distance x from stressed end

P0 = stressing force (at anchor)
a = friction coefficient
a = angle change in tendon from anchor to point

considered (radians)
= 'wobble' factor (radians/rn)

This is equivalent to Equations 58 and 59 in BS 8110, Part 1,
Clause 4.9.

The value of the friction coefficient will depend on the pre-
stressing system chosen and, in the case of bonded systems,
the state of the strand in terms of rust film. In the absence of
detailed information on friction coefficient and wobble factor
from the prestress system supplier, it is recommended that
the factors in Table B 1 are used.

Table B 1: Typical fri ction coefficients and wobble factors.

Friction coefficient, j.t

Unbonded
tendons
0.06

Bonded
tendons
0.20

Wobble factor (radians/rn), l13 0.05 0.0085

For slab type structures with unbonded tendons it is nor-
mally reasonable to assume a uniform angle change per unit
length. This angle change can be obtained by calculating the

1B 1
total angle turned through over the full length of the tendon
and dividing by the full tendon length. Alternatively a simple
method based on the typical drape and span can be used.
Figure B 1 illustrates the geometry of a typical parabolic
tendon with a reverse parabola at the support. The tangent to
the curve at the point of inflection extends through points 'c'
and 'a'.

Thus the slope

= tan'[(2 x total drape)/A]

Similarly, using points 'b' and 'c', slope 0h can be obtained.

Over the span L the total deviated angle = +

The average deviated angle per unit length, a', is therefore:

a' = 2(Oa + Ob)/L

poipt a'

Figure Bi: Typical geometry of tendon profile for internal span.
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On the assumption that the point 'c' is in the centre of the
span, this may be simplified to:

a' = (16 x total drape)/L2

In such cases, Equation B 1 may be rewritten as:

= (B2) where

The prestress force profile after friction losses can now be
drawn.

B.2 WEDGE SET OR DRAW-IN

Most post-tensioning systems used in buildings depend on a
wedge-based system for anchoring. In order for the wedges
to grip, there must be a small movement of the strand into
the anchorages. This inward movement reduces the prestress
and the amount of movement depends on the particular
prestressing system employed; a typical value is 6mm. The
draw-in effect is as shown in Figure B2.

Figure B2: Loss of prestress due to wedge draw-in.

The force loss is calculated as follows:

AreaA =

where

A x x

=
J Pdx

A = wedge draw-in
öP = force loss

= modulus of elasticity of tendon
= area of tendon

I' = length of tendon affected by draw-in
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If it can be assumed that the tendon has a uniform angle
change per unit length, then the force profile is approxi-
mately linear. Consequently, if!' is less than the length of the
tendon, then:

=

= slope of the force profile

and
= 2 xp' x !' at anchorage

The force loss, within the length !', is then given by:

öP 2p'(/'—x)

If the wedge draw-in affects the whole length of the tendon,
then:

öP = (A x x A)I! + (p' x!) at stressing anchorage

= (A x x (p' x 1) at dead end anchorage.

B.3 ELASTIC SHORTENING OF THE
STRUCTURE

As strands are tensioned, the structure will shorten elas-
tically. In most building floors, this shortening is insig-
nificant in terms of losses, but may be significant in highly
stressed beams. The force loss is given by:

es= x x

where

es = 0.5 x (j / E)
= stress in the concrete adjacent to the tendon after

transfer
E1 = modulus of elasticity of the concrete at time of

transfer.

In the formula for above, the factor of 0.5 takes account

of the averaging effect of several tendons stressed sequen-
tially (BS 8110, Part I, Clause 4.8.3). If this is not the case,

(B3) this factor may have to be modified.

B.4 SHRINKAGE OF THE CONCRETE

BS 8110 covers this subject extensively in Section 4.8.4 of
Part I and Section 7.4 of Part 2. Special care should be taken
in thin members (e.g. slabs) subjected to low humidity (such
as in some buildings) when shrinkages of more than 400 x
10-6 can occur.

,Area A

"-C00



The force loss is given by:

= ESh x x A5
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Appendix B: Calculation ofprestress losses

6r= 1000-hour relaxation value x relaxation factor x the
prestress force at transfer.

The 1000-hour relaxation value is given in the draft BS EN
10138(16), for Class 2 low relaxation steel as referred to in
Eurocode 2. Data for the relaxation of this type of steel are
given in Table B2.

Table B2: Relaxation Jbr Class 2 low-relaxation steel.

Figure B3: Relaxation curves for different types of strand at
various load levels.

Force at transfer as a % of
characteristic strength of tendon

1000-hour
relaxation

Relaxation
factor

Force loss as a %
of force at transfer

80% 4.5% 1.5 6.75%
70% 2.5% 1.5 3.75%
60% 1.0% 1.5 1.50%

Notes:
1. Characteristic strength of tendon =J x
2. The 1000-hour relaxation values can be replaced with the manufacturer's values if available.
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where

E5j = shrinkage strain of concrete.

B.5 CREEP OF CONCRETE

Creep loss is based on the stress in the concrete at the level
of the tendons. These losses are extensively covered by BS
8110, Part 1, Section 4.8.5 and Part 2, Section 7.3. They can
have a very large effect in highly stressed thinner members.

The force loss is given by:

= x x

where
= (t x
= creep coefficient (BS 8110, Part 2, Figure 7.1).

For ribbed structures, an effective thickness should be obtained
from the ratio of volume to surface area.

B.6 RELAXATION OF THE TENDONS

The stress in the tendons reduces with time because of the
relaxation of the steel. The amount of relaxation depends on
the type of strand and the initial stress. Figure B3 illustrates
typical relaxation curves for various types of strand and load
levels.

The force loss is given by:

Re latt on
between 1000 hr
relaxattort and
initial load
at 20CC

Re lap on
between 1000 hr
relaxation and
nitial load at

varIous
temperatures

INITIAL LOAD )%OF ACTUAL BREAKING LOAD)

15 90' C

/ BOy C.14

13

60C

I

16 100 C

40" C

2011 c

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

INITIAL LOAD 1% OF ACTUAL BREAKING LOAD)
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF TENDON GEOMETRY

Figure Cl: Tendon geometry.

Consider the three parabolas AB, BCD and DE.

Parabola AB y

and

BCD y
DE

k(L — L' —p2)2

parabolas are tangential at B and D.

2k1p1

02 —2k2p2

The slope of the parabolas at any point is

For parabola AB:

similarly forDE: dy/dx =

As the parabolas are tangential at B and D, the slopes of the two parabolas that meet at each of these points will be equal.

For parabola BCD: dyldx = = —2k(L' —p1)

dy/dx =
2k(L—L'—p2)

I
q3

For parabola AB:

Similarly for DE,

Let

Then for parabola BCD:

=
k1x2

=

y = k7x2

—a1
=

k1p12

= 2

Q1
=

q1—q2 and Q2

(Q1 — a)
= k(L' —p1)2

=
q3—q2

(Q2—a2) =

dy/dx, and the

dyldx =

and
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Using these equations it is possible to obtain expressions fork1 and k2 in terms of k.

2k1p1
=

—2k(L'—p1)
=

and

—2k2p2
= 2k(L—L'—p2)
=

Substitute the values of k1 and k2 into the original equations for parabolas AB and DE. Therefore:

a1
=

kp1(L'—p1)
and

a2
= kp2(L—L'—p2)

Substitute the values of a1 and a2 into the original equations for parabola BCD. Therefore:

Q1—Icp1(L'—p1)
= k(L'—p)2

and
Q7—kp2(L—L'—p2) = k(L—L'—p2)2

Solving for k in each case:

1/k = [(L' —p1)2 +p1(L' —p1)]IQ
and

1/k = [(L — L' —p2)2 +p2(L — L'

These equations rationalise to give the quadratic:

jx2+mx+n = 0

where

I = (q1—q3)
m = (P2

—
2L)(q1

—
q2) +p1(q3 — q2)

=
(q1—q2)(L—p2)L

with the solution L' = [-m ± 1)(m2 — 4jn)]/2j

Once L' has been calculated, a1 and a2 can be found using:

a1
= [(q1—q2)p]/L'

and

a2
=

[(q3
—

q2)p2]/[L
— L']
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112

Figure 02: Solution for the transverse direction of Example Al.

Appendix C: Calculation 0/tendon geometty

176

For the case shown:
j =112.5—176
m = [(450—2 x 4500) x (112.5—33)] + [450 x (176—33)]
n =(112.5—33)x(4500—450)x4500
L' = [615375 — I(6153752 + 4 x 63.5 x 1.449 x 10)]/(2 x —63.5)
a1 = [(112.5 — 33)/1958.7] x 450

a2
= [(176— 33)/(4500 — 1958.75)1 x 450

k = [112.5 — 33J1[(198.62 — 450)2 + 450 x (1958.75 —450)]

k1
= [—2.69 x i0 x (1958.75 — 450)]/450

k2 = [—2.69x 10 x(4500— 1958.75 —450)]/450

= —63.5mm
= —615375
= I.449x109
= 1958.75
= 18.27mm
= 25.32mm
= 2.69 x 10-i
= —9.02 x iO-
= —12.50 x iO
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF SECONDARY EFFECTS
USING EQUIVALENT LOADS

Centrod of section

Anchorage

P sinO

8Pa

Figure Dl: Commonly occurring equivalent loads.

Parabolic drape

PeO

Equivalent loads can be used to represent the forces from
prestress. These will automatically generate the combined
primary and secondary effects when applied to the structure.
Figure Dl shows the commonly occurring equivalent loads
for typical prestress situations.

One method of separating the secondary from the primary
effects is to use a frame analysis with the equivalent pre-
stress load acting alone. The resultant moment and shear
diagrams include both the primary and secondary effects. In
order to obtain the secondary effects, it is only necessary to
consider the moments and forces at the supports and subtract
the primary effects from them. The secondary moments along
each span vary linearly from end to end. This method will be
known as method A.

To illustrate Method A, the Ultimate Limit State for the
transverse direction in Example Al of Appendix A is used
and the secondary effects obtained as follows:

I. Calculate the equivalent prestress loads in the spans
using a load factor of 1 .0 (Figure D2).

2. Analyse the structure and obtain the bending moment
diagram (Figure D3).

3. Calculate the primary moments due to prestress (re) in
the slab at each support. There are no primary moments
in the columns.

P

______ -
shallow_section

4 Centroid ofsect io nj P

Change in cent roid position

At support C

At support B(C) P
At support B(A) P

PC
= 0
= -172/7=24.6kNm
= -l7217=24.6kNm

At support A = 0
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Figure D2: Equivalent balanced loads.

26.0

77_

—21.0

A411mTrrrrr
11.9

4. Subtract the primary moments from Step 2. At this stage
it should be noted that the moments and reactions in the
columns from the frame analysis are due entirely to
secondary effects (Figures D4 and D5).

An alternative method of calculating secondary effects is
detailed below. This will be known as Method B.

88

As there are no primary prestress forces in the columns, the
column moments and reactions are entirely due to secondary
effects. So, the secondary effects in the slab can be easily
obtained by applying these column reactions and moments
to the slab as shown in Figure D6.

This results in the secondary moments and shears in the slab
as shown in Figures D4 and D5.

C
8.81 8 468

3.6

28.85

8.60

4.5

A
3.6

7.0

- 9.8
-rTTh

4 _1
—1.0 —1:1

V
30 3

3.0

7;,-

a) slab

Figure D3: Moments due to primary and secondary effects.

1.0

b) columns



Figure D4: Bending moment diagram due to secondary effects.

JL
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Appendix D: Calculation oftecondwy ejjects using equivalent loads

77/7_

Figure D5: Shear force diagram due to secondary effects.

Figure D6: Column reactions and moments due to secondary forces.
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APPENDIX E
CALCULATION AND DETAILING OF
ANCHORAGE BURSTING REINFORCEMENT

In this appendix two examples requiring bursting reinforce- Ultimate Limit State
ment are considered. For each the un-tensioned reinforcement
is calculated and its position in the slab detailed. The first T = 19.633333kN
example refers to tendons in Design Example Al and the (Expression 6.58 of Eurocode 2)
second example refers to a broad beam with bonded tendons. = 45.156667mm2

E.l BURSTING REINFORCEMENT FOR So use 1 H1O (79mm2— c.f. 2 T10 of first version). This un-
E)(AMPLE Al tensioned reinforcement should be placed between 25mm

and 225mm from the front face.
Reference should be made to Eurocode 2, Clause 6.5.3.
Depending on the tendon layout chose from the calculations In the x—x direction
of Design Example Al in Appendix A; anchorages will be in
groups of 1, 2, 3 or 4. The following example is for a group Serviceability Limit Slate
of tendons 12.9mm strands (unbonded) in a 225mm thick
slab, shown in Figure El. a = 540

h = b: unlimited— say = 1500
Limit to steel stress for SLS = 200MPa F = 520.8kN
Characteristic strength of tendon = l86kN T = 97.3896kN

(Expression 6.59 of Eurocode 2)
In the y—y direction A = 486.948mm2

Serviceability Limit Stale Ultimate Limit Slate

a = 130 T = 139.l28kNb = 225 (Expression 6.59 of Eurocode 2)
Jacking force, F = 130.2kN = 3 19.9944mm2T = 13.743333kN

(Expression 6.58 of Eurocode 2)
So use 2 x 3H12 (679mm2 — c.f. 2 x 4T12 of first version).A = 68.716667mm- .

This un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed between
150mm and 1500mm from the front face.

Figure E2 shows the practical detailing of these requirements.

y

225

__ x

70 65 70 65 70 65 70

Figure El: Anchorage layout for Example Al.
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Figure E2: Bursting reinforcement distribution for Example Al.

5050

/ 5H

300

/ 5H

300

Comment: It is not usually required to do an equilibrium study

for flat plates with regularly spaced tendons, provided they
are stressed in such a sequence as to avoid problems at
corners.

E.2 BURSTING REINFORCEMENT FOR
BROAD BEAM

The design of the anchorage bursting reinforcement for a
broad beam with bonded tendons is outlined below. The
design requires eleven 15.7mm bonded strands in the beam.
It is agreed that two tendons of four strands each and one of
three strands are to be used, with anchorages arranged as in
Figure E3.

The anchorages are positioned so that the centre of gravity of
the tendons corresponds to the centre of gravity of the con-
crete; this is 196mm above the beam soffit.

Hence, assuming the arrangements in Figure E3,

8(strands) x (125 + A) + 3(strands) x A = 11 x 196 = 2156

Hence A = 105mm

For the stressing sequence, it is assumed that one strand in
each tendon is stressed until all strands in all three tendons
have been stressed (i.e. if the strands are numbered 1—Il as
shown in Figure E3 the stressing sequence would be 1, 5, 9,
4, 8, 11, 2, 6, 10, 3 and 7). In this way, there is no need to
consider intermediate stages and it is likely to give the least
amount of bursting reinforcement.

In order to check the end block fully, two individual checks
are required, namely:

a) single anchorage bursting
b) end block stability.

Figure E4 shows how the end block can be divided into
individual end blocks or prisms for each anchorage. These
must be rectangular and symmetrical.

Prisms for anchorages I and 2 are 125 deep x 750 wide. The
prism for anchorage 3 is 125 deep x 1500 wide.

Limit to steel stress for SLS
Characteristic force per tendon
Jacking force per strand

= 200MPa
= 265.5kN
= 185.85kN

Figure E3: Anchorage layout for Example Al.
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flange 110

Figure E4: End block moments and forces: y—y direction.

Anchorages I and 2

In the x—x direction: Serviceability Limit Stress

a = 275
h = b = 700
F = 743.4kN
T = 134.74 l2SkN (Expression 6.59 of Eurocode 2)
A = 673.70625mm2

Appendix E: Calculation and detailing oJ anchorage bursting reinforcement

57.86
935.l8kN

26.58 kNm

MOMENTS SHEAR

This un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed between
12.5mm and 125mm from the front face.

Because anchorage forces are increased evenly as explained
above, and the anchorages are located on the centre of
gravity, the stress block behind the anchorages is uniform
and equal to

11 x 185.85 x 1037(0.6359 x 106) = 3.21SMPa

This un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed between
70mm and 700mm from the front face.

In the y—y direction: Serviceability Limit State

a = 70
b = 125
F = 743.4kN
T = 81.774kN (Expression 6.58 of Eurocode 2)
A = 408.87mm2

Anchorage 3

In the x—x direction: Serviceability Limit State

a = 275
h = b = 1500
F = 557.55kN
T = 121.49944kN (Expression 6.59 of Eurocode 2)
A = 607.49719mm2

This un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed between
150mm and 1500mm from the front face.

In the y—y direction: Serviceability Limit State

a = 70

where (0.6359 x 106) is the area of the section from Example
A2.

The moments can be calculated thus:

Hence, for the maximum moment of 57.68kNm and a lever
arm of V2 x block length (= 175mm), steel required

A = 57.867(0.175 x 0.200) = 1653mm2

distributed over distance of 1 75—350mm from the anchorage
faces.

From A guide to the design of anchor blocks for post-
tensioned prestressed concrete (CIRIA)(28), minimum steel

= 0.3% x 1500 x 350 = 1575mm2,
which is OK.

Similarly in the x—x direction.

b = 125
F = 557.55kN
T = 61.3305kN (Expression 6.58 of Eurocode 2)

= 306.6525mm2
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1486.8 kN-

557.5 kN

I

551.6 kN

L End Block 350
'1

V
506.01 kN

P/A
I =3.215N/mm2

MA = (3.215 x 1500 x 2302 x V2 x 106)

—(557.55 x 125 x l0)
MB= 3.215x1500x1052x'/2x 106

= 57.86kNm
= 26.58kNm
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Figure E5: End block moments and forces: x—x direction.

MA = Mc = 3.2 15 X 110 X 504 X (400 + 504/2) X 106

+3.215x350x4002xV2x 106

MB
= 3.215x1!0x504x(750+504/2)x106

+ 3.215 x 350 x 7502 x V2 x lO_6_743.4 x 350 x iO

Hence,

A = 234.91(0.75 x 0.200)

= 886.9kN
= 1500
= 2508mm
= 1500
= 2508

T = 128.9

A = 644.5mm2

—1 78
—572.1 kN

--278.8kN

504

743.4kN ______

'1350
557.6 kN

350
743.4 kN /

400

F

278.8 kN

572.1 kN

kN
MOMENTS SHEAR

t. End Block 1500
P/A=3.2l5kNmm2

= 206.2kNm

= 234.9kNm

= 1566mm2

Minimum steel = 0.3% x 350 x 1500 = 1575mm2

distributed over distance of 750—1500mm from the anchorage faces.

Note: The above moments are slightly overstated since the anchorage force has been assumed (conservatively) to be a point
load.

Flow of stress into flange

Serviceability Limit State

Load in flange
Width of web
Effective flange width

a
h = b

This un-tensioned reinforcement should be placed between 250mm and 2500mm from the anchorage faces.

Check on horizontal shear capacity

From Figure E4, maximum shear force = 935.2kN
giving a shear stress of 935.2 x l0/(1500 x 350) = l.78MPa

Shear capacity (see EC2, Exp. (6.21) = 6 x 113 x 500/
(1.5 x 75 x 1500) = 2.OMPa, hence OK.
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In the flange area, maximum shear force
giving a shear stress of 178.2 x 10/(150O xllO)

Appendix E: Calculation and detailing of anchorage bursting reinforcement

Section A—.A

H12 at 150

'a

Figure E6: Layout of end block reinforcement.

Check on vertical shear capacity

From Figure E5, maximum shear force
giving a shear stress of 572.1 x 10/(1500 x 350)

= 572.lkN
= 1.O9MPa

Shear capacity (see EC2, Exp. (6.21) = 3 x 113 x 500/
(1.5 x 350 x 1500) = 2.15MPa, hence OK.

= 178.2kN
= 1.O8MPa

Shear capacity (see EC2, Exp. (6.21) = 1 x 113 x 500/
(1.5 x 110 x 150) = 2.28MPa, hence OK.

The reinforcement layout given in Figure E6 satisfies all the preceding bursting and end-block stability requirements.

Anchorages

$

I 6H12 legs at 751
50—-

6H12 legs at 150

I•\

F'

I

1 IH
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APPENDIX F ____
SIMPLIFIED SHEAR CHECK -
DERIVATION OF FIGURES 19 AND 20

See Eurocode 2, EN 1992-1-1, Clause

Assumptions:

2.

Charts are drawn for internal columns.

=
VRdC x x d/l000 (in kN)

where
VRdC = shear resistance of the concrete (MPa)

= length of the first control perimeter (mm)

d = equivalent effective depth.

3. d=h—35

where
h = depth of slab.

4. Columns are square of dimension c

5. ti =4(c+itcf)=4[c+it(h—35)]

6. Loading is uniformly distributed.

Ultimate load = 1.42 x (Characteristic dead load
+ Characteristic total imposed load)

where
Characteristic total imposed load, QT = Live load +
Finishes

7. Concrete density =24kN/m3

8. Applied shear force V= l.42A (24h/l000 + QT) in kN

where

Check at the 1st first control perimeter (Figure 19)

VRd = VRdC x x d/l000
=

'Rd.c x 4(c + it(h — 35)) x (h — 35)/1000

V� VRd

Therefore 1 .42A (24h/l000 + Q1) � VRdC x 4[c + it(h — 35)]
x (h — 35)/1000

QT � {vRdC X 41c + it(h — 35)] x (h — 35)I1000}/1.42A —

24h/1000kN/m2

Check at face of column (Figure 20)

Assume = 4OMPa

Maximum design shear strength, VRdflax = 0.5 X V XJCd
= 0.5 x 0.6 (1 fk1250) x 0.85 xfCk/l.S
= °17Jk —

0.00068Jk2
= 5.71

VRdrnax = Rd,rnax X U0 x d1J3 = l9.87cd/l000kN

where
= 4candJ3 1.15

VEd � VRdfl.lX

l.42A (24h/l000 + QT) � 19.87cd/l000

QT � 14c(h — 35)/I000A — 24h/l000kN/m2

A = appropriate area of floor in m2
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APPENDIXG
VIBRATION SERVICEABILITY OF
POST-TENSIONED CONCRETE FLOORS

G.1 INTRODUCTION

Assessment of floor vibration is an essential serviceability
check for modern building structures. The first step in making
a reliable assessment is to employ first principles by iden-
tifying and characterising the following key factors, taken
from ISO 10137(GI):

• the vibration source
• the vibration transmission path (i.e. the mass, stiffness

and damping of the floor structure)
• the vibration response and its effect on the vibration

receiver.

Historically, two general approaches have been used to assess
vibration serviceability of floors: the frequency tuning method
and the response calculation methoa°2. The frequency
tuning method, based on setting floor natural frequencies
above those that can be excited to resonance by the lower
harmonic of walking forces was developed first. However,
there is now sufficient evidence to show that this method
may be unreliable and misleading, and result in unecono-
mical floor designs. This is particularly so in the case of
long-span, heavy and low-frequency floors, such as concrete
slabs, where it is difficult and unnecessary to meet typical
minimum natural frequencies. Therefore, the frequency tuning
method is being replaced in more advanced design guides
throughout the world by performance-based methods. In these,
the likely vibration response is predicted under the appli-
cation of realistic dynamic forces. This is the basis of the
methods recommended here.

The sources of floor vibration generate dynamic actions,
which may vary both in time and in space. They can be
divided into two groups, internal and external. External
sources, such as traffic and various other types of micro-
tremor that excite the whole building, are most efficiently
reduced by isolating the whole building or its affected parts,
which is beyond the scope of this guide.

This guide deals with vibrations induced by human walking.
This is the most important internal source of dynamic excita-
tion of floors accommodating offices, shopping malls, hospi-
tals and other similar types of public buildings and private
dwellings. Other special types of floors used in, for example,
gymnasia and car parks, may require special considerations
of the excitation force and acceptance criteria, which are
beyond the scope of this guide.

This guide is written assuming that the reader is familiar with
the dynamic behaviour of single and multiple degree-of-
freedom (DOF) systems, including linear finite element vibra-
tion analysis if required, and with the terminology and concepts
of modal analysis and mode superposition techniques(G3).

G2 PRINCIPLES OF FLOOR VIBRATION
ANALYSIS

in principle, a methodology for assessing the susceptibility
of any floor structure to footfall vibrations should ideally
be(G4):

1. Versatile, i.e. applicable to many floor structural forms,
no matter how simple or complex they are.

2. Straightforward to use, enabling the consequences of
various design iterations to be readily and quickly
assessed.

3. Applicable to structures whose dynamic properties may
be ascertained by:
a) hand calculation, typically undertaken early in the

design process or later in the process when it is
required to verify more complex analyses;

b) numerical analysis, typically by a finite element
method, in the case of more complex structures; and

c) measurement, typically in cases when a change of
usage of an existing floor is proposed, or to aid
validation of a complex numerical model.

The response prediction method recommended here satisfies
all these requirements. It is based on first principles, and
incorporates measured values of footfall forces, employs
modelling techniques that predict realistic vibrations, and
judges resulting vibration levels against established accep-
tance criteria. The dynamic response calculations are per-
formed by simple modal analysis and mode superposition
techniques(G3), so the methodology is versatile, It can be
applied to simple regular structures where the modal proper-
ties (natural frequencies, mode shapes and modal masses)
and dynamic responses can be obtained via readily available
formulae and other tabulated data(°5), and which is suitable
for hand or simple spreadsheet calculations. However, the
same methodology for response prediction can also be used
on irregular or extensive structures for which finite element
analysis needs to be used to obtain reliable modal properties.
It should be noted that damping cannot be calculated as such,
and always has to be assessed based on experience with
floors of similar construction.
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Different footfall rates are appropriate for different circum-
stances. Walking rates above 2.5Hz are uncommon, and this
is a reasonable upper limit to the rate for the design of
corridors and large circulation areas. For open plan office
areas the recommend upper limit is 2.1Hz, and for cellular
office areas and laboratories 1.8Hz. However, these more
sensitive areas may suffer excessive vibration caused by
vigorous walking in adjacent walkway or corridor areas, and
this possibility must not be ignored. The methodology
proposed has been extensively used and validated both
analytically and experimentally over the last ten years.

At the design stage assumptions must be made regarding all
the input parameters, some of which have an inherently high
variability (e.g. damping, footfall forces). The recommended
prediction procedure incorporates design footfall forces
higher than average (having a 25% probability of being
exceeded), structural modelling techniques and properties
that are intended to achieve best estimate modal frequencies
and masses, and values of damping that are on the low side
of average. While there is still insufficient high quality
measured data to give a statistical level of confidence in the
whole procedure recommended here, it does predict vibration
responses very comparable to those that are measured in
practice.

G.3 WALKING EXCITATION

Floors can be divided conveniently into two groups (low-
frequency and high-frequency) according to how they
respond to walking excitation. Low-frequency floors have
modes of vibration that are susceptible to a resonant build-
up of vibration under successive footfalls. However, the
response of high-frequency floors is not dominated by
resonance but by a transient response to the impulsive content
of each individual footstep. The natural frequency that sepa-
rates these two types of response regime is in the region of
10Hz, as described below.

G3.1 Dynamic load factors for resonant response
calculations

The walking forcing function is assumed to be perfectly
periodic and presentable by the first four harmonics calcu-
lated by Fourier analysis. In reality, dynamic forces from
walking are only near-periodic, but for the purpose of
analysis they may be assumed to be perfectly periodic. It is
assumed that pedestrian-induced resonant response may be
possible for floors having natural frequencies up to the fre-
quency of the fourth harmonic of the footfall rate. The fastest
normal walking rate does not exceed 2.5 paces per second,

that is:

f�2.5Hz (Gl)

Therefore, the minimum floor frequency for which reso-
nance can be discounted is approximately 10Hz. Lower values
may be appropriate where usage indicates that footfall rates
will be lower.

The amplitudes of these harmonics are often expressed in
terms of Dynamic Load Factors (DLFs) cxh, which are the
magnitudes of the harmonic force components expressed as a
fraction of the weight of the walker. Therefore, the harmonic

force amplitude h of the hth walking harmonic (h = 1, 2, 3

or4) is:

= a1,G (G2)

where
G = weight of the pedestrian, usually assumed to be 700N.

There is a considerable scatter in the values of DLFs
obtained by various tests; this is illustrated in Figure GI.

Statistical analysis of the data shown in Figure G 1 makes it
possible to quantif' the probabilities that certain force levels
will be exceeded. Formulae have been developed for walking
rates of up to 2.8 footfalls per second, although rates above
2.5Hz are uncommon in most situations.

Table G 1 below shows the proposed mean and design values
of the DLFs, with a 25% chance of the design value being
exceeded.

G3.2 Effective impulses for transient response
calculations

For floors having natural frequencies above about 10Hz,
resonant effects are generally small, and it is more realistic to
model footfall loads as a series of force pulses. Appropriate
values of an effective impulse 'eff have been derived from the

same extensive data as that used to calculate the harmonic
DLFs. Application of the effective impulse to a mode of
given modal mass will predict the same peak vibration
velocity of the mode as the footfall time history from which
it has been derived. As might be expected, the velocity (and
effective impulse) increases with pacing rate and decreases
as the natural frequency of the mode increases. If the footfall
rate is and the natural frequency is /, the proposed
effective impulse is shown in Table G2.
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Appendix G: Vibration serviceability of post-tensioned concrete hours

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
Frequency (Hz)

u Ohsson
Rainer
Average

Harmonic
h

Excitation frequency

range forf,,
[Hz]

Mean value of a
as function of

harmonic frequencyf

COV of a Design value of a,,
as a function of

harmonic frequencyf
1 1—2.8 0.37 (j 0.95)* 0.17 0.41 (J — 0.95)**

2 2 5.6 0.0044 (f, + 12.3) 0.40 0.0056 (/ + 12.3)
3 3—8.4 0.0050 (f + 5.2) 0.40 0.0064 (/, + 5.2)
4 4 11.2 0.0051 (j+2.O) 0.40 0.0065 (f+2.0)

Notes:
COV (Coefficient of variation) is defined as the ratio of standard deviation to the mean value.
* This value is capped to 0.50.
** This value is capped to 0.56.
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Figure Gi: Graphical presentation of the distribution and scatter of DLFs for the first four harmonics of walking, as a function
of frequency.

Table Gi: DLFs for walking and their associated statistical properties to be used in design.
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Table G2: Proposed effective impulse magnitudes.

Mean value of I
[NS]

COY of I Iff design value
[Ns]

ç143
42—

30

0.4 çI43
54---—

fl.30

G.4 RESPONSE OF LOW-FREQUENCY
FLOORS

The resonant response of low-frequency floors is caused
when one or more frequency harmonics of the periodic
walking force function are close to a natural frequency of the
floor. Having this in mind, the following recommendations
apply when calculating response of a low-frequency floor:

1. All modes of vibration having natural frequencies up to
12Hz (1.2 times the cut-off frequency between the low-
and high-frequency floors at 10Hz) should be taken into
account when calculating the response by mode
superposition. This number of modes is denoted as N,.

2. The steady state acceleration response at a position i in a
single mode n of frequency f at a given excitation fre-
quency hj, can be obtained from Equation G3 as follows:

hf 2P1
--•DMF

(G3)

Here, hf is the harmonic excitation frequency (wheref
is the walking frequency and the harmonic number is h =
1, 2, 3 or 4). The harmonic excitation force of amplitude
j.h is applied at location j (at which the mode shape

amplitude is p,,). The mode shape amplitude is at

location i at which point the response is to be calculated.
DMF stands for dynamic magnification factor for steady
state harmonic response which, in the case of single
mode analysis, is given in Equation G4 as:

DMF

where

/r hf 212 (/li_( IL fJ] fJ
= viscous damping ratio for mode n.

(G4)

3. The steady state responses calculated using Equation G3
above will be small for many walking rates, but when the
frequency of a harmonic of the footfall rate is close to a
natural frequency of the floor, then a larger resonant
response will arise at that frequency. If there are several
modes with closely spaced natural frequencies, a
harmonic force in the region of these frequencies may
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induce near-resonance in each of these modes. In this
case the combined response may be found using the
complex number form of the standard steady state
harmonic dynamic magnification factor, DMF.

1
DMF =

11]hfJ21[ 1
I [ WI

(G5)

This is required so that phase information between the
contributions from various modes at each harmonic fre-
quency hf is maintained as required to calculate the total

response at that frequency.

The total response (at the excitation frequency) is obtained

by summing separately the real parts and the imaginary
parts of the responses calculated for each of the modes,
and then combining the total real and imaginary parts by
the SRSS (Square Root of the Sum of the Squares)
method(G3) to obtain the overall amplitude of the response
at that frequency.

4. For a given walking frequencyf, once the steady state
acceleration responses a1(hf) at each harmonic frequency

hf have been calculated, the magnitude of the total res-
ponse due to all harmonics at their corresponding
frequencies may be approximated using the SRSS
method as follows:

a =Jja(hfp)
(G6)

5. Two factors will limit the build-up of the resonant
response. The worst-case scenario is to assume that the
excitation is applied at the anti-node of the mode-shape,
and that responses are measured at the same point. If
unity-scaled mode shapes(G3) are used, then j.t = j, , =

1.0. However a person who is walking is moving across
the structure and is applying forces to different positions
along the walking path. Therefore the mode shape value
at the excitation point j will be different for each foot-
fall. In addition, irrespective of the gradual movement of
the loading point, there may be an insufficient number of
loading cycles to build to full resonance. This is parti-
cularly so in the case of floors with low damping which
are excited by the first or second harmonic of walking.

At resonance hf =f, and Equation G5 gives:

DMF=

[2c[]]
(G7)
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so the imaginary part of the DMF determines the
resonant response. To account for these effects, the imagi-
nary part of the DMF may be scaled by a factor r, defined
as:

r = I —e2""'

where

The total response to each footfall is found by summing in
the time domain the decaying transient velocity responses of
each mode using the following superposition formula:

(G8) , (i)= (i)= e"" sin (co,t) (G13)

N 0.55h!
where:

= 2irf, ji —
(G14)

In Equations G8 and G9, h is, as before, the harmonic
number, L is the span of the floor, and / is the stride length
of the individual. The value of r is approximate, but
realistic for practical purposes.

6. Using Equations G2 to G9, the total response factor R (G6)
of the floor can be approximated conservatively as:

R aRMS

a1,

In Equation G 10, a, RMS is the calculated root-mean-
square (RMS) acceleration whereas ct is the RMS acce-
leration in the vertical direction at the threshold of human
perception, as defined in BS 6472. Both RMS accelera-
tion levels are usually expressed in mis2. Between 4Hz
and 8Hz the value of a, is 0.005 m/s2. a, (hj) are har-
monic acceleration amplitudes, so the RIvIS acceleration
at point i can be calculated as:

a,R,S = 0.707a,

where a. is obtained from Equation G6.

G.5 RESPONSE OF HIGH-FREQUENCY
FLOORS

Given the fundamental frequency f1 of a high-frequency
floor mode (J > 10 Hz), the effective impulse 'eff can be

calculated using data in Table G2. All modes with natural
frequencies up to twice the fundamental frequency should be
found and included in the mode superposition calculations.
This number of modes is denoted as Na,.

Acceptance criteria in this frequency range are often
expressed in terms of velocity. The peak velocity v, ,, due to

a footfall in each mode may be calculated using:

1 / (G12)v,,, = /1,,, LI, ,,,

where all notation is as before and 'eff] is the impulse applied

at DOFj.

and

(G15)

Equation G 13 can be used to estimate peak velocity.
However, if required, RMS velocities at DOF i can be
calculated using the standard formula:

(G 10) =
\IT

$ '2 (t
(G 16)

where the averaging time T is the worst is of largest vibra-
tion levels. The calculated peak or RI\4S velocity can be used
to assess vibration serviceability, as appropriate for high
frequency floors.

G.6 MODELLING OF MASS, STIFFNESS
AND DAMPING OF POST-TENSIONED
CONCRETE FLOORS

(Gil) In the dynamic modelling and analysis of floors for
serviceability checks, the following points should be
considered(G7):

1. The amplitudes of vibration that arise are generally very
small, and it is usual for the structure to act mono-
lithically as if all connections are continuous, even if they
are designed as pinned or flexible. Therefore, bending
stiffness of the columns can make a considerable contri-
bution to the overall dynamic floor stiffness. As such
columns should not be modelled as pin-supports when
calculating floor modal properties for vibration service-
ability checks. Linear elastic finite element models, where
columns are modelled using bar elements rigidly con-
nected to the floor can provide a fairly reliable means of
calculating modal properties of in-situ floors.

2. Accurate modelling of the geometry and boundary condi-
tions are of crucial importance when estimating modal
properties. Non-structural elements, such as façade walls
and partitions can contribute significantly to the stiffness
of a floor, and can be modelled if sufficient information
about them exists. It is usual for an external façade to
provide a line of vertical support along its length.

(G9)
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3. When the floor structure has a different stiffness in the
two directions, this should be taken into account. Model-
ling of this feature using anisotropic shell finite elements
with 'smeared' mass and different bending properties in
the two directions is reasonable. An alternative approach
is to model the slab as a uniform shell and to model the
ribs or beams explicitly.

4. Internally, prestressing of concrete elements does not lead
to any second-order effects that alter the modal properties.

5. In non-prestressed concrete floors there is usually a
degree of cracking under service loads, which can reduce
natural frequencies considerably compared with the un-
cracked condition. The elastic modulus for dynamic analy-
sis of concrete floors is higher than values typically used
for structural deflection checks. A value of 38—4OGPa is
a reasonable assumption in the case of normal strength
normal weight concretes. High-strength concrete floors
may have increased dynamic modulus of elasticity to
about 47GPa. Lightweight concrete has a lower dynamic
modulus, in the region of 22GPa.

6. The damping of a floor structure has to be assessed by
experience. It is usually expressed as a proportion of
critical damping, which is the smallest amount of damping
that prevents oscillation of an initially disturbed structure.
For small strain vibration of bare prestressed and un-
cracked reinforced concrete structures, the damping ratio
is in the region of 0.01—0.02 of critical. The cones-
ponding value for cracked reinforced concrete is slightly
higher at 0.0 15—0.03 of critical. Certain types of fit-out
increase the damping, with the most effective improve-
ment arising from full height partitions. Damping in a
fully fitted out floor with partitions may reach 0.045 of
critical.

0.7 ASSESSMENT OF VIBRATION
LEVELS

Vibration in buildings may be deemed unacceptable if it
exceeds levels causing adverse human reaction or exceeds
values suitable for the operation of sensitive equipment.
Assessment of vibration serviceability using these two
criteria is discussed below.

G7.1 Human reaction based on RMS accelerations

BS 6472(G8) forms the basis of guidance on satisfactory
levels of vibration for human comfort in the UK. It advises
that continuous vibration should be assessed in terms of
RMS frequency-weighted acceleration. The acceptability cri-
teria are expressed as multiplying factors on the levels of
vibration that are just perceptible. The threshold of percep-
tion for continuous vertical vibration is illustrated in Figure
G2 (taken from BS 6472) as a function of RMS acceleration
versus frequency.

The recommended multiplication response factors R, also
taken from BS6472, are given in Table G3.

Footfall-induced vibration depends on a number of factors
including walking speed, walking route/path, weight of pedes-
trian, distance between walker and recipient of vibration, the
natural frequency, modal mass and damping of the floor
modes of vibration and presence and type of partitions.
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Figure G2: Baseline curve indicating a threshold of
perception of vertical vibration.

The very significant variability in the forces produced by
different people has been noted previously, and there is also
uncertainty in the structural parameters, particularly floor
damping.

Also, different people have different vibration perceptibility
and acceptability thresholds in any given circumstance. The
BS 6472 recommendations are intended to define vibration
levels that will lead to a low probability of adverse comment.
If vibration levels are twice those recommended then adverse
comment may result, and the degree of adverse comment is
increased significantly if magnitudes are quadrupled. This
illustrates that a noticeable change in human response is
associated with significant changes in vibration level, and
that small, say 10—20%, changes in vibration levels are
insignificant in terms of human reaction.
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Table G3. Response Jactors as proposed in BS 6472.

Appendix G: Vibration serviceability of post-tensioned concrete Jloors

Place Time Multiplying factors
(see notes I and 5)

Exposure to continuous
vibration (16 h day, 8 h night)
(see note 2 and Appendix B)

Impulsive vibration excitation
with up to 3 occurrences
(see note 8)

Critical working areas
(e.g. hospital operating theatres,
precision laboratories
(see notes 3 and 10)

Day

Night

1

1

I

I

Residential Day

Night

2 to 4 (see note 4)

1.4

60 to 90 (see notes 4 and 9,
and Appendix B)
20

Office Day

Night

4

4

128 (see note 6)

128

Workshops Day

Night

8 (see note 7)

8

128 (see notes 6 and 7)

128

Note I: Table 5 leads to magnitudes of vibration below which the probability of adverse comments is low (any acoustical noise caused
by structural vibration is not considered).

Note 2: Doubling of the suggested vibration magnitudes may result in adverse comment and this may increase significantly if the
magnitudes are quadrupled (where available, dose/response curves may be consulted).

Note 3: Magnitudes of vibration in hospital operating theatres and critical working places pertain to periods of time when operations are
in progress or critical work is being performed. At other times magnitudes as high as those for residences are satisfactory
provided there is due agreement and warning.

Note 4: Within residential areas people exhibit wide variations of vibration tolerance. Specific values are dependent upon social and
cultural factors, psychological attitude and expected degree of intrusion.

Note 5: Vibration is to be measured at the point of entry to the entry to the subject. Where this is not possible then it is essential that
transfer functions be evaluated.

Note 6: The magnitudes for vibration in office and workshop areas should not be increased without considering the possibility of
significant disruption of working activity.

Note 7: Vibration acting on operators of certain processes such as drop forges or crushers, which vibrate working places, may be in a
separate category from the workshop areas considered in Table 3. The vibration magnitudes specified in relevant standards
would then apply to the operators of the exciting processes.

Note 8: Appendix C contains guidance on assessment of human response to vibration induced by blasting.
Note 9: When short term works such as piling, demolition and construction give rise to impulsive vibrations it should be borne in mind

that undue restriction on vibration levels can significantly prolong these operations and result in greater annoyance. In certain
circumstances higher magnitudes can be used.

Note 10: In cases where sensitive equipment or delicate tasks impose more stringent criteria than human comfort, the corresponding more
stringent values should be applied. Stipulation of such criteria is outside the scope of this standard.

The basis of checking the acceptability of floors under foot-
fall forces has often been to assess the peak level of vibration
and to cheek this against published criteria based on expe-
rience'7°9. For normal office floors the multiplying
response (R) factor is typically set at 7—8 times the percep-
tion threshold. This level is approximately twice the recom-
mendation for offices under continuous vibration given in
BS 6472. These R factors corresponding to walking
vibrations in offices are based on direct experience of accep-
tability of footfall-induced floor vibration. They are broadly
consistent with BS 6472 on the basis that the maximum
footfall-induced response is intermittent rather than continuous

as assumed in BS 6472, and is thereby less disturbing.
However, it must be noted that when intermittent responses
are as high as R=8 then the probability of adverse comment
is considerably higher than when R=4, to which a lower
probability can be associated. In eases like this, the vibration
serviceability check is more an assessment of the risk for
adverse comments to be made than a design check with a
clear binary pass or fail outcome, common for other types of
limit states checks. Clients and their engineers have to get
used to this way of thinking about satisfactory vibration
serviceability performance.
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G7.2 Human reaction based on vibration dose value

In recent years it has been proposed that intermittent vibra-
tion should be assessed on the basis of a vibration dose value

(VDV):

(T O25
VDV= Ja4Q)dt

,J51.75

frequency-weighted acceleration
total duration of time (in s) during which vibration may
occur.

This is a measure of the combined intensity and duration of
vibration during a period of time, usually a 16-hour day
period or an 8-hour night period. This method is described in
detail in Appendix B to BS 6472(G8) and is used for the
assessment of other intermittent sources such as vibration
caused by railway trains. The advantage of the method is that
it makes a formal link between vibration intensity, its
duration and acceptability which is nowadays accepted to
exist. The disadvantage is that a small number of short bursts
of strong vibration followed by very quiet periods would be
deemed acceptable if VDV is calculated over a long period
of time, which may not be the case in all circumstances.
While VDV can be calculated using appropriate instrumen-
tation and measured acceleration data, at a design stage it
does require the designer to consider what proportions of the
time should be assigned to different levels of vibration
generated by possible sources.

If the VDV method is used, there is a trade-off between
vibration level and duration. Table G4 illustrates the
relationship between vibration level and proportion of time
such a level needs to exist to generate the same VDV. If
vibration is continuous then the proportion of time is 1.0, and
the acceptable level is 1.0 times the permissible VDV given

(Gl7) in BS 6472, as shown in Table G4 and Figure G3.

If the vibration is intermittent with equal bursts covering
10% of the total time, then the level of that vibration may be
1.8 times the basic permissible level for continuous vibra-
tion. Therefore, since BS 6472 proposes a linear relationship
between continuous frequency-weighted RMS accelerations

and the corresponding VDV and since the SCI Guide(GS)
implies that vibration levels of up to R=8 are acceptable for
a normal office, whereas BS 6472 recommends R=4 for
continuous vibration, it may be deduced that implicit in the
SCI Guide is that less than 10% of the time people spend in
the office will be affected by the design level of footfall-
induced vibration.

For design, it is convenient to calculate footfall-induced
vibration in terms of the vibration level caused by typical
walk passes. As previously mentioned for high-frequency
floors, if calculated vibration time history is available, then
the R value is based on the worst ls of vibration during a
walk past. If the number of people crossing the floor each
day and night were estimated, together with their walking
route, speed and other relevant factors, then a VDV value
could be calculated for direct comparison with the recom-
mended limits given in Table G4.

Table G4: Permissible VDVin mIs' applicable to continuous vibration over 16 or 8 hours, as given in BS64728.

a,>
a,

0
'a

.0
>

001

Level vs Time exceeded

Figure G3: Relationship between a constant VDV and proportion of time and level of actual vibration required to cause such
constant VDV.
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where
a (t)
T=

Place Low probability
of adverse comment
0.2—0.4

0.13
Residential buildings
Residential buildings

16-hour day
8-hour night

Adverse comment
DOssible
0.4—0.8

0.26

Adverse comment
probable
0.8—1.6

0.51

01

Proportion of time
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G7.3 Effect of vibration on sensitive equipment

Modern medical laboratories and micro-electronic research
and production facilities require vibration levels below the
threshold of human perception. The many types of equip-
ment have different vibration tolerances, and so an attempt
has been made to categorise these and develop generic
vibration criteria. Most facilities for these purposes will have

Table G5: Generic vibration criteria for equipment'2.

stiff high-frequency floors with natural frequencies above
10Hz, and velocity-based criteria are generally specified.
The notation of the categories is confusing, with two scales
(BBN as given in Reference GlO and ASHRAE(c))
utilising similar-looking lettered criteria, but which are quite
different from each other. Table G5 defines the vibration
limits (RMS velocity) for a floor to comply with the different
generic vibration scales.

Criterion curve Maximum velocity
Level (see Note 1)
J.Lm/sec (RMS)

Detail size
(see Note 2)
(microns)

Description of use

Workshop 800 N/A Distinctly perceptible vibration. Appropriate to workshops
(ISO 2631 & BS 6472) and non-sensitive areas.
R=8 (see Note 3),
ASHRAE J
Office 400 N/A Perceptible vibration. Appropriate to offices and non-
(ISO 2631 & BS 6472) sensitive areas.
R=4, ASHRAE I
Residential day 200 75 Barely perceptible vibration. Appropriate to sleeping areas
(ISO 2631 & BS 6472) in most instances. Probably adequate for computer equip-
R=2, ASHRAE H ment, probe test equipment and low-power (to 20x)

microscopes.
Operating theatre 100 25 Threshold of perception. Suitable for sensitive sleeping
(ISO 2631 & BS 6472) areas. Suitable in most instances for microscopes to lOOx
R=1, ASHRAE F and for other equipment of low sensitivity.
VC-A 50 8 Adequate in most instances for optical microscopes to
(BBN-A or ASHRAE E) 400x, microbalances, optical balances, proximity and
R=O.5 projection aligners, etc.
VC-B 25 3 An approximate standard for optical microscopes to
(BBN-B or ASHRAE D) l000x, inspection and lithography equipment (including
R=O.25 steppers) to 3-micron line widths.
VC-C 12.5 1 A good standard for most lithography and inspection
(BBN-C orASHRAE C) equipment to 1-micron detail size.
R=O.125
VC-D 6 0.3 Suitable in most instances for the most demanding equip-
(BBN-D or ASHRAE B) ment including electron microscopes (TEMs and SEMs)
R=O.0625 and E-beam systems, operating to the limits of their

capability.
VC-E 3 0.1 A difficult criterion to achieve in most instances. Assumed
(BBN-E or ASHRAE A) to be adequate for the most demanding of sensitive
R=O.03125 systems including long path, laser-based, small target

systems and other systems requiring extraordinary
dynamic stability.

Notes:
I. As measured in 1/3 octave bands of frequency over the It should be noted that the RIVIS in Table G5 is the RMS of

frequency range 8—lOOHz. a single 1/3 octave frequency band. It is usual for this to be
2. The detail size refers to the line widths for microelectronics in the region of 70% of the total RI\4S. This can be checked

fabrication, the particle (cell) size for medical and in detail at the prediction stage by passing the output of the
pharmaceutical research etc. The values given take into simulated transient response obtained from Section 5 above
account the observation that the vibration requirements of .

through digital filters.many items depend upon the detail size of the process.
3. Floor Response Factor R, as defined in SCI Design Guide

076(G6)•
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APPENDIX H
EFFECT OF EARLY THERMAL
SHRINKAGE ON A STRUCTURAL
FRAME WITH PRESTRESSED BEAMS
At the time of stressing in a prestressed beam of a concrete
frame the two main components of shortening of the beams
are elastic shortening and early thermal movement. This
example concerns a 90m long post-tensioned beam with six
equal spans (see Figure HI). The beam was 575mm deep
and 2000mm wide.

No allowance had been made in the design for the effects of
shortening movement of the beams at the time of stressing
with regard to the interaction with the columns, which at this
stage had not been constructed above the beams. The cracking
was widespread both in the columns and beams and ex-
ceeded 0.7mm in places. Figure H2 shows the different types
of cracking that occurred.

CIRIA Report 9l"', provides a means of calculating the
effect for situations of various restraints but does not indicate
what value of the restraint factor should be used for such a

beam in a structural frame. Furthermore it introduces a
modification factor, K, and suggests that this should be taken
as 0.5.

The restraint to shortening of the beams by columns was not
great for this project. The early thermal movement, including
frame action, was calculated to be 8mm. This compared with
the free movement of 10mm. However it would have been
incorrect to base the movement on the full temperature fall
from peak temperature since the beams tried to expand while
heating up. A typical curve, showing the temperature rise
and fall with time, is shown in Figure H3. This was plotted
from temperature measurements of the concrete within a
beam on site. The resistance of the columns to the movement
of the beams as the temperature rose was more effective than
during the cooling phase, since the beam concrete was soft
and plastic. It is reasonable to assume that the modification
factor of 0.5 simulates approximately the difference between
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Figure Hi: 90m long post-tensioned beam (six equal spans).
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a) Column flexure

I I
This crack also
appeared in top of beam Tensionfit

Beam I Beam 2

e) Tension in transverse beam

Figure H2: Types of cracking that occurred.

expansion and contraction. Hence for simplicity, the net
effect was calculated using half the value for the temperature
range with the full coefficient of expansion for hardened
concrete (K = 0.5). This gave a reasonably conservative
prediction of the actual movement.

Temperature °C
above ambient

25 - -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time in Days

The free early thermal shrinkage of 10mm over the 90mm
length of beam corresponds to lii x 10-6 strain. The free
elastic shortening from prestressing at transfer for this beam
at this age was 90 x 10—6 strain.

CONCLUSIONS

• For frames with stiff columns early thermal strain is of
the same order as the prestress elastic shortening and
should be included in the analysis.

• Construction sequence must be considered carefully with
respect to shortening effects. Partial prestressing may be
necessary.

• Setting-out of the columns should allow for the
shortening effects.

Figure H3: Typical early temperature rise and fall in a
concrete beam.
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b) Column shear c) Beam flexure

______ End elevation

d) Beamlcolumn tearing



Since Post-tensioned concrete floors was first published in 1994, the use of post-
tensioned concrete floors in buildings has continued to grow consistently. Use in the
UK is growing rapidly, but their greatest use has been in the USA, especially
California, and also in Hong Kong, Australia, Singapore and Europe. Typical
applications include offices, car parks, hospitals and industrial buildings.

The first edition of this publication combined various earlier Concrete Society
Technical Reports on this subject and expanded some of the recommendations in line
with BS 8110. The timely publication of this updated version will update
recommendations to the requirements of Eurocode 2 and in light of developments in
current practice.

This Report explains the overall concept of post-tensioned concrete floor construction
as well as giving detailed design recommendations. The chapters are as follows:

Introduction
Structural behaviour
Structural form
Materials
The design process
Detailing
Construction details
Demolition
Special uses of post-tensioning in building structures
References

The Appendices to the Report provide valuable additional information. Major worked
examples consider the design of post-tensioned flat slabs and the use of finite element
analysis, amplifying the approaches given in the main text. Other examples consider
the detailed aspects of design, including the calculation of prestress losses, tendon
geometry, secondary effects and local bursting reinforcement. Finally, an Appendix
deals with the important topic of the vibration behaviour of post-tensioned floors, an
area that has not been well covered in the past.
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